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stead? ’Twas as I said—she did not marry
him. There’s comfort in the thought I loved
her so well—so well that I did slay her. Could
1 have seen her as his wife and not gone mad *
Ye cruel fetes, ye were too many lor me in
a
woman’s
the
strife, when ’twas
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she has gone.”
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He seized the little olack bottle, took a deep
resumed his writing.
then
and
draught,
I set. it all now, I thought. It is as I expected. This is the murderer; the lover who
did the deed. He is committing suicide and
writing out his confession.
1 was not inclined to disturb a man under
such circumstances, so 1 lay still and awaited
the result His pen dashed on more furiously
than ever
Occasionally his hand would go
to his bottle, whose contents were
evidently
working on his brain. One of the candles had
out
and
the
other
burned
low
in the
gone
socket. He threw down his pen and applied
his bottle once more to his lips and swallowed
the last drop it contained, and in a sepulchral
tone gave expression to these words as he
stood before the expiring light :
“That is all. When they look on this, then
they will know why ’twas they tho’t me
strange. There’s my confession written for
those who think it a little thing that she rejected me. They shall know what I swore X
had the courage to perform. Til to my couch,
and let the morrow tell a tale of horror which
shall make their drowsy souls believe there is
a love far stronger than 'grim death.—Farewell, earth, where gold doth rob me of my
love, and hail thou strange unknown where
she doth wait for my coming!”
The candle burned blue as the excited man
uttered these last words with gestures and
tones of one talking with the spirit of the murdered Mary. The last glimmer of the light
was gone, and then X heard the man throw
himself heavily on the bed.
My first impulse was to give the alarm, but
a second thought told me that if he was the
murderer, and had written out his confession,
and was taking himself off by a dose of poison,
I could do no go d bringing him back to life
again only to be strung up and die like a dog.
I did not see why I should try to keep a poor
wretch in this world when he had become
convinced he had better leave it He might
make his exit under worse circumstances, and
as he had done me no wrong, I could not out
of charity interfere.
W ith a quiet conscience, 1 dropped asleep,
and did not wake till after daylight the next
morning. 1 looked towards my neighbor’s
bed. There he lay on the outside of the bed
with his back toward me and none of his
clothing removed. The candle stick, the black
bottle, the papers were on the table with him.
I rose and dressed myself and glanced at the
papers' They contained a murderer’s confession, evidently. The bottle was labelled “Poison,” with death’s head and cross bones, and
had a strong smell of brandy. I bent over the
motionless figure on the bed.
He was asleep.
The whole thing was so mysterious that I said
nothing about it, but after eating my breakfast
and settling my bill, left for home wondering
whether I should see in the papers the next
morning “The Murderer’s Confession.” I
looked for it sometime but as it did not appear, I began to suspect that something had
been the matter with my brains during my
stay at Steinton.
Several weeks afterward I went into a theatre, to hear a sensation play which was that
night to be brought out. I took my seat in
the gallery, and watched the development of
the plot. It was one of the “love and murder” stamp. I could not help thinking how
similar were the circumstances to the trial in
Steinton. When in the last act the murderer’s confession was reached, it seemed but the
repetition of the scene in the double-bedded
room, which I have already described. There
was the actor striking his hand against his
forehead; and finally, with outstretched arms,
and eyes gazing into futurity, uttering these
words which had been so deeply impressed upon my mind:
“Farewell, earth, where gold doth rob me of
my love; and hail the strange unknown where
she doth wait my coming 1”
He then staggered toward a couch, and fell
senseless
upon it, as becomingly as could be
expected of a suicide.
The applause was deafening. My neighbor,
whom 1 had pot particularly noticed before,
clapped his hands and beat the floor with his
boots and cane till there was no breathing, from
the dust he raised. I was about to remonstrate
when my eyes assured me that he was no other than my lean friend of the double-bedded
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THE DOUBLE BEDDED ROOM.
A Tragedy.
Xu the spring of 1861 I went to Steinton to
transact some professional business and attend
a trial which was then before the criminal
court, at that time in session. I reached the
place late in the evening, after a hard day’i
journey, aud found that the only hotel in the
village was full with the exception of one bed
in a double-bedded room.
“The other bed is occupied by a gentleman
from Ifew York,’’ said the landlord and as an
inducement for me to help on the profits of the
house, he added, “he is neither a rogue nor a
cut-throat, judging from his appearance. They
never have had any such characters up there
in Gotham. Of course you’ll not have any
scruples about sleeping in the same room with
one of your own townsmen.”
As I had nothing about me to tempt even a
third rate thief, and had never given any of
my fellow men sufficient reason for severing
my jugular vein in the dark, I decided to take
the bed in question, and soon retired to my
room.

My tellow traveller was already in bed apparently asleep, with his face turned towards
It was that of a mild looking man of
me.
thirty-five, of a sandy complexion with a hungry look. As I ran my eye along his outliue
under the bedclothes, I did wish that he had
been fatter, for in one respect I am like Csesar,
I prefer fat men about me when there is anything like prospective danger. There was not
in his physiognomy, however,that led me to suspect-him being given to deeds of darkness, so 1
ensconced myself iu bed, and with my last
thoughts upon dear Mrs. Jones, I was soon
a unconscious as one of the seven sleepers.
Little p»ast midnight I was awakened by a
voice from my neighbor’s bed. I listened. He
was muttering sometliing in his sleep.
“Oh, Mary^how can you cast me off?” he
went on in the pleading tone of a distracted
lover. “How can you forget the love that has
followed you for so many years, and never
turned from you iu your misfortune when you
stood.alone in the world?”
Then .came a pause, after which he continued in more moving tones than before:
“Say not so, say not so. Before he with his
wealth crossed your path, we were happy in
each other, and why should I now be cast off
after you have sworn by all that is high and
good that you would be mine. Ah, Mary, if
to
you reject me my soul will soon be given up
I
some dark deed that will destroy us both.
shall have faith neither in God or woman to
restrain me.”
“Then you turn a deaf ear to my last prayYou have chosen yeur own fate and mark
er.

my word you shall never marry him.”
The mind of the sleeper seemed to have become
calm, and his dreams undisturbed as
soon as

he had

given

utterance to these last

words.
He doesn’t sleep well, thought I. He is going through with the romantic part of life. He

room.

has taken the disease at an untimely age; it
goes hard wnh him. And as I remembered
having just such dreams at one time, when 1
came near losing the present Mrs. Jones, I was
not alarmed at my neighbor’s ominous expressions.
I thought no more about the matter till 1
The case
saw the man In court the next day.
was that of a young man on trial for the murbe
had
been
whom
to
der of a young woman
betrothed. The ground of his arrest was,
that on the night of the murder in her own
father’s house he was the la&t person known to
he with her. She had lived lor several years
in New York city, and it was reported that she
had made the acquaintance of a penniless
was engaged to l>e
young man to whom she
married; and that she had broken her engage
inent with him for a more wealthy rival whom
she met on her return home.
As I listened to the proceedings of the court,
I noticed that my fellow lodger seemed to take
more of an interest in them than would be expected of an ordinary spectator. I then began
to think whether there could be any connection between this crime and what I had heard
him saying in his sleep the proceeding night.
It was a striking coincidence that Mary was
the name of the murdered young woman. He
had seemed to be pressing his claims as more
binding than those of a later and wealthy lovHis threadbare suit and unkept general
er.
make up, showed that he might personate the
poor lover. Moreover he was from New York,
and seemed to have no particular business, ex- !
cept to hang about the court-room and note
the proceedings.
I kept my thoughts to myself, however, and
watched for further developments.
That night I went to bed first- My stranger
friend came up after I was apparently asleep.
He seemed wholly unconscious of my presHe placed his candle on a table near
ence.
his bed, and began to examine some papers
which he pulled from the breast pocket of his
seedy coat- Occasionally he would rise and
were some burpace hack and forth, as if there
den on his soul.
“Yes, it must be so,” he muttered, “there is
A man driven on by such
no other way for it.
as Mary inspired, is not master of
a

|

passiou
himself, though close upon the horrid deed

but my

The truth flashed upon

I had heard of
poor authors mingling with the crowd and
of
their
with
the
success
plays. But
going wild
the opportunity was too good to lose.
“My friend,” said I, “you seem to consider
the play a master stroke.
“Indeed I do,” he replied, hammering away
“It takes, you see,
to keep up the applause.
the first time. I knew it would.”
“I think I have seen it acted before,” I temarked.
“Never, sir, I assure you, for I wrote it myself, and this is the first time it has beeu put
on the stage.”
“I do not doubt your word, sir; but, perhaps,
you have forgotten the double bedded room in
the hotel at Steinton, where the ‘murderer’s
confession’ first saw the light of two tallow candles.”
“Ah, yes! I recollect trying it on that night,
after I had worked it out of that murder
trial.”
“But why did you have your brandy bottle
labelled ‘poison?’
“Well, sir, the fact is, that I sometimes forget
to put it away, and it lasts longer with that
label.”
There was both philosophy and common
sense in the answer, and I was satisfied.
me.

A Human Habitation in Liverpool.—

Among several inquests held by Mr. Curry,
the borough coroner at Liverpool, on Saturday,
was one on the body of a wretched old woman named Jane Leatherdale, who resided
amid filth and poverty in a cellar in Burlington-street. The deceased was the widow of a
cotton porter, and was a woman of most intemperate habits. She was found dead on a
mattress in a comer of the cellar in which
she had lived. A verdict of “Died from excessive drinking” was returned. At the close
of the inquiry several of the jury remarked
that they were never before, in all their lives,
in such a wretched place, used as a human
habitation, as the cellar in which the deceased had resided. It was a place not fit for a
pig to have been in. There was not a win-

dow in it, nor any furniture, and so dark, was
it that they had to get a caudle to see their

I’ll to bed
way. The coroner said it was a place they
may follow black remorse. But
might have broken their necks in getting into.
and bide the morrow’s events; and then il l
One of the jury remarked that there was a
see no other way, I’ll do it.”
great deal said of what the health officers
What was it that he was to do ? I could
were doing, hut they could not be doing so
only speculate. That it was connected with
very much when they allowed such a place as
the trial I could not doubt. It seemed plain
cellar in question to be used as a habitathat be was in some way connected with the .the
It was stated by a juror that one of
murder. Perhaps he might be the real mur- tion.
their number had been taken sick in the celderer, and driven by a guilty conscience, was
had to be taken out. The coroner
awaiting tlie action of the court before making lar, and
remarked that, as bad as the place undoubta full confession of his crime.
The next day I attended court as before.
edly was, he was sorry to say that there were
My strange friend was there and seemed even worse places to be found in Liverpool.—
scarcely less interested than the prisoner at [London Times.
the bar. I watched him attentively.
Later in the afternoon, as I was riding
Intbbeottng Di6covkby.—Wonder has ofthrough the outskirts ol the village over a des- ten been expressed as to what became of the
1
olate looking spot, passed him pacing slowly
thousands of persons who must have been in
along with his hands behind him, and so lost Pompeii at the time of its destruction, to
he
did
that
not
even look up when
in thought
whom the few remains which have been found
I went by. He returned to the hotel after the
Recent excavabear no sort of proportion.
seated
at
were
the
other guests
supper table, tions
have, however, brought to light numeand ate ids meal in silence.
of which are
rous relics, the last discovered
When I retired for the night I left him sitThe Temple of Juno has
with an elbow on each peculiarly affecting.
bar
in
the
room,
ting
been uncovered, and in it more than three
arm of the chair, gazing intently into the
hundred skeletons have been discovered in atfire.
A propitiatitudes of terror and devotion.
I had been in bed about halt an hour when
at the
tory sacrifice was evidently Ifeing offered
he came up stairs with two candles, which he
were overwhelmthe
time
when
worshippers
placed upon the table, then went to his valise, ed. The statue of
Juno, the tripod, the centook out several quires of foolscap, and lastly,
in form to those used at
similar
sor,
(exactly
drew from liis pocket a small black bottle, and
this day in the Roman Church,) the golden vesand
|
down
beplaced it by liis side as he sat
sels, and the jewels which deck the figure ot
gan to write.
the idol, are the points chiefly dwelt upon in
I was too much interested in this movement
the published accounts.
to think of going to sleep, so I lay stlii anil j
kept my attention fixed upon him.
At first his pen moved deliberately over
Geology of the Earth.—Geology is the
the paper, and as his hand passed over page
eldest sister of the sciences. It treats of the
after page, its scratching became louder and
earth, which is our habitation, its early formaThere was
more nervous.
evidently a burn- tion, and the laws by which it is governed.—
that
must have
ing thought
expression in Some geologists maintain that our earth, at
words. The veins of Ids forehead were swolthe creation, was a mass of molten lava; that
len as if ready to burst, and liis whole exin process oftime it cooled ofb and the crust
of intense excitement.
that
was
He ! on which we stand, with ail its beautiful surpression
bccnicil to liftvc torgotton tliat tlicre was any
roundings, is but the crystallization of
b dy else in the room, for I could hear him volcanic
deposits or matter; that in our jourmuttering his thoughts aloud as he penned neys round the sun, we travel on a ball of fire;
them. Now and then he tvould pause, draw
that notwithstanding the theory of Captain
then dash on
a long breath, and
again. At Syinmes, there is a great fire still burning withlast he threw down liis pen and struck his | in, which, but for certain safety-valves, might
with
his
forehead,
the excla- rend our frail tenement
hand against
asunder, and by the
mation :
force of its explosive power, throw us beyond
do
I
is
and
she
wny
did
gone;
“I
tarry the centre of attraction—upon the tail, perit,
suffer in mj 1
here to see that poor wretch
imps, of some wandering comet.

Progress

Itaxy.—If we remember that
elapsed since the
Madais were imprisoned in Florence and sentenced to hard labor for ten years for
having
read the Bible, we see an enormous progress
in Italy.
Prctestant churches and chapels
are built at Naples, Florence, Parma, and other towns; the Bible is sold
everywhere, and the
Free Masons carry on an effective
agitation
for severing any tie between the State and the
Church. As to education, it is far from being
satisfactory. In Calabria out of 1,000 inhabitants only 87 can read and write, and even in
Piedmont only one-half of the population has
got some rudiments of education. Still, even
in that respect .much less has been done within
the last three years especially in Naples and
Sicily, where even the lowest classes of the
population are anxious to learn, and to have
their children educated. I could not say the
same of the Tuscans’ the Sunday schools do
not succeed here. People believe that since they
speak the purest Indian dialect, in fact the
language of the educated classes, they' do not
want any[ftirther instruction. The army however, has proved an excellent educational institution, and though it has absorbed countless
millions without achieving anything for the
accomplishment of Italian unity since 1861, it
has at least given the habit of claenliness, of
order and discipline to the conscripts, and

scarcely

taught

in

them to read and
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Also a Wood-Lot of 100 acres, one mile from the. village. There is not less than 2000 cords of wood and
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Extra and Double Extra Favorite Brand*
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flack and Livery Stable!

At Geo. H. Babcock’s Old Stand,
FEDERAL STREET.
subscriber, having

been at the above place for
the past seven years, would inform his friends
and the public that he is still at the old stand, where
he intends to devote his entire attention to the

THE

BOARDING,
HACKING & LIVERY BUSINESS.
Particular attention paid to Boarders.
Carriages furnished for Weddings, Parties, and
Funerals.
The stable having been furnished with New Carand good Hor.-es, a share of patronage is solic-

riages,

Also, FOR SALE one good second-hand Hack; one
2 wheeled Chaise; one Top Buggy; and one Carryall,
with pole and shafts.
julySldtf
FRANCIS R. HANSON.
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good investment.
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to J. C. PROCTOR, Lime street.
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ELEVEN
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Emery, Cushman and Lewis
sale
on

by
Portland, April 20,

W. H.
1865.—dtf

feet of
st. for

No.

SITUATED

and four Stores.
For particulars enquire of
S. H. COLESWORTHY,
92 Exchange $t.
Aug 4—d4w

To Bent.

TENEMENT centrally located, to a family without children, at one hundred and fifty dollars Tier
year. Apply to P. S. W.,
No. 374 Middle Street.
junelGtf
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or

Lease for
and Wharf

a

now

term of Years.
occupied by Charles

with a two story building tbereon, 20 by 75. For further particulars inquire of
JOSEPH H. WHITE,
No. 6£ Union Wharf.
may25dtf

House Lots for Sale.
finely located House Lota in Cape Elijpabeth, three minutes’ walk from the Cape Bridge.
I Inquire of E. N. PERRY, at the Sheriff’s Office, Portj land, where a plan of Cape Elizabeth lota may be
seen.
maylStf

SEVERAL

Peak’s Island.
Board
HE subscriber is prepared to accommodate severon

T1

al boarders at Ms house on Peak’s Island. His
residence is located near the Montreal House, in a
pleasant situation, and no labor will he spared that
can contribute to the enjoyment of his boarders.—
Charges moderate.
_if
ROBERT F. SKIlLINCjS.
Aug, 9—dlw*
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CO.,
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A,
w k T
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Delivered in Portland or Boston,
Bath, April 20, 1863.
ap22dti
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Law

PORTLAND,
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Steel

AT

other Norway .and Swedes Iron.

Milk Street, Boston; and 01 John Street, New
York.
ap.'t2d6m
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Exchange Street, Portland*
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i
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Me*
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i

CHAkTj. SCHUMACHER,
Fresco and Banner Painter,
Portland* Maine*

COST I

Has Removed from his old stand in Union Street
to No. 200 Fork St., where he Is prepared to fill all
orders for Carpenters’ anti other Tools, ol the
very best quality, al short uotice and on reasonable
terms.

IyJVo. 400 Fore Street.
Jama lft—d»f

NEW AGENCY

CARRIAGE

Carriages
marl7 dtf

May

16th,

Aug

SHIPS’ BOATS,
Yachts, Sail and Fishing Boat

PORTLAND, ME-

City

—

Manufactured

All

orders

March

LARGE

STOCK ON

Sauce

HAND.

FROM

prepared

Copper,

Nails Ac-

any port required.
MoGILVKBY, BYAN & DAVIS.

at short notice and delivered at

Sept 5—dtf

COMPOSITION,
—

AW©

Gravel
FOR

Jan26dtt

—

Roofing

FI.AT RObPS.
E. HERSET, A
No 10 Union Street.

HE NET

with

treating
great
both Acute and Chronic, in Males and
DR.eases,(Consultations
and Communications strictsuccess

all dis-

Piano Fortes,
with all the modern improvements, which they can
sell as LOW m can be purchased elsewhere, oi the
We have ma le arrangements, also, to
same quality.
keep an assortment of New York ami Boston Piano
are
which
Fortes, among

Steinway Jt Sons, of New York.
All Instruments Bold by u» are warranted to give
satisfaction.
Pianos to be let, and tuning done by experienced
CALVIN EDWARDS & CO.
Tuners.
March 9—nShftt

4rj 1865.
Fire Wo:k«,
Fire Works!
WORKS of
FIRE
from the Country
uauu

scturers

Tables !

Sails and Rigging tor Sale.
Standing Blgging, Safi* and Block* ol tlie
new
brig Atlanta, 4oo tone old measurement,
saved in perfect order. The draft oi the spars can be

r[E

store.

McGILVEKY,

ItYAN Sr. DAVIS,
No. 161 commercial Street.

Females.

ly confidential.
Patients can be

A word to the wise is sufficient.—

accommodated with board at the Inabout to make a change in my business, I
firmary on reasonable terms.
Rliall offer my entire stock of
For particulars call on or address DR. L.
YORK,
Auburn, Maine, Box 81. Office and InflrmaiV on
| Lincoln Street, Lewiston Maine.
July 7—3mw*
At OREATLY REDUCED PRICES, until all sold

BE*N<f

GOODS !

For Sale Cheap.
Two second-hand FIRE
-vJJWLa

commencing

AUGUST 1st.

KN-

My stock is ftill and complete m every department.
°f H<We SUitablE 'tr
Every family who wants anv goods for the next six 1
months to come will do well to
supply themselves
,BZRA Resell, Chlet Engineer
immediately, as the prices are daily advancing.
Any one wishing to go into the Dry Goods Trade
^F A- F. itfOROAN. Chairman Committee on Portland Fire Department.
will find this one of the boat situations in Portland.
junelClr
Possession given immediately if desired.
Please call and examine.
Corn Mill.

HandP^^eB^pIvto

subscribers are prepared to GRIND CORN
rpHE
*°r customers at their Mill ou Yors street Office
i Commercial st., bead of Richardson's V* fieri.
*
July 17eodIra
K. E. UPflAM & SON
;

Notice.
persons
hereby cautioned against
A1X
ing
trusting Judith Itoach, my wife,
are

C

and after June 1, the fare bePortland and Bangor will be
$2.00; other land$3.00; Rockland
the River reduced in proon
ings
portion, per steamer Regulator.
A. SOMERBY, Agent.
Portland, May 31, 1885—dtl
On

tween

Copartnership

partnership

S.

It. .IACKSON

copart-

it SON.

Deal Freights.
Ships wanted to load Deals at Bn (f>‘
for

Liverpool and

Bristol Chat re'.

RYAN * DAVIS.
AMcJfnLVERY,
No. 101 Commercial

Street.

;*

ureler ike

Co.
Any business confided to our care will have our
best attention.
G. GRANVILLE WRIGHT.
JunMeodAu
Rio de Janeiro, May 9, 1996.

a

for the pnrpoee of doing a general COAL BUSINESS
at Sawyer’* Wharf, loot of High Street.
S. R. .JACKSON.
OSCEOLA J A< 'KSON.
Portland, June 12, 1866—if

June

WRIGHT & CQ.,
for the purpose ot doing a General Commission Bush
ness, a special imrtner having lurnished a I't-di
Capital of three hundred thousand mil reis lbs.
SOI).-000(000).
Mr. John S. Wright, No. 99 WaU Streel, New York,
will act as our Agent in the United States.
We give our Power ol Attorney to Mr. Q.G.T.
Wright, late oi the House of Maxwell, Wright ot

Notice.

rpHE undersigned have this day loruiel
1 nerehip under the etyle of

any ol

Copartnership Notice.
a

Kl AS. I)\ V. Jr
114 Middle St.

Fare Reduced to the Penobscot River

harbor-

or

or

day formed

prices

Cur Work* re from :lie liRST miuu'scturors
and war anted
give enii-iac 1j»«.
Our long a ick Ro ket are preterabic to the • ort
h»*oogu
one
us th
do u *t lose the train 11 pa-*
• be sir
| sneMeodfc wtf

my family, without my written consent, as 1 shall
pay no debts of their contracting after this date.
SYLVESTER ROACH.
Portland July 28.1896.
julyi# -'**

this
11IAVE
linn ol

Orders
evry deeeipthn
ici rd. Towns tupp icd at

to

OF

Patent Combination Cushions, Patent Pockets,
anil all the latest Improvements.
Any questions by mall immediately answered !>v
HENRY HF.1MS, S6& WaMUinqion St.
Between Dover and Chapman Streets, Boston.
July 11—w6m

junelS—dtf

FORTES.

iojr

HEIMS,

With

our

to

JULY

FIRE AND WATER-PROOF FELT

at

requested

~

WARREN’S IMPROVED

seen

are

The undersigned begs leave to anthat they are manufacturing and
.keep constantly on hand

YELLOW METAL A COPPEB SHEATHING,

IRON.

purchasers

Pianos and

nounce

agents of the above Company.
furnish suits of

Spikes.

CO.,

call at 112 Middle St., Portland, Maine, any time during the day or evening, where two Pianos are for sale,
and j udge for themselves.
A Good Bargain is Warranted.
SCmiMACIfKR Si
IIOW E.
Agents for New York Plano Forte Co., 394 Hudson
N.
feblOdtf
Street,
Y._

MEASURE,

Bolt Yellow Metal,

IN,IIIE

Street,

the
Company being composed
twenty
workmen that could bo found In the first class manufactories In New York, principally in Steinway’a manufactory, every part oi their instruments is done in
the best manner, and this enables the company to fhrnish Pianos which, it equalled, can not be surpassed
for quality and power of tone, easiness of action and

beauty.

New- Bedford Copper Company.
undersigned
rpHE
X
are
to

>

PIANO

mnn-

N Y„
We would call the attention of the public to the superior quality of these instruments. They are equal
•
to
oi any other
Stelnways’, Cbickerings’, or those
noted manufacturer in this
or Europe.
country
The
of
oi
best

By CHARLES CU8TI8 & CO.
Morton Block.
M»y 3—dtf

The War is Over.

NO T I C E !

Street.

YUltK

394 Hu 4 son

Pattern»,

t

CUT

MAINE,

L. YORK is

Middle

IYKII

PIANO

!$ hir

Exchange Street,

HEAVY

m WITBJJIAM FOKTES!

niarlBtf

Portland

OF

“Pioneer House,”
Dealing Exclusively In Caliioruia V ines
by crush an St Cu.

niayHonaSm

Sole Agent* in Portland for the Celebrated

July 6.—eod 2m

!?•>

Mili-

Middle Street.
Nos. 54 and 56
Needles and Trimmings always on hand.

Magee Fumitees and fttovea.
|3P* Order* from the Country respectfully solicited. Job Work done to order.
aug9dt|l

WINSOU <{; WHITNEY,
BOSTON.
COMMERCIAL WHARF,

S. B. GO WELL,

manner

WOODMAN, TRUE & CO,
Agents,

*

WORKERS

liottle.

is oh each

For sale in Portland

Judges of

POMPS,
PIPE, SHEET LEAD, and
all kinds of Tin, Copper and Sheet
in
Iron, quantities to suit.

us.

Ang. 1—eod&wti'

Draper,

MACHINES!

SEWING

LEAD

OT* Please mention this advertisement in address-

TUESDAY,

and

8 I N <TE R’S

Oaokinfr, Office and Parlor Stoves,

N. B.—A liberal allowance on
freight will be made
on orders at a distance from us.

dry

septimdtl

FURNACES, RANGES, Sillia.i*d
And

name

received the Agency lor the Piano.

the country promptly

MASUFACTl’BE*

REASONABLE.

Wines.

ulacturcd by the
HAVINU

sept3dtr64

Manufacturer* of and Dealers In

OARS OF ALL KINDS MADE TO ORDER,
A

from

Manufactures to order and in the best

1865.

PORTLAND

Stock, Finish, Model, Speed <t‘ Safety
PRICES

the city

or

EXCHANGE STREET,

OS

HENRY P. LORD, Treasuror.
I r“

No. 30

Particular attention paid to

!

ALEXANDER D. REEVES,

13-dtf_1
A. X. XOYES A SOX,

Thirty Days for a 50 T. Yacht,
Days for a Shell, Row or Ship’s Boat.

Bags

BRACKETT.

&

Tailor

OUT'

order, by the subsci itat short notice, as

in

filled.

I
Treasurer's Office,
March 11, I860, t 1
OF PORTLAND SIX PER CENT. BONDS'
are for sale at this office, In sums to suit, not lew
than $500, on one, two, time, four, and ten yearn’
lime, with Interest Coupon* attached, payable *m1-

to

—

No. 105 Middle Street.

City of Portland,

annuallv.

lar.
J See that Our label and
«

and for sale Wholesale and Retail by

13 U RAN

OF ANY SIZE.

SKIFFS, FANCY SHELLS, Ac.,

AND

Traveling

Bolt

WHERRIES,

lor Maine.

achieved by ooz
brands oi these now celebrated Wines, » Jue
to their superior merits and undoubted purity.
For the sick chamber the‘‘Aug- bra” will commend
itself. Where v highly tonic aud invigorating stimulant is desired our Fort is excellent.
The “Muscatel” is without doubt the finest Wine
of Its class in the couutry. aud as a Party or Dessert
Wine, is delicious.
For a Dinner Wine the “Hock” is deservedly popu-

TRUNKS, VALISES

SIX PER CENT LOAN.

ROW BOiTSJISHlNG DORIES

Agent

PERKINS, STERN St CO.,

9—dlw

of

WM. M. TOBEY.

unexampled popoularity

THE

OF

Rooms, 110 and 11* Sudbury St., Boston Mass.
Juneltf

INVENTORS* EXCHANGE, 80 FEDERAL $T.
F. T. CUSHING.

4

chasing.

California

Sale

State
at the

_J ulyl—eodGm

Where yon will find a good assortment ot all the various patterns ot Case and quality manufactured by
the Company. Machine* sold at thi* office will be
repair one year tree of charge. Thorkept in
ough Instruction given at the office. Machine fittings,
on hand.
Sill, Thread, &c.,
tir** Particular attention given to repairing Wheeler & Wilson Machines,
Can and see the best Family Machine, before pur-

KIMBALL,

PREBLE STREET, (Near Preble House.)

Investigate

and

Congress 3t.f

July 29—eod&wlm

CARRIAGES AND SLEIGHS,

ty Call one and all, and eee the Bon-Ton Sifter.
and County Rights for sale on reasoable terms

Beware of Counterfeits.

Ten

P.

MAKTJFACTORER

$25 to $100 Every Day.

Ami: fttr P/tnInn's— Tnkr nn f.t/’irr.
Sold by druguista generally.

Sleighs,

tary and Navy Uniforms, and Boys Garments.

Flour

Clapp's Block,

PORTLAND, MAINE,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

C.

It is one of the greatest curiosities in the way of a
domestic article ever seen. For its cheapness, simit.
An oppor-

from

and

No. 20 PREBLE STREET,

Immediately.

Bon-Ton

At No. 11

constantly

F. W. RANDALL,

$10 per Share.

plicity and merit, nothing can equal
tunity is here offered to make from

which it trike* its name.
Manufactured only by Pil A r©.*V & SO*

T\

good

50,000.

HENEY EAILEY & 00.

Patented
It xquisitc, llelicale nu«I ■«’••*»I'erl'ume, Distilled from the

MANUFACTORY

$350,000.
35,000.

Sifter!

ers,

Wheeler Ac Wilson’s SewingMachiue,

part of the State.

Work executed in every

BROWN, Esq.
Agent and Transfer Clerk.
W. R. STOCK BRIDGE,
Office, 49 Washington Street.

Tilden’s

Constantly on band, or built

LI

From 41 Union to 400 Fore St,
Opposite Maxufaotubebs' ami Tn\». us’ Babb.

BOOKSELLER, STATIONEB,

Exchange Street.

LOOKING FOR BUSINESS to
MEN
the merits of

Flower

BLOCK,
Tem, » Street.

CODMAN

inch IT d&vtT

H. D. DAVIS.

F. A.

Wanted

Rennlifnl

1

ot

IB.^B.CTF.OF

NO. 144 MIDDLE STREET.

August 8.—dtf

nnd

Importers

And

JOHN E. ANDERSON,

CO.,

Wholesale andRetail.

l3F~Each Share of Stock in this Company entitles
the holder to receive One Ton of Coal per annum, at
its annual cost of production, for the term of twenty
years.
SUF^This Company is organized wiih its headquarters in Hartford, Connecicut, and with a principal
branch in Boston, for the purpose of supplying Coal
at Cost to Stockholders throughout the New England
States; the Coal in all cases to be delivered by the
most direct ami convenient routes of freight frbm
Philadelphia to the point oi its delivery.
For particulars enquire of the Agents for Portland,

lTiofit

SON,

~— -——-

CLARK, Esq., Editor “Daily Conrant.”
ROSWELL BLODGETT, Esq., Boston.
Col. NEWELL A. THOMPSON, Boston.
ROLAND WORTHINGTON, Esq., Bostou.

FOR THE HANDKERCHIEF.

A

Cortland

Manufacturers

And

Luthbr 1>ana,
Woodbury S. Dana,
John A. S. Dana.
June Ida

A. N.

NEW PERFUME

irraut
Rare

Oflle•>,

No. 164 Middte dtreet.
18—du

Jyiidtiw

Fish and

'Treasurer and Secretary.

our,

Leave Your Demands for Collection

147

PORTLAND, MI\,

I ) A NA &

THOMAS BELKNAP, Esq., President State Bank
of Hartford.
TRUSTEES.
Hon. HENRY C. DEMJNG, M. C. 1st Congressional District.
HENRY A. REDF1ELD, Esq., Cashier Phoenix
Bank.
F. A. BROWN, Esq., City Treasurer of Hartford.
W. H. D. CALLENDER, Esq., Cashier State Bank
of Hartford.
JAS. G. BATTERSON, Esq., President Travelers
Insurance Co.

BATH, ME.
Superior Bleached 1

o AA

13

Free Street Black,

1 mad 0

(Oxer H. J. Libby & Ca.’#)

PRESIDENT.

re-

RYAN & DAVIS,
161 Commercial Street.

JAMES T. PATTEN &

ing

Office.—No. 12 Campbell’s Wharf.
Norfolk, Va.
Consignments solicited.
Refers, by permission, to Messrs Messrs. Lowell A
Renter; Gerrish A Pearson; John Dennis A Co.;
Clark, Read A Co., Portland, Me.
may23d6ni

WM, JESSOP &

and furnishing goods.
Chaasbers, Mas.

on

jJan.

Lewis & Co.,

READY-MADE CLOTHING

dtf

Capital Stock,
Number of Shares,
Working Capital,
Subscription Price,

Canvas,

-FOR

STEPHENSON.

Valuable Beal Estate for Sale.
on the corner of Federal and Temple
Streets, about 160 feet on Federal Street, includFulton
the
ing
House, a two story Dwelling House,

T.

juneldti

<

The two storied, double tenement, Brick
;• Block, situated on Stevens’ Plains, Westbrook.
lUs&id Block contains 14 rooms in each tenement.
Lot 8 rods on the street, and 18 rods deep, on which is

jy Merchandise ot ail kinds bought one sold
Northern account.

Manuferturers and Wholesale Dealers In

Charter Oak Mutual Coal Co.

McGILVERY,

Scotch

112 Federal st.

JEFFERSON COOUGE & CO.,
Cor. Commercial and Franklin streets.

J.

Forwarding

-FOE-

^ v/U a sail-cloth of superior quality, just
ceived direct from Liverpool, and lor sale by

SITUATED

To Let.

31

Closets,

STREET,

<Sc., arranged and set up in the best manner, and all
in town or country faithfully executed. All
kinds of .JOBBING promptlyattended to. Constantly on hand LEAD PIPES, SHEET LEAD and BEEP
PUMPS of all descriptions.
aprikltf

LITTLE, Agent,

COAL

/IAA FEET Pine Plank, suitable for
md tJiV/UU Cisterns, 12 feet long.
7
100 M Clear Pine Shingles,
100 M No. 1 Cedar Shingles,
500 M Pine and Spruce Laths to arrive in a few days.
Pine, Spruce and Hemlock Dimensions sawed to
Order. Doors, Sashes and Blinds constantly on hand
For sale at prices to suit the
and made to order.
RUFUS DEER1NG,
times, by
mayl7<’.3m Hobson’s Wharf, 291 Commercial St.

STEPHENSON.
121 Commercial Street.

been taken in one season.
The location is a fine one, with plenty of shadetrees. Mills, school house, &c., near by.
For further particulars inquire-on the premises.
SAM’L H. SWEETSIK.
june<3eod3m*

—

Commission and

MERCHANT.

Silrer Plated Carlu.

Brass St

WORCESTER,

GENERAL

__

It

Farm tor Sale.
In North Yarmouth, on the Gloucester road, formerly known as the “Col. Cushman
Place,” within two miles of two depots on the G. T.
It. R., containing 200 acres of land, 40 of which is
wood land: fences mostly stone wall. Buildinggood two storied house, with out-buildings; and barn
Too feet by 30, cut full of hay last year. Orchardconsisting of several hundred thrifty apple trees, all
grafted ; bore in ’62,1500 bushels, and m ’64 we have
sold $600 00 worth of apples, besides a bountiful supply far a large family. Pear, plum and cherry trees
m bearing, with a variety of- other fruit.
Also, a Cranberry patch from which 30 bushels have

D.

Office
August 11

of

LYNCH,

Board.

W.

March 28—du

orders

The Policies are Nou-Forfeitable in the true
of the term, and can always be disposed of to
Company for their equitable value in Cask*
Many Policies taken out at this Agency have increased more than Fifty per cent, of the sum
originally insured, as numbers of our best citizens
on

and Water

description of Water Fixtures lor DwelEVERY
ling Houses. Hotels, Public Buildings, Show.

the

No. 71 Middle Street.
Union Wliarl.
WM. BOYD.

seven acres

Bawls,

sense

For Sate or to Let.
new French Cottage, on the Cape Cottage
road, opposite Capt. Green Walden’s, containing

CuB»w^rc*al St.

suits o! Ilooms, iurmshed or unfurwith board, In the first class house 77

50 hluls

Pumps

Waim, Cold and Shower Baths, Wash

Company

cheerfully given

Block, Congresr £t,
PORTLAND, ME.

HENRY P.

PORTLAND, ME.

pahl.

testily.

at-

OF

NO. 124 EXCHANGE

insurance as'heretofore.
To those who prefer the Ten Yearly payments,
no other Company presents such advantages,' as tl)is
gives more than compound interest for the money

jy20dtl

THE

00

GREAT

All needful information
cation to

Deuti.Nt,
No. 11 Clapp's

P L U M B E R!
Force

prompt-

Dr. Fred A. Prince,

Law,

Junel4d&w3m

MAKER

Str.,

Orders from out oi town sorcited.

May 22—du

at

«rd Free

ME.

Coloring, Whitening and White-Washing
attended to.

WILLIAM A. PEARCE,

$3,000,000-

on

fourteen rooms, with about
is unsurpassed on the Cape.
A.

tended to.

Dividends are now declared Annually and may be
applied in payment of Premiums, or to augment the

can

Street,^etweeu,

W0.UE28,

Cougreas

PORTLAND,
«y

(Mcssky’s Block,)
PORI LAND, MAINE.
Business with the Departments at
Washington

Cash Assets being
$18,600,000
Annual Inoomeismore than
$3,300,000
Net Increase in 1864 nearly
$1,800,000
Its Surplus Dividends to Policy Holders the last B yrs.

OvU Superior Southside Muscovado MOLASH. 1. ROBINSON,
SES, for sale by
No. 1 Portland Piej,
july251m. >

sauare

Plate

T H O M AS

Sugar and Molasses.
QnnBOXES Light Havana SUGAR;

ST.
H. 8. MELCHEB. '

Office No. 117 Middle Street

Its
Its
Its

HOUSE

Store

beef, Philadelphia market
BEEF, EXTRA MESS BEEF, MESS BEEF,
LARD in Tcs. and Tubs, CLEAR PORK, MESS
PORK, New York and Vermont CHEESE,
FOB SAUK

August 4.—dtf

H. Merrill, situated between Union Wharf and
THE
lard, Merrill’s.
The Wharf contains about 1500
ft.,

Ac.

Potatoes !

BUSINESS,

Oak

COMMERCIAL

Counsellor and Attorney

Life Co. are constantly increasing in amount, and
While
always have a Cash value on surrender.
those of the Benefit Co. do not increase, and have no
such value, unless the premiums are paid tip in cash.
Which is Cheapest? judge ye.
We regret the necessity for thus showing the falsity
of the statements put forth by our neighbors; but if
they still persist in thus deceiving the public, we can

For Sale or to Lease.
LOTS on Oxford, Washington, Madison,
Munroe, Fremont, Greenleaf and Fox streets on
WM. OXNARD,
terms to suit. Apply to
174 Cumberland St.
july25iseolm

a

Boarding,

$800,0*1.

For Sale.

HALL,

or

STD000 AND MASTIO

of

on

BICE.
7—dtf

8.

CO.,

CHAS. B. MERRILL,

while its Cash receipts were only
$1,715,875 00
The Cash Receipts of the Mutual Life Co. being
$2,626,801 OO
and its expenses only
$266,106 00
Any Life Co. which does not in cease its Assets in
the same ratio as it L ability, cannot be considered
the safest.
The Benefit Co. is not the Cheapest for the reason
that its Rates are higher, and the Dividends much
less.
For instance, at the age of 36, for $1000, on the 10
year plan, with the Benefit Co. it will cost $57 81
while with the Mutual Life Co. only
831 61
being $6 20 less, with the same difference of Rate as
to other ages.
•The Dividends of the MUTUAL LIFE OO. have
been more than Seventy per ceitf. on the Premiugis
paid, wliile those of the Benefit Co. have never been
The Policies of the Mutual
moro than 60 per cent.

J

Me.

T.

FEEEY,

plasterers,
ORNAMENTAL

4k

August

V.
$12,445,264 OO
i
Benefit Oo. had (gross assets) 7,1 34,790 OO
$5,042,037 Oft duly, being Cash Assets; the balance
being in Premkim Notes, with an outstanding liability on Policies in force of'$56,037,334 00, or nearly as
large as that of the Mutual Life Co.
The expenses of the Benefit Co. in 1«64 were,

To Let.

TWO
Also, Store-house

U.

The

PLEASANTLY

ELL,

!

its net

“Comparisons will eonfirm these facts.”
the Slat December, 1384, as appears
by the Commissioners Report, the Great MUTUAL LIFE INS.
CO. 01? NEW YORK, had assets
(all cash)

located in Freeport, 2$ miles from
the Depot, on the old county road to Brunswick,
the old homestead known as the Townsend place,
containing 35 or more acres. Fruit trees, wood lot,
and water convenient. Apply to Maj. W. MITCH-

BIT

COMMERCIAL street.

61

July

TIEROES.

LOAD,

176 Fore Street.

St.

jy6—df

St. Louis

St.,

beau-

Real Estate for Sale.
story and hall House, and lot 40 x 100 feet,

A

the CAR

notice, and at the lowest prices, by calling on A. S.
DYER, Cape Elizabeth, K. O. C0NANT5 CO., No.
153 Commercial Street, or ANSEL LOTHROP, No.

For Sale.

will Confirm these Facta.

own

C'on(jrcss

by

mHOSE wishing to Contract tor Potatoes for Shlpi ping or other puriwses, can be supplied at short

iiUL For particulars enquire at No. Ill Exchange
Street.augSdtf

wish to know all the

who.really
important to their
Those

buildings. The lot contains 50.000 feet, and for
ty of location is unsurpassed in this vicinty.
Term easy. For particulars enquire at
july25dtf

Because it is paying back to its
members larger Dividends, and
more of them, than any other Co.
in the United States.

20^“

complete

29H

2nd-IT IS THE CHEAPEST;

Potatoes,

sept24dtf

one

of any Life Insurance Co. in the

and for sale

otherwise, at fair prices.
The patronage of my former customers solicited.
JT. H 4MBI.IK,
No. 3 Union Wharf.
N. B.—WANTED to purchase, HOOPS and
SHOOKS.
August 6—d8m

Real Estate lor Sale,
In Cape Elizabeth.

j

arriving

QAA

Messrs.

Cape Elizabeth,
from Portland Bridge. The house is
AVERYmiledesirable
1st,-IT IS THE SAFEST ; | two
stories, containing 13 rooms, closets, &c., all in
order. Also well arranged Stable and outBecause its net Assets exceed those

Cheapest

AT 63

Assets (da nat) exceed those
Life Ins. Co. in the United States.”
2d—“BecahBe It is (not) paying back to its members larger
Dividends, and more of them, than any
other Co. in the United
States,” as is alleged by its
Agent.

Scotch Canvass.

JAMES M. CHURCHILL.
For

Life

julylldtt

Valuable Beal Estate!
FOR

THE

Mutual Life Insurance
Of New York,

FLOUR!

LARGE assortment of all grades of FLOUR
now

•

•

Terms easy, to suit purchasers.
Apply to W, 37J Middle St.

A

as

of Waterville and Sherbrook

Sts.

WHY THOSE WHO

MUTUAL

GOULD,

MOSES

No. 74 Middle Street, up stairs.

HOUSE
House and Lot

REASONS

Wisel'y

afk of the Post

Real Estate for Sale.
and LOT No. 37 Middle Street, known
the Payson House.

June 17—dtr

-nr

Lot«

julyl4—6w

22 EXCHANGE ST POETLAND.

e t

w

from 1 j to 3 minutes walk of the
Horse Railroad. The above limited number of Alternate House Lots «n new streets already located is
ottered at the above named prices for the purpose of
encouraging tbe building of Houses, thus giving to
parties who make the first purchase the advantage of
the rise pn the land. which is sure to follow the im-

of the

“A

1865.—dtf

from 10 to 15 minutes

within

ing February 1st, 1866,

TWO

FLOUR!

Office, and only

payable annually, the next beand may be used as cash in

are

Commercial St.

Alternate House Lots for Sale.
O 9 HOUSE LOTS at from 10 to 111 cts. per loot,

Cent.

1st—“Because

Is not

THE

A

in amount, and in proportion to premiums paid, than
was ever

137

For Sale.

larger

Is not THE Safest !

GAGE,

ONE and a hall story House, centrally located
containing 7 finished rooms, with wood-house,
&e.; cellar cemented; furnace in cellar; plenty waPossession given about middle September, 1665.
ter.
Terms easy. Enquire of
PEARSON & SMITH,
15 and 17 Willow Street.

all important to persons who wish to in-

Dividend for the last five years

our

R. W.

dtf Is

RICE

For the carrying

Jersey,

Cards.

PLAIN AND

8.

A GENERAL COMMISSION

furnish other facts of the “same sort.**
There are many reasons for insuring with

Merchandise.

Enquire of

x

other Companies, as may be seen by relerence to our
published tables, while the Dividends are larger.
3d

tWILL

janlldti_

4—dtf

SITUATED
Sts, 60 100 feet.

mott

leas than

WANTED!
pay tun cents nor lb. for all l’amphleta
delivered at the office o' the Portland
Sugar Co.,
corner Co noioro.aland Maple pts.
J. M. BROWN.

House Lot for Sale.
on the corner of Deering and Henry

j

.#13,000,000.

RUBBER EMPORIUM.

HALL’S

being now

Over

apply

new

can-

,,

To Let.
1st—It lias

aug5eodti

For Sale.
second-hand, Portland built, JENNY
A LIND, nearly
new, and a Harness.
Enquire at BLACK’S Livery Stable, comer of
Lime and Federal Sts.
aug9dlw
NICE

IN THE

Mutual Benefit Life Ins. Oo., of New

$271,367

taxes.

T.

XT.

TtOSS &

Notice.

>

of any other

SITUATION as an accountant, or an interest
in a good
paying business, bv one who has liad
experience, and can furnish Capital.
Good references given
Address Box 1963, Portland P. O.
Aug. 9.—dlwis*

on

August 12th— d3w*

REASONS

Copartnership

It seekers after truth are
disposed to examine Into
/acta and figures, they oan easily satisfy themselves
that the

Geiieni Superintendent,

^8 \V ashington SL, up

DECEIVED!

Business

TRUTH IS MIGHTY ! !

Author of “Philan-

and
Great Natioiial Engraving,—
\\ ashington and.if16
his Family,”—a new work, from
Schnsselea master
painting, engraved by Sartain.—
Two superior works
for salesmen. Deeds of territory given, cnarunteeing exclusive right of s de.—

now

92

ter.

Captains

NOT

Business Cards.

On

occupied by Mrs. C. W. Jordan;
given August 22d. For further particupossession
lars inquire of
E. NUTTER,

write.—[Florence Let-

Historian,

?f th« War «» America,” “Oar Great
“History of the Civil War in the United

^ r*

For Sale at Gorham Corner.
Depot, a House with a Gardeh co il-f&afy Near the
ls; ill taluln^ more ttian an acre; It is in every te■UeULspeot a very desirable place tor a residence.—

F Center St.

*5®

BE

orders fur the life and time* of
bv Dr. L. P. Brockelt,

LINCOLN,
°e™pber and

«

Miscellaneous.

Wanted

Men

*4,25 and $5, accord*®^®f>.,£*•>of binding.
(fries S3, *3,3(1,
Thu best Biography to be

further particulars ifcply at
NO. 17 WINTER STREET.
Aug. 9—eod2w*
For

fJfOR

rPu,
JL ABRAHAM

Found.

in advance.

annum,

mU-rcliants’

Bnnk.

1 to
of 96 per*b***e •ill*'** p«*
*
auk, on
Stock hold re of the late
f*-.r o.raf.ro/
rte.nrr.
and »rt« July *\ *Vo.

ArtVIDKNO

Merc;."*.

tijiciUn of $lock.

rHAS paYSiVJ.C* Her.

land,

for

JaoeSJ.lSt#*_Jebeartt

MECHANICS’ HALL.

arranged for Concert*, Lecture*, Exhibltione, Levees, <Sc.,*nav be obtataed on applica-

*1 a r ELL

W

tion to

felCHABD COLE, Superintendent,

junelbdit

No. 3 Tolman Place,

PRESST

DAILY

POIiTL,AM>-

Tuesday Morning, August 15,

865.

Terms —$S,00

_

The fearful ravages
_, "?
westward
of that
and the steady adva»<*
cholera are begindreadful scourge,
cons.derable degree of anxuing to excites
The medical men and
iety In this country.
health are discussing the subject
the board*
of 1uartersi ajld the result of their
bi a ra^etf
citations, as given to the world, seems to
occate in almost every ease that there is no
sion for alarm. The Boston Board of Alder-

tom~

city.

per year in advance.

E3?~ Readina Matter on all Pour Paaes.

UNION

NOMINATION.
OOtERNOlf,

FOB

cotsT^t-

SAlvTCTEL

SECOND
CUMBERLAND COUNTY AND
SENATORIAL DISO**101

CONVENTION.
-who support
The citizens ofCumburl*"'1 County
Anubew Johnson,
the Natl null Administration of
of Samuel Cony,” are
and the State A imtai-drati-m
to the Convenhereby requested to send Delegates
at the CITY HALL,
tion to be held la PORTLAND,
Thursday, August

17th,

o’clock hi the forenoon, for the purpose of
nominating Candidates for
County Attorney.
Four Senators.
County Treasurer.
County Commissioner.
Also to olect a County Committee for tho ensuten

at

ing year.
Each City and Town will be eutitled to send one
Delegate, and an additional Delegate for every seventy-live votes cast for Gov. Cony in Sept., 1864;
and one far a majority fraction—aft follows:—
4
3 New Gloucester,
Baldwin,
8
& North Yarmouth,
Bridgtou,
3
7
Brunswick,
Ottagefld,
3b
6
Portland,
Cape Elizabeth,
3
2 Pownal,
Careo,
2
3 Raymond,
Cumberland,
4
3
Scarborough,

Falmouth,
Freeport,
Gorham,
Gray,

8
8
3
3
3
3

Harpswell,

Harrison,
Naples,

Sebago,
StamUsb,
Westbrook,

2
4
8
6
4

Windham,

Yarmouth,

The County Commilteo will bo In session at the
Hall. August 17th, at 8 o’clock A. M.
The Chairmen ol the several Town Committees are

requested

to forward the

Delegates
County Committe, as soon
of their

names

to

the Chairman of the
as
they may be chosen.
LRW1S B. SMITH, Portland, Chairman.
LUKE BROWN, BrMgton,
1
IT
Unlon
WILLIAM

SMALL, Raymond,

HORATIO HiGHT, Scarboro’,
NATHANIEL DYER, Pownal,
SAM UEL GARLAND, Windham,
Portktud, July 29th, 1805.—dtd

g|aad

PLAQUE.
CHOLERA AND THE RUSSIAN
Russian
the
plague
r,r
of

„___-3--,knm
The iltnly inw »/ <*' Pr‘" '* l,irs'r
dailtet m Ou
utd cimUalio* oj nil tin ether

resolutions who may he chosen at the
Democratic Convention to-day to prepare a
platform upon which the Democrats of Xttiuea
ul'
can
a little While longer and keeP
show of organization.
on

men

AND

BEP-

3ESENTATION.
The Union State Convention, among other
resolutions, passed the following:
lletvlved, Thai, die Constitution of the United States

amended as to secure equality and uniformity of the right of suffrage and representation if
the several States tn the National Convention.
should be

so

We cannot better illustrate the practical
necessity and effect of such a change as is con-

at

of
collecting information on the subject
a remade
up
has
the Russian Plague, and
iurnished.
port in accordance with the facts
declare it to be established that the mal-

They
ady in question is not “the plague’ proper;
and
and though prevai ing if St. Petersburgh
other places sufficiently to give it the characfar short of being the
ter of an epidemic, falls
had
been apprehended.
which
dire pestilence
It is a typhus fever, prevailing more extensively this year than usual, owing to local causes,
and attended in some places by fever of a familiar type, known as recurrent or relapsing
fever

The committee do not think therefore that
Nevertheless
any reason for fear.
While wc would deprecate any groundless ter-

there is

rors, or any approach to panic as likely to increase the possible danger, we do not think it
wise or

the fact that danger
The New York Evening Post

right'to disguise

does exist.

“The report of the Boston aldermen may be
satisfactory in regard to Russian typhus, which
began, by the way, among the people of Tartary, a little to the north of the Himalaya
mountains. But the theory on which they explain it is not calculated to increase general
confidence. Over-crowding of population, bad
food, and defective ventilation, the Russiau
physicians explain to have been the causes of
this epidemic.
Those agencies exist in this
city to an extent far surpassing any locality in
Russia, Thibet or Tartary, where Russian

population
one-fifth; this will give in this
State 125,050 voters, which is very near the
exact number; there being no classes excluded
from suffrage, and no properly qualification required.
In Soulh Carolina

suffrage

is confined to the

lehiie population. This numbers 291.8S8.—
There is a qualification required in South

Carolina,

unknown to our laws, under which
the voter must have a freehold of fifty acres of

laud, or a town lot, but as we have no means
knowing to what extent this requirement
cuts down the voting list, we will make no account of it, but consider the elective franchise
as free and universal among the white population as it is among the population of our own
of

State'

Adopting the

rule we have used for this
State—one-tilth of the whole population to

which suffrage is made possible—there are in
South Carolina 55,268 voters in all. It will be
seen, from the facts and figures already given,
that 58,268 voters in South Carolina have four-

filths

political power, in the affairs of
the nation, as 125,656 voters in Maine f Who
wonders that, with such conceded advantages,
the chivalry wore accustomed to boast that one
as

much

Southern

man was

a

match for two Yankees?

Rut let us look a step further in advance.—
The slare3 are now legally free men, and in

three but five
fifths are to be counted in making up the bar
sis of political representation and power. How
will the matter then stand, allowing the population of the States to be unchanged? The

another

apportionment

not

following figures
Maine, as at present, will

typhus.”
These

are

facts which should not be

ignored;

fail to observe that the weather is
displaying those peculiarities which in iormer
nor can we

precede epidemics.—

Hale, agent and Consul-General of the
United States at Alexandria, Egypt, has just
forwarded to the Secretary of State, an account of the ravages of cholera at that place.
In the 20 days from June 27 to July 17, there
Air.

ware xstie

thousand,seven hundred

and

eightyfive deaths. It is estimated that over 30,000
persons have left Alexandria during the month
whieh has followed the first appearance of the
malady on the 11th of J’.me. The most dis-

to flatter ourselves that it will not do so
again. Here in New England, the near apson

proach of frosts

from the scourge
may
this year, hot in the more southern states Sepember is the month in which pestilence often

liarvest of death may be reaped next year. At
any rate, while it is true that ships from some
one or other of the infected regions are touch-

ing our shores every day, there is no propriety
in shutting our eyes to the danger. We should,
jf course, avoid the senseless panic which only invites the evil, but we should not neglect
the precautions which alone can give us safety.
Mlth, bad air, bad food, intoxicating liquors
and immoral and licentious habits, are the prolific parents of disease at all times, and in periods of epidemic their effect is greatly increased. No precaution against cholera is so avliling as cleanliness and pure living. AU city
and town authorities should at once see to it
hat no accumulations of filth or decaying
allowed to remain and poison the
air, and that every community, more especially the crowded ones, be put in as good a sanimatter are

If such preventary condition as possible.
tives be attended to, a strict quarantine maintained, and tlie ordinary precautions of moderate

living

and abstinence from

fiery stimu-

lants be observed we have little to fear from
cholera or any other pestilence. Fore-warned,

shonM be fore-armed.

The

have five members

present apportionment
124,183 of the gross population.
South Carolina has a population of 703,706.
Allowing her one representative for a very
large maj ority fraction, reaching to nearly one
of one member for

every

it makes ?
Wo insist that a voter in Maine should count
and have just as much
power,
as a voter In any other State—no more.
We

just £S much,

refer to national affairs only; with domestic
or municipal regulations in the different States
we have nothing to do.
Base representation
on suffrage, and equality is secured; and more

regulation would present the
this,
strongest motive to South Carolina and other
States to extend the right of suffrage to all to
whom it may safely be entrusted. Let States
feel that by extending the right of suffrage
they increase their own power, and by restricting it they limit their own power, and there is
little danger that any large classes of population will be placed beyond the possibilities of
exercising this great privilege—one of the
than

such a

greatest known to freemen.
VIEWS OF GEN.

Russian

Telegraph Line.

failure of the last Atlantic

The

probable
Telegraph enterprise will undoubtedly

excite

in this country more of regret than of disappointment. Confidence in the success of the

undertaking

has never been

seems no reason

to

general,

expect anything

and the

Gen. Meagher has been making speeches in
Minnesota. In one which he delivered at St.
Paul, we find the following just remarks in re
lation to the colored population;
“Nor should we be le3s liberal—leas just in
fact—to our black comrades of the battlefield. By their desperate fidelity to the fortunes of the nation In many a fierce tempest
of the war—a fidelity all the more heroic that
they fought in chains, and with the devotion
of martyrs repaid with torrents of generous
blood the proscription and wicked bondage in
which, under the sanction of the stars and
stripe--, they had been for generations held—
by their desperate fidelity and splendid soldier
shin, such as at Fort Wagner and Port Hudson gava to their bayonets an irresistable electricity, th<3 black hemes of the Union army
have not only entitled themselves to liberty,
but to citizenship, and the democrat who
would deny them the lights for which their
wounds and glorified colors so eloquently
plead, is unworthy to participate in the greatness of the
nation, whose authority these disfranchised soldiers did so much so vindicate.”
We commend the above to the committee
j

less than

complete failure

of this second attempt to lay
a line from Ireland to Newfoundland.
We believe that when the matter comes to be fully

investigated, it will be found that the construction of the present cable has been greatly
less perfect and less faithful than that of its
predecessor, and we doubt il the managers of
the enterprise themselves, had much faith in
its

success.

In tliis country what disappoltnment
will be mitigated by the belief that American
is felt

and Russian enterprise are likely ere long to
supply a surer and more reliable system of telegraphic communication with the old world.
The western route which is to connect America, Asia and Europe, is being rapidly and ener-

getically pushed to completion; and if
ly regulated and protected, promises

work of permanent and international

The

MEAGHER.

CIP-The Nashville Pres, and
„mej say9
The man who advocates
gradual

ic enterprises, as they are comparatively free
from moisture, and the timber in the poles is
The experience of
not subject to rapid decay.
Russia in her long line of five thousand miles
through Siberia, corresponds with that of the
owners of the great American line running
from San Francisco to the Atlantic. The advantages of this route, lengthy as it is, over
the Atlantic cable are numerous. Its expenses
and charges will be lighter. If any accident
occurs, it can be speedily and cheaply remedied. The concurrence of three great nations—the United States, Great Britain and
Russia—will be required for its successful operation, and their mutual interests wiU demand that it should be devoted to the common good of each and all, and not used as an
instrument for hostile purposes. No untried

problems are involved in its construction; its
projectors have only to extend mechanical contrivances with which they are perfectly familiar, over districts similar to those now occupied, and to use a few of such short cables as
have already been thoroughly tested, to accomplish the end which the Atlantic cable
unable to attain.

FOREIGN MISCELLANY.
—It is said that the King of the Belgians has
signified a wish to be buried in England, in the
same tomb with the remains of the Princess
—Lord Brougham is to preside at the annual
meeting of the Social Science Association at
Sheffield, England, in October next. He will
then be in his eighty-seventh year.
—The only surviving brother of Sir David
Wilkie, the painter (whom he has outlived for
four-and-twenty years), died a few days ago at

Kensington

properto be a

utility

plan has lately received the formal approval of the Czar, and the line will be built by

Russia as far as
NicoUyeusk on the Russian Pacific coast, where the American
company will
connect with the Russian line.
The Western
Union Telegraph Company has extended its
line northward from San
Francisco, through
Oregon and Washington

territories, to New
of British
Columbia.
Under the sanction of the British Government, which has granted them an
Westminster, the eapitai

exclusive

right of way for thirty years, they are now
raplidy pushing the work through the northurn portion of British
Columbia, whence it is
to be carried through Russian America to a
point a few hundred miles south of Behring’s

Straits. Here the Pacific Ocean is about five
hundred miles wide, and nearly
midway is an
island, upon which it R proposed to erect a
station that will be connected by several short ,
submarine cables with either shore. From
the landing in Siberia, our American company
is to construct the line to the point which we
have already named, at the mouth of the
Amoor river. From St Petersburg to this

:

emancipation
about to apply for a
patent for the gradual
explosion of gun-cotton.”
is

connec-

Gore.

—The Institution of Mechanical Engineers
will hold its annual meeting in Dublin this
year. It is a society of a very interesting and
important character, as it includes on its roll

Rich,” said
8^-The
ish
I eat

cause it

deer;

sheep.”

a
Jew, “eat venison bemutton beoause it isb

It is determined to have the last
word. Be it so. It wrestles as well oait* back
as on its feet. It calls upon us to own up to an
error, and no longer kick against the pricks.—
nacious.

65P*Don't live in hope with yonr arms folded; Fortune smiles on those who roll up
their sleeves and put their
shoulders to the

Will our “down-east”frieBd beany better satisfied if we do own up, that in controversy with
him we have kicked against a very small prick?

wheel.

fcy A French chemist asserts that if tea be
ground like ooffee, before hot water is
put upon
it, it will yield double the amount of exbilerating qualities. Another writer
says that “if a
piece of lump sugar the size of a walnut is put
into the teapot, you will
make the tea infuse in
one-half the time.
6if“Nature hangs labels upon the dissolute,
to

testify

DIABOLICAL OUTBAQE.
Mrs. Elizabeth Bates, wife of James M.
Bates, residing ai the comer of Leverett and

Napier streets? Boston (says the Journal),
while returning from South Boston, Sunday
evening, about 10 o’clock, in passing 178 Court
Street, was suddenly seized and gagged by

her

disgust at the example.
ti#“'A swimmer having made a bet of live
hundred francs witli Count
8-that he would
swim in the Seine for
ten minutes, holding a
book all the while in both
hands and reading
aloud, gained his wager on the 25th of
Julv, a
considerable crowd of boats
being collected in
the river, filled with persons
anxious to see the
feat.

them to
with one

The London Lancet advocates the cusof writing medical
prescriptions in English, which it says has long been the practice ol
many eminent physisians.
Hon. 0. V. Cnlver of
has

Franklin, Pa.,
Alleghany College,

course of erection.
—There are one thousand laborers employed
on the Spanish frontier in cutting the tunnel
for the railway through the Pyrenees.
—A fossil man has just been dug up in abed
of drift, between Veyziatand Oyonnax, France.
The body was found in an inverted posture, but
the bones did not adhere together, but were

office,

brought out one by one. The matter will probably be brought before the Academy of Scien-

overheard

—It is reported in Paris that the committee
on prisons has declared itself opposed to the
system of close confinement in cells, and that
M. Devinck has decided to do away with this

scolding a negro for laziness. “You
lazy nigger,” said he, “I am losing a whole
day’s labor by you !" “Massa,” retorted the
negro, “how many day’s labor have I lost by
you ?” The planter considered the subjeot exhausted.

fry The army

—Vesuvius continues to emit fire from its
principal mouth. It is the opinion of competent persons, however, that there appears to be
reason

to apprehend

an

imminent complete

eruption.
—The new journal La Liberte announces
that the Pope, grateful to M. Thiers for his
speech against the convention on the 15th of
September, has asked him to spend a few days
with him at Castel Gandolfo, and that M. Thiers
has accepted the invitation.
—A telegraphic despatch from Rome anthat a great fire had taken place in the
Scdarra Palace. The gallery of pictures was

nounces

saved.

That valuable collection includes the
pictures of'Wanity and Modesty,” by Leonardo da Vinci, and the “Flute Player,” by Ra-

phael.
—The Sultan is reported to be dangerously
ill—some accounts say he is insane. Should
the Sultan die, he will be succeeded by Murad

Eflendi,

the eldest son of the late Sultan, unless Fuad Pasha should attempt a revolution
n favor of the son of the present Sultan. Mu-

rad Eflendi is a dissipated, stupid, good-natured
man of tweuty-six years.
—The loug current will of Peter the Great
has been proved a forgery. Peter really left a
political testament, which has at last been
found, and which is entirely the opposite of that
hitherto attributed to him.
—The Morning Journal of St. Petersburg
states that the gold mines of the Ural have
now been worked since 1817 without intermission, and promise to furnish ore for many years
yet. The quantity extracted until now has
been 12,650 pounds (36 pounds each), or more
than 263 pounds yearly.
ANOTHER CURIOSITY FOB B ABNUM.

Capt. Elias Smith, war correspondent of the
New York Tribune, while with Gen. Scofield’s
advance in Kaleigh, North Carolina,
captured,
movable band of iron that fastens with

padlock

around the

the same metal

waist, and

that

iron bar

an

a

another band of

goe3 above the

runs

neck,
through both, and

above the wearer’s head at an elevation
of some three feet, with a cow bell attached.
With such an apparrtus fastened upon him
the negro cannot move without a ring of the
carves

bell, as it is placed quite beyond his reach; besides, thus harrassed, he would be unlikely to
attempt an escape. This anti-fugitive iron
frame weighs nine pounds. It is a curious
machine.

bondage

As a relic of a past era of human
and barbarity, it is interesting. The

Intends to present it to Bamum. We
should like to see this apparatus fastened upon
some of the of rebels,
especially upon those
who have been so cruel to our soldiers while

owner

in rebel
we

state

eating up

the cotton

rf there is any one rebel
than another, it is he who
instrumental in starving our sol-

has been
diers. It seems to us that if heaven has a
“bolt red with uncommon wrath,” it will yet

fall upon the heads of those monsters in human form who have treated our soldiers with
such heartless and hellish cruelty.
PLUMPERS.

ask, What are plumpers ?
A very proper question and deserves an answer.
A Saratoga correspondent of the New
York Tribune throws some light on th is question when speakiug of the “machinery of good
The reader may

He writes :

There is

general thing a very great effort to reveal as much as possible the peculiar
female charms without the design being too
evident. The same bonyoutline and niggardly fountains predominate,either in one extreme
or the other.
Tight lacing still compresses the
lungs. Pads for every part of the body are in
A device for puffing out to smoothness
use.
the wrinkles of the cheeks, called “plumpers,”
as a

a

the

Mississippi

we

fryTn view of watering place dissipations,
Mrs. Grundy calls for a Red Sea to destroy
Faro and all bis hosts.
fry There is general misapprehension concerning the number of pardons granted to the
late rebels. The newspapers print
applications
for pardons, and they call them pardons
granted. During the last month, there were but

fifty granted.
fr2F”It is said that the Theine dyes, even if
made from tea, can be manufactured as cheaply
as the aualiue colors, and
quite as brilliant.
fry-A chemist of this country has patented
a new ink from the waste
product of petroleum refineries. The invention consists in
taking the residuum, deodorized, and carbonizing it with the waste acid, thereby making a
sort of wax for the foundation of the ink, which
requires but little resin or lamp-black. The
ink is said to feed well, does not fill the
type,
and leaves a fine color without staining the

The price, as estimated by the cost of
ingredients used, should be about half that of

paper.

linseed oil inks.

fry Mr. M. J. Sofford, geologist, has reported favorably on a new lead vein in
Kentucky.
It crosses the Kentucky river a mile below
the town of Yeating, and is a well-worked
one.

_

fryThe cholora is spreading extensively in
Italy. An official report issued at Ancona,
July 27th, states that from noon on the 25th to

the

artificial

india-rubber,

i

*

subject of

a new patent taken out in
EngIt is made from linseed oil, converted by
some chemical action into a
jelly, quite like
rubber, and is said to be impervious to acids
and water.

Thursday

noon, ate fourteen plates of ice cream, complained of leelinglunwell on Friday morning,
and died on Friday afternoon.
By The anniversary of the battle of Bennington will be celebrated at
on

Bennington
auspices

Wednesday

and Thursday, under the
of the Vermont Historical

Society. An address wili be delivered by Rev. E. H.
Chapin
on Wednesday of this
week, and there will be
a civil and military procession.
ITEMS OF STATE NEWS.
By It appears from the

census

report that

the State of Maine in 1860 had 3601 manufacturing establishments, employing a capital of
$20,044,020. The value of the products was

By A Division of the Sons of Temperance

Bath propose tc make
city to-morrow.
at

an

excursion to this

6#”Mr. James Pennell of Brunswick, who
was severely injured a short time
since by a fall
on board his new vessel, died of his
Injuries "on
the 11th inst.

ByThe

new baggage and
post-office and
from the shop of the P. & K. R.
Co.,
at Augusta, is on the track. It is
spoken of as
a model affair.

express

car

ByThe writer who signed “Several Women, having given a real name, the communication shall have a place in a few
days—as soon
as we get by a crowd of other
matter.
Several
new stores are
!i;y
being erected in
Hallowell—an indication of
thrift, suggests the
Lewiston Journal.
By Edwin Noyes,

*

$3?”The Waterville Mail says that on Wednesday night of last week, some person entered
the bed-room of Mr. Wm. Otis, in Fairfield,
and carried away his pantaloons, in a
pocket of

might

be

deceived,

but

alas 1 there will always be some who never fail
to let the secret out. We are somewhat inclined to the opinion that many of these arti
ficial works, like some of the poetical creations
ot
Moore, “are too gross for spirit, and yet too
obviously frail for earth.”
63?"*On the 13th of
July

a package of letters
received at
Woodstock, Vt, mailed at
another postoffice In the
same state, on the 2d
of May, 1844 more than
twenty-one years ago.
The supposition is that it had all this
long time
been concealed in some oorner of a
postofflce,
and brought to fight by a recent “house
cleaning,” and deposited in the mail without suspicion of its antiquity.
was

The accused

ail dis-

are

lhe accused were brought before the Police
Court yesterday, and after hearing the testimony of Mrs. Bates, Judge Wright ordered
them to be committed to jail to await the action of the Grand Jury in September next.

Gobham.—The Union party in this town
last Saturday nominated Kev. J. K. Adams,
D. D., late Chaplain in the U. S.
service, as
their candidate as representative and
appointed

committee to wait upon him and inform him of his nomination. Dr. Adams exa

pressed

his thanks for the honor and

ment bestowed

him, but
nomination, in

upon

must decline the

compli-

felt that he
consequence

of the pressure of personal affairs. The Union
party then nominated B. B. Sturgess, Esq., as
their candidate.
Kov. Dr. Adams of New York, brother to
the Chaplain, has been spending a few days in

pleasant village. On Sunday he preached
two powerful discourses in the Congregational
meeting-house.
President. Lincoln.—Mr.
the last nnmber of the

Carpenter, in
Independent, tells the

1,lg

substantial manner, at
HALU'R UUURi.it i.ili’OiiiUai,

juljrfUsntf

following good story
Mr. Lindoln regarded

HAMMON <£ SA WTEli,

U. S. War Claim

which was the sum of about $1400 in bills.
Mr. Otis is a dealer in cattle, and had
spent the
afternoon in Waterville, where he was seen to
have considerable money. Mr. Otis has offered
a reward of $300 for the detection of the
robber.

6^”The Freshman class, this year, at WaCollege, says the Mail, will probably be
about as large as that of last year. Fourteen
candidates appeared for examination, about
half the number that will probably enter.
Gardiner Colby, Esq., whose gift of $50,000 of the $100,000 which has now been secured, was the foundation of that endowment, has
paid to the treasurer of the college $25,000, according to the tenor of his subscription. The
remaining $25,000 is payable when the fu 1
terville

amount of $100,000 shall have been paid in.—

for

Agents

tflaine,

Officers* Accounts with the Ordnanoe, Quartermasters anil Treasury Departments
adjusted and settled,
and certificates of non indebtedness obtained.
Terms reasonable.
charges unless successful.
All advice and information free.
Office No. 88 Exchange Street, Jose Block, (old
stand of Bradford & Harmon).
Z. K. HARMON,
W. S. SAWYER.
ReferencesHon. Wiu. P. Fessenden, U. S
Senator; Hon. Samuel Cony, Governor of Maine;
Hon. Israel
Jr,, Collector of Customs.

of an old acquaintance who, having a son
of a scientific turn, bought him a
microscope.
The boy went around
experimenting with his
me

glass

everything

upon

that came in his way.

One day, at the dinner table, his father took
up a piece of cheese. 'Don’t eat that, father,’
said the boy; ‘it is full of wrigglers.’ ‘My son,’

Washburn,

maylGd&wtf

DR. BICK NELL’S VEGETABLE DYSENTERY
SYRUP, contains no opiate or mineral substance.

Pain

Cramp in Stomach

or

toilet-mirrors,

A New Discovery in

particularly adapted.

obtain a better
the old process.

can

picture

for the

PORTLAND, MAINE,
August 15 th,

1865.

Proposals will bo received at this office until 12 M.,
the 19th Inst., for constructing -‘evontyEvo (76) Double
Bunks—Wood—for Fort Preble,

Saturday,

Maine.
can

be

seen on

application

292} Congress Street, Morton Block.
The undersigned reserves the right to reject any
bid not deemed advantageous to the Oovernuiont.
HENRY INMAN,
Aug 15—sudtd
Capt. and A. Q. M.
at

RECEIPTS—containg

Secrets and much valuable

many
before

Information never
made public, including over 100 Receipts now In exclusive use by the celebrated Metropolitan Hotel in
this city. Price 20 cents; mailed,
postage free. Address HUTCHINSON & CO., Publishers, 5#9 BroadN.
Y.
way,
augUaneod 13t

same

Challenge.

The Eon Base Ball Club do
hereby challenge the
Howard and Lincoln Clubs, or any “nine” that
may
be selected in the city of Portland, to
play a friendly
match game of base ball, the game to be played
any

during the present month. The Eon Clnb,
claiming the Championship of the State, are, therefore, ready to consider challenges from Clubs within
the State.
E. ASCENCIO, E. B. U C.
time

Nonpariel Patent Skirt Elevators,

MORSE, M. 1).

C.

Catarrh, Bronchitis, and all affections o<
Throat and Lungs, by cold Medicated Inhalation.
Success unprecedented.
Can refer to thousands in
tliis city and Stale, and all parts of the United
States.
Odice No. 2 Smith Street, Portland.
Maine.
june23ti
Treats

the

69 and 71 Gnat Water St.,
!
MILWAUKIE, WISCONSIN.
Buy for Eastern account Grain, Flour, Beef,
Pork, Lard, Hams, Butter, Seeds, etc.
The following choice brands of Flour on hand
Bertshy’s Best,
N. Warren,
Cabinet,
Eagle,
McClelan.
Champion,
Market Reports sent dally or weekly without
charge.
Flour aud Produce bougat, stored and insured at
liberal rates.
marl Goodly

E. s. WORMELL,

P II O TO G RAP II l

It

No. 90 Middle Street, Portland.

I3F"

Card

Photographs at Thiiek Dollars

dozen,—the

per

best

in the

City.

mayS0tuid£m

Notice.

TWENTY-FIVE CTS.

A SET.
NEW YORK SKIRT and CORSET
STORE, 26 Market Square, Portland.
GEORGE ANDERSON, Agent.
Sent by mail on receipt of price.
The Trade sup-

augllsndlw

WHY NOT USE THE BEST.
Over twenty yean* Increasing demand baa established the fact that Mathews’ Venetian Hair
Dye Is
the best ia the world. It is the
cheapest, the most
reliable, and most convenient. Complete In one bottle. Does no' require
any previous preparation of the
hair. No trouble.
No crock or strain. Docs not
rub off or make the lialr appear
dusty and dead, but
Imparts to It new life and lustre. Produces a beautiful black or brown, as preferred. A cldld can
apply
ly it. Always give satis&cUon. Only T5 cents per
bottle. Sold everywhere. A. L.
Mauu.
MATHEWS,
fheturer, N. Y.
Demas Baunes & Co., New
York, Wholesale
Agents.
mayl2eodly

COLGATE’S HONEY SOAP!
THIS celebrated Toilet Soap, in such universal
demand, is made from the choicest materials, is
mfld and emollient in its nature, fragrantly
scented,
and extremely beneficial in its act upon the slin.
f°r cole, by all Druggists and fancy Good/s Dealers

june31dlyr

and all the

manufactured with
fussl oil,

Tonics containing alcohol

V

Uregory, Philadelphia;
schirR»niif*i7l?Cr?'TV'Ifonnysvlllo;
C -mmelote,
Wyatt

tilings, bat are a combination of pure essence
Rye with the pure Juices of tho] most .valuable

stomachic^iuti-bilious,
and that

aperient lierbs and plants,
rapid remedy tor Dyspepkindred complaints, tliis preparation

aia and alt its

ami

safe and

as a

stand* before the world without
Its soles
the
the

to-day are equal

to the

2Si3S5?jSsi2sEa5a,,d-

Bernard.

o.^m4iLh.!.irtK Alexandrine,
Ttteomb, fh,
L coln’
Ivlc!': "eh

o!

none

rival or competitor.
combined sales of all

a

other tonics advertised In the Unified Stales, anil
certificates which authenticate its usefulness arc

signed by Individuals of the| highest standing -hi
every professional calling an I walk of ltf*. Beware

Maine.

Mr. Smith has Just returned with the 31st Regiment Maine Volunteers, and offers as references the
following names:—
Surgeon J. H. Kimball, Bridgton,
Chaplain Gbo. C. Cuawfobd, Readfleld,
of the 31st Maine Vols.
aug7sn4w*

!&£££*

Calais

imitations and impostures.

FOREIGN PORTS.

New

York House, 61) Cedar Street, N. Y.

Aug

12.—c!*w2w

Ax at Cadi* 27th ult, barque Arietta, Coloord. from
New York.
Ar at Victoria VI .June 23, brig Franklin
Adams,

Burr, San Francisco.

Ar at Sagua 24th ult, barque
Aberdeen, Nichols.
Boston.
Cli’and Turk 27tli ult,
Geo
for
brig
Washington,
®
New York, Mg.
At Salt Cay Tl 27th ult,
GeoS
barque
Hunt,Woodbury, lor New York, Mg.
Inst, sch Joseph Un?, t>-

Organs.

GOLDING, No» 89 Fore Street, Portland, Me.,
Medical and Surgical treatment of AL1,
DISEASES OP THE GENITAL AND URINARY
ORGANS. Dr. G. also treats all the diseases of the
See hand-bills.
human system.
Otiice. “General
Infirmary,’* 89 Fore 9treet, head of Franklin Wharf.
Office hours from 9 A. M. to t2 M., 1$ P. M, to 9 P.
M. Sundays, 3J P. M. to9 P. M.
augQdlw
DR.

attends to the

good, Portland.

SPOKEN.
Aug 2, lat 27. Ion 70 40, brig Caroline Eddy, of Bangor, from Nc w York for Cardenas.
Aug 9, lat 43 30, Ion 63 30, ship Margaret Evans, fin
Leghorn for New York.

UttMtAM Stack Lint,
Brokers Board, Ado.
American Gold.
U. 8. Coupon Sixes, 1881,.
U uited States 7 3-lotl»s Loan, 2d series.
United States Ten-forties.
United States Debt Certificates, June.
Ogdensburg Second Mortgage Bond*.
Boston and Maine Railroad.
Rutland Second Mortgage Sevens.
Vermont Central 2d Mortgage Bonds.
Eastern Itailroad.
at the

New

14.

I42?
<diT

BUSINESS, BUSINESS

961

97/
35}

112J

$oO

2o'

£25}
1*5

RING’S

-FOB-

BEAUTIFYING,

-And-

JORESSINU
raicis

THE

fiptv

and .ale

CUSTIS

&

llall’a Vegetable Sicilian Hair Rraewhas prorod itself to bo the most perfect
urepari.tio:i for the hair ever offered to the public.
Is

t vegetable compound, and
properties whatever.

contains

uo

inju-

IT WILL RESTORE GRAY HAIR TO ITS ORIGINAL COLOR,

It will keep the hair from falling
jut.
It cleanses the scalp and makes the hair soft, lustrous and silken.
It is

a

splendid

hair

dressing.

young,

s

Hall’s

Ask for
no

;

invited to attend.
In Pownal, Aug7, Mrs Mary Baugs, aged 69
years
9 months.
In Brunswick, July 21, Mrs Abigail, wife of
BenJ
French, aged 73 years 10 months.
In Bowdoinham, Aug 2, Mr John Whitmore, aged
93 years 8 m »nth*.
In Ilallowel], Aug 7, Mrs Jenny, wife of the late
Capt Frederick Senter, aged M years.
In Woodstook, July 28, George M
Whitman, aged 27
years 5 months.

fail to

uso

it.

USED BY THE

icilian Hair Renewer, and

by all Druggists.

augUlsml v

wiirn

A Card.
DR. HARVEY leaves Portland for New York
City
the first of September. All who wish to avail themselves of my skill in treating old Chronic CokP LINTS that bailie all other modes of
practice, would
do well to call before the 20th of August.
1 will freely refer you to hundreds in this city, cliat
I have treated. Ills acknowledged that 1 am the

Copland

only physician

in

with

Consultation

snocess.

Office,

389

who

Free.
Congress Street.

can

treat Catarrh

Her loveliness was heightened by the
in which her magnificent hair w as

snperio

manner

dressed

aug4d2w

MRS.

WINSLOW,

AN
"

EXPERIENCED Nurse and Female Pliyaician, presents to the attention of Mothers her

Soothing Syrup,

HILLSBORO NB.

Maine.

Copartnersh ip
undersigned have formed
the
THE
of

Kerosene Oil Co.
ST JOHN NB.

To

and

Relief asd Health to your Infants.
We liave put up aud sold this article
for over thirty
years, and can say in confidence and truth of it
what we have never been able to
say of any other
medicine-Aerer has it failed
u ,^gu instance to
effect a core, when timely used. Never did we know
au instance of
dissatis&ction by any one who used it.
On the contrary, ail are
dellglitod with its operations,
and speak in terms
of commendation of its magical
effects and medical virtues. Wo speak in this mattpr

do know," after thirty years experience)
<“>d pledge our
reputation for the fulfillment of what
we hero
declare. In almost every Instance where the
infhnt is suffering from pain and exhaustion, relief
will be found in fifteen minutes after the Syrup is adwe

mlnletsred.
Full directions for using will accompany oach bottlle. None gen uine unless the (hc-simlle of CURTIS
& PERKINS. New Tort, U on tlio outside wrapper.
Sold by all Druggists throughout the world.
Price only 35 Cents per
Bottle.

coparLne.shlii in

elbridge chapman.
angl5d*w4w

,«,*
Aug. 1, 1SC5.

Cardiff, per barque Marquis of Bute—471,212 ft
deal ends, 12,600 pcs i»aling.

Board.

deals, 8474 ft

...

CO.,

&

FREDERICK DAVIS.
rKt?P.H- MESEKVE,
LOWELL
HASKELL,

EXPORTS.

ROOMS

with

Beard

can

be obtained at the

ALBION HOUSE.

August 15—d7w

Pound.
LARGE size Store Key, which
A have
by calling at this office.

the

owner can

Aug 15—d3t

.Aug 16

STATE

16
Asia.Boston.Liverpool.Aug
Columbia... .New

York.. Havana.Aug 17
Virginia.New York, .Liverpool.Aug 19

OF

MAINE.

To tie Honorable Jmtlcee
qf the Supreme Judicial
timet holden at Portland with in and
for the
°n the Thir d

Germania.New York.. Hamburg.Ang 19
City of Boston-.New York. .Liverpom.Aug 19
Ericsson.New York. .Nicaragua.Aug 19
Cuba...New York. .Liverpool.Aug 23
China.New York..Liverpool.Aug 30
Vera Cruz.New York. .Vera Cruz...
.Sept 1

/levktjtf

undersigned, ( harlos E. Twomblv, ofConooiil, in the County ol Mertiinac, and State of

THE

■^i£gg“I?».",Mctfttny

represent# that he Is
Interested as a tenant hi common with
persons imknown, and ta fee simple In tho following
of
*
parcels
land In Gorham, In said County, namely
One piirool called the Han; ,ck
on
the
lot,
northerly
side ofQueou Street,
containing Oltecmaoes, more or
less. Also one parcel
containing thirty acres, more
“®
farae thirty acre lot numbered

<>irJ5’*’uhei?®
elghty-sUm said

Gorham, lying on the
side ol Queen Street, being the same laud northerly
that Anrwomblv, late of said Gorham, purchased of
John C. Stlnchflebl, by deed dated June fifth 1823
Also, one other parcel of land, bounded on ttueen
Street and the Gray read, tieing the same land
said
Andrew Twombly purchaseil of Wilham
Barton, Jr.,
by deed dated December 11th, 1833. containin two
acre*, more or lean.
Also, two other paroeisof land which tho said Andrew Iwombly purchased of Barnabas
anil
Thomas Hangs by deed dated Junuary Bangs
JCtlf Isisnamely: One of said parcels lying on the north ride of
the road called Queen Street, In
said Gorham
bounded
beginning at the south-west corner
at the tour rod real, thenco runniug north, fifteen
degrees west, ninety reds to the Harding lot: thonce
east, thirteen degrees north, twenty-eight red-.thence south, fifteen degrees east,
ninety ro Is to said
Queen Street; thence west, thirteen degrees south
twenty -eight rods to the first hound. And the other
parcel of land on the south side of Queen Street
bounded beginning at the north-weet corner
thereof
tbemw

1ST EWS

drew

PORT

OP

PORTLAND*

ARRIVED.
U S monitor
mouth.

Dictator, Rogers, New York via Ports-

U S monitor Agimonticns, Parrott. Portsmouth,

Steamer Chesapeake, Sherwood, New York,
Steamer New York, Chisholm, Boston tor Eastport
and St John NB.

Sch Belle, (Br) Edgett, Hillsboro NB.
Sch Armaila, (Br) Cathers. St John NB.
Sch (no, (Br) Camp, St John NB.
Sch Mary Brewer, Pease, New York.
Sch Hannie Westbrook, Littlejohn, Boston.
Sch Bramhall, Sawyer, Boston.
Sch Emelino, FaruUam, Daraariacolta.
Sch Storm King, SkoltteM, Harpswell.
CLEARED.
Barque Marquis of Bute, (Br) Hand ford, Cardiff—
H Winslow.
Sch

Drew,

Americas, Blanchard,

Gardiner

—

Flyng

east, thirteen degrees
one-hail rods; thenco south,

north, twenty-eight and
fourteen degrees east
eighty rods across the lot;thenco west, thirteen tie-1"
grees south, twenty-eight and one half rods, to t oe
tour rod rend; thenco
north, fourteen degrees W est
eighty rods to the point ofbegtnning, eicepting there“bi by said Andrew
Twombly to Wdu',m
re
llam Burton, containing seven
acres, m .re or hsa.
and the whole of Bald parcel
containing, beyond ,s*i1
to said

&

Launchxi>—At Chenryfleld recently, from the vard
Dyer, a schr of about 500 tons, called the
Jane Emson;” also, a schr of 400 tons, called the
‘•Mattie E Tabor.” Both of the above were built for
parties in New York.
Also, from the yard of Capt Sawyer, a ftne barque
of about 600 tons. Mr S is building two other vessels
of smaller dimensions, which win soon be tabbed.
FROM

parcel

sch E U

from Portland.

William Burton, seventv-threo

}

nr

less and being all the laud "said
A-..
owned In said Goruain, on the
eighth dry
% o' rebru1*52.
ary,
Your petiifiner avers that he la the p
wn„. „» „„„
quarter part ofsabi lands In oommo-.
s'
cannot enjoy his share of sudd (lataw
meomuioo
U'
"•
therefore prays that this Hoar ,.ttbre
cause partition "f said lands
to
and
t
p°tlt,d“er U**' «>n to Iw set
to 1dm
more or

I 'u

EXCHANGE.

MERCHANTS

PHILADELPHIA, Aug 14-Ax,

Willard,

^ m^le

l

o’nt
DISASTERS.
Soli Starlight, (of Portland) York, from Bangor for
*• TWOMBLY",
S.
T<tH4*‘x'!i8
J C’ W°0dm;‘'’ hto
Washington, with a cargo of hav, took tire off Nantucket Shoal, about 1 o'clock PM, Iltli lust, ami was
(Place of
burnt to the water's edge anil sunk.
The tire was
J Kev. Stamp.
first discovered In the deck load and In one hoar after I (
Meonta,
)
th© vessel disappeared. The captain and crew saved
themselves In their boat and arrived here in the
Sf.itr »/ Uni nr.
steamer Lewiston, on Sunday. Tim S registered 2116
tons, was bunt hi 1857, owned by Capt York an 1 others and was uninsured.
CCMBBBLAXn, 84.
Soh Star, (ol Bock land) Keene, from
Bangor £br
..
Lighten, with a cargo of lumber, was towel 1-.J,0 At the Supreme Juilieial Court be nun
^ °f "*«•
L.B. } Cumberland, on the Third 7
9f
*?*•
««*«<>» ol April,
(-) Anno Domini, 1865.

{"US*

Dii

j

s&?n°aUrhX^«atekn
Ar at
and Gen

J

FISHERMEN,
Inst, schs Cadet, Williams,
Bay St Lawrence!

Uth
bloupestOT
Butler, Toney,

On the foregoing petition Obi>.«i>fi.
Honor glee notice to all pery m
prayer thereof, to appeat
t
to «
within and for the Cotntv d

,w

f*P1,1 , UL
tllB

iS^re J ^*01

Supreme .JudldaltwT

DOMESTIC PORTS.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 3d Inst,
ship Glad Tidings,
Thompson, Boston; 4th, barque Savannah, Stinson.
Bath ; brig Ocean Belle,
Philadelphia.
Morton,
At quarantine,
barques Live Oak, ami Lexington, j ty
from Havana:
Chattanooga, tVom Matanaa*.
Adv 5th, ship Glad
Tidings, for Liverpool with dispatch; barque Mary Ann, for Havre; brig Benjamin
Delanoyfor Galveston.
RICHMOND—Sid 10th, brig Crocus, Manson, for

“S?1

°'

°“r

Portland,
an

w^ir~tr^t
'vvln
,4ePortland, In saidCounthe last
fee ttttlJng
§*"** >«V‘ toast be2* .525 cause
S-fe^S?o25fitS5£.
sh.«M ^granted prayor °f *“ pot,Uun<,‘'

New York.

BALTIMORE-Old l)th, brig Matilda. Norwood,
Providence.

Baker, Thompson, San Fran,
cisco; Mattapony, Wyman. Bath; I) B Doane. Rodman. Boston; schs Koret, Elliott, and Velma Alooro

children teething

juue3snd&wliiu

a

and taken the Arcade No. IS Free Svre. t, fir the liori«se of carrying on the DRY GOODS BOBBING
BUSINESS; and are prepared to show an entire
stock of new guud*.

Sch Ino—960 ship knees, to Wm
Brown.
Sch Armada—1400 ship knees, to Wm Brown.

SURE TO REGULATE THE BOWELS.
Depend upon It, mothers, it will give rest to your-

“what

Notice.

DAVIS, MESEKVE, HASKELL

which greatly facilitates the process of
Toothing, by
softening the gums, reducing all inflammations, will
allay all pain and spasmodic action, and la

selves,

Bridgton,

THE

Sch Belle —188 tons coal, to

Below ltth, ship Sebastopol, Savin, trom Havana.
Ar 11th. sch Hardscrabble. Gregory, Richmond.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar Uth. barque Gratta, >ralg.
New York; brim Kalmuck, PettingiU, Matauzas; A
Adams, Ayres. Mansanfllaj D B Doane, Stedman
New York; schs Camilla, Clark, St John NB; Mecca
Small, Newark NJ; Sardinia, Holbrook, and Corvo’

for

at the

North

IMPORTS.

July25sn3tt

“But oh I her beauty was tar beyond
Her sparkling gems or snow-white hand."

»ith Sterling's Ambrosia.

County Right,

Kali Term of this Institution will commence
on TUESDAY, Sept. 5,1866, under the continued care of C. E. HILTON. A. M.
THOMAS If. MEAD, Sec’y.
Aug 10, 2865.
angle 2awd&w3w

other

For sale

State and

ACADEMY!

Aug 13, Joseph M, youngest son of
Esq, aged 22 years.
ES^Funeral this (Tuesday) afternoon, at 3 o’clock,
from No 60 Pearl street. Relatives and friends are

of Mr Amos

.ould

IT IS RECOMMENDED .AND
FIRST MEDICAL AUTHORITY.

take

by

city,

4

or

Kneading Mac-bine.

BRIDGTON

In this
A W True,

Monday, August 14.

er

on

F. T. CUSHING.

DIED.

CO.,

July 22—sndtf

No person, old

good County

Aug 15—dlw

MARINE

WHOLESALE AGENTS for Oio STATE of MAINE,
Morton Block, Congress Street, Portland.

It

a

INVENTOR’S EXCHANGE, so FEDERAL ST.
This in the only practical
Brcsd-Kucading Machine In the world, and It can be sold at a price that
will Insure Its introduction into every iainily in the
laud.

cents.

For solo at

rious

by controlling

Patented Jei.y 25th, 1685.
This very valuable invention is now on
exhibition

In Winthrop, July 27, Cbos R Bartlett, of Byion,
and Mary J Wilson, of Mexico.
In Topsham, Aug 1, William Pierce, ot T, and Miss
Jane, daughter ot Wiu Barron, Esq, of Brunswick.
In Portsmouth, Aug 10, William Tupper and Mrs
Sarah Pushar, both of Pittsfield, Me.
Di Montville, July 16, Edward K Si>ear and Emily
A Patterson.
In Montville, July 20, Albeit Choate and Miss Eliza
I> Young.
In Kallowell, Aug 6, David A Covill and Imogene
Elms.

Miniature Almanac.August 15*
Sun rises.6.07 I Moon rises.
AM
San sets.7.91 | High water. 5.55 PM

HAIR,

!

$ tOO per Hay

to

Can be male

Damascus..Quebec.Liverpool.Aug 19

Magical Preparation

RESTORING,

Advertisements.

|ue|

Patent Bread

Manhattan.New York. .Vera Cruz

A

for Providence.

BANGOR—Ar 12th, barque Chilton, Stafford, from
to lua<l for Havana.

Portland,

DEPARTURE OP

XaEPB !

Smith,

Cercsca,
ltth,
Jnly Fourth, Shaw. BancoSALEM—Ar 12th, schs Georgia A rev Kllzate'h“
port; Erie, Sawyer. Bangor «w
Ar 13th, schs Catharine,Webber, Ellsworth- Eac'e.
Sawyer, Bangor; Naureag, Fales, Rock'and
nANVEFS—Ar ltth, sefis Geo W Pal 'win Lon"
New York; Gold Hunter, Wine:
cnback, Bango?';
Pearl, Thayer, Rockland.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 10th, schs Itlo, Blillcy, Harpswoll for Boston; John Comuton, Long Providence
for Gardiner; Decatur,Murphy, Boston for Tremont;
Win Carroll, ('olson, Bangor for Stonington; llarrlc
Wiggin, Rockland for New York; Banner, Alby, ftu

OUEAJT STEAMERS.
Hall’s Rubber Emporium
NAME
FROM
FOR
DATE.
IS at 147 Middle Street, where every variety of RubEagle.New York. .Havana.Ang 10
Corsica...New York..Havana.Ang 12
ber Goods can be procured, at Manufacturers’ prices.
Montano.New York. San Francisco. Aug 12
Their assortment of Rubber, Jewelry and
Fane/ City of New York.Now York. .Liverpool.Aug 12
Goods is really magnificent.
june23tt
Hibernian.Quebec.Liverdool.Aug W
HAIR

Leghorn;

ItCld
GoorgeNB!*’
sch

name

who have lost friends in'llie army, and are
desirous to receive their remains, can learn all the
particulars as to the best mode at removing them, the
expense, &c., by writing to R. SMITH, Hanover,

SEELE’S

Fll?w,’,etilall^?e
s Uosephine. Higgins.
Ms^
Fl ',kh?.lnt2“»l1
«£££ I?£tth.?|,ra«,.Mt Desert; Waterloo,
Oceanic,

wLta wJS£L2S“t.A,f/' Vlnalhavcn;
,"<<,'ua;

or

CEL 12-

these
of

Clark

Edmc

are

fiery article containing amyl

a

mortal poison, HOSTETTETTS
BltATED STOMACH BATTERS contain
a

Persons

Ladles’ Drosses in grace Ail fold. The
convenient article a lady can use. Can be attached to any dress.

plied.

impure,

Frisbe.Trini lad;

>anna

^rgen PointlfjRiciimond;

M A LULLED.

PRODUCE COMMISSION MERCHANTS,

For looping up

PRICE

are

RICE BROTHERS,

most

For sale at the

mt>-

heralded

are

®j59TON—-Ar 12th, brigs L

ratharhie Nichols, PMIbrook, HaUiinore: Mecosta,
2HCS&
Philadelphia; schs WtSfs Putnam. Cook,
St Stephens
NB; Maine. Brown, and Susan APhebe,
Knox, Machias; Velocity. Britt, Ellsworth: Gram^^n^Hn» Elizabeth, Doirlty, and Good
Angelica, Honkins.Frankfort;
AtiEnCT* Bangor:
< n io!kLyneh* Wiseaaset.
• ham
^'JP/tondola, Brown, Ouebec; brig Walm.ml
itbri‘!iiS*avsinnah: *C,1H H K Duntoii.RavMarietta, Hall, for

that while all the diffusive stimulants called liquors

Saleh

R. P. HALL A CO.,
Nashua, N. II., Proprietors.

Nails !
Removed without pain or shedding blood by DR.
EMANUEL, Surgeon Chiropodist, from Boston, who
has taken rooms for one week at
Kingsbury’s Hotel,
203 Congress St. Charges at office 25 cts each corn.
Aug. 14—sndiw*

to bo

compounds purporting

the world as -‘sovereign remedies,” that the pubshould understand the facts. Bj it known then,

GEORGE M. HOWE,
Art, 112 Middle “Street.

Temple
june7sn3m

Bunions !

In-growing

of imported liquors,

wliit less pernicious,

Bickering,

HOLMES'S HOLE-Ar llth,
GflChrist, Irom Philadelphia tor Kewbunrport■ i'aWie E
Samps in, Blake, Portland for Philadelphia; Pallas
Richer Ison, Rockland for New York; Volant
-'it
Ins, Ellsworth for do.
Ar 12-h, ach Mary Fletcher, Tracey, Philadelphia
for Boston; John A Frank, Fowler, Bangor for New
Bedford; M F Vamum, burner, Bucks port.
8W* barque Andes; sch» II E Sampson, Pallas, and
Volant.
In ]Hn*t, sclis Honest A lie, Georgia, Mary
Fletcher,
John & Frank, and others.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 13th, sch Hero,
Foss, from
Bangor.

mens.

~x

Corns!

a

flooded with the

are

name

Diseases of the Urinary

Exhibition Rooms ouen at all hours of the day.—
The public are invitea to call and examine speci-

CHARLES

Base Ball

lic

a

Which is superior to anything ever before introduced. Its advantages being to produce a clear picture, with more brilliancy of tone, and less liable to
Chile.
For Copying and Enlarging pictures this process is
Parsons

diciual, but not

of

PHOTOGRAPHS,

price than by

and when domestic

NOTICES.

Assistant Quartermaster’s Offioe, U. 6. A.,

RARE

attention to

poisons, under the

Wholesale and Retail,

SPECIAL

RoO

direst

Photography!

subscriber would call

and

Specifications

It is the finest

public
New and Original process for making
THE

gentlemen as their
white incisors flash through their dark mustaches, wonder how the benighted folk ot
twenty years ago got along without the teethbeautifying, breath-perfuming Sozodont.
Aug. 15—eodut.

Plans and

Bowels.

lor

IMPERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS!

replied the old gentleman, taking at the same
a huge bite; ‘let ’em
wriggle; I can stand
it if they can,’”

their

or

children, as well as grown persons, ever
offeied the public. Try It! No cure no j»ay.
Prepared only by EDWARD SUTTON, Providence
R. I. For sale by l>ruggists generally.
H. H. HAY, Agent for Maine.
julyl7d«fcw2m

time

The Eighth Wonder—Of the fashionable
world, is Sozodont. Ladies as they see their
unsullied teeth and rosy gums reflected in

markets of. the United States

.0

to the Sick.

Timely Warning

iu O'pec Lilly imp jrtunt at this time, when the

—

the Wade and Davis

When the President had thought profoundly, however, upon certain measures, and felt
sure of his ground, criticism, either
public or
private, did not disturb him. Last year, upon
the appearance of what was known as the
“Wade and Davis manifesto,” an intimate
friend and supporter, who was very indignant
that such a document should have been put
forth just previous to the Presidential election,
took occasion to animadvert very
severely upon
the course that prompted it. “It is not worth
fretting about,” said the President; “ft reminds

It

bH*

Jhs OwSK"

Hijiemrn /
The next trial tat the PRIZE R1EEE <viU be
Auii
02. Tickets for sate at HltOVVN-3 49 Union St.
Aug 14—andlw
A

PENSIONS, BOUNTIES, ARREARS OF PAY,
PRIZE MONEY, LOST CLOTHING, «&u.

cSSSSll£l^hl

A
1‘- w.ilm ,v ro
No. 101, 160 and 170 Mala
St., Worcester Mass
Ua3H'
Aug. 14—snd2w&w4t*

Will give their exclusive attention to collecting

manifesto:

road.

[Mail.

1U Middle St.

Elwell, from

OlralTe, Hlcluirdson,

IUk’

^'addr^

Information obtained

sch

Merrill, Rockland.
cm
soh ?Sr“5t
MU
Ole via Bax
12th, “V
ton, Flint,
Below, schs Rainbow, Fletcher, andPhiladelphia.
Duroc, Hodsdon, Bangor.

dob™tin‘and

and all

®'r~Ajt 10th, ach Cameo,

I'EN'C.'E—Ar 12th,

Wanted.

offered,

.—

Bangor^0,
''

Custom COAT, PANT tod
VEST MVKERS L,
Welter, mm. Alao tiirls to
*• an
on
finishing
Clothing.
Qani
con*Unt
employment may be depended ou
be

daoJOi:.

NOTICES.

80 to

A Fact Worth Knowing,
That Rubber (loads can bo ropairod In a uoat and

of the manner in which

Esq., has assumed the
of the Maine Central Rail-

indeed true that women,—especially
those who visit our fashionable watering places—are much in the habit of “eking out their
natural charms by artificial methods.” There
are some who do this thing so skillfully that
keen observer

in the case.
charged soldiers.
ness

$38,198,734.

superintendence

even a

morning
officer; and, on their way, passed the place
where the outrage was committed.
Several officers were procured, who
proceeded to the room, and there arrested the
accused,
whose names are given above.
The officers
also took the sick soldier in
charge as a wit-

River.

fty Miss Emma Richards, residing temporarily in Readiug, Pa., while in company with
some of her
afterfriends, on last

Portland, Me.

medicine

land.

The steamers are racing on Detroit
One recently made 20 miles in 63 1-2
minutes, for §1000.

Mp PBopMwi'oii,

\

No. 80 Middle Street,
Copying done in the tw.,t manor.

Egypt.

has been introduced. False necks and busts
have been abandoned as unprofitable.
It is

.tftONau r. i»a

Dotard.

26th, five deaths occurred. It is
observed, however, that the malaay has not the
violent character which it has
presented in
or

G AM LA.I/,

PHOTOGRAPHIC

Very pleasant to the taste, mll«l in its effect, yet sure,
safe and reliable, and is Warranted to cure Dysentery, Diarrhea, Cholera Morbus, Summer Complaint,

the

Imt Linoleum,

SPECIAL,

PO II T r> A M I)

this

natural

river.
In one day’s
have reports of one steamboat
of the blowing up of another,
and of the robbery of the passengers in a
third.
on

dispatches
explosion,

prisons,
despise more

looks.”

is

fry Things are getting round to

noon on

while

worm

crop in Texas.

system.

no

fry A writer in the Evening Post suggests
that in this land of liberty and progress and
philanthropy, we want one more society—a society for the Reformation of Railways. Such a
sooiety would find plenty of work to do.
fry The Charleston correspondent ot the
Boston Advertiser says that a planter was lately

SPECIAL NOTICES.

William Richdon, who was an unwilling observer of the disgusting outrage which was
perpetrated by four other returned soldiers,
who give their names as Antoine Van Weimer,
George W. Northedge, Patrick Shay and John

an

Meadville, Pa.
Jiy Mr. Seeley of Coldwater, Michigan, has
caused the wealthy men in Detroit to be
greatly disgusted. He returns an income from petroleum of $250,000, which is much larger than
any in the city.
fry The Richmond Whin advocates encouragement to Northern emigration to Virginia.
fry* Hon. Paul Dillingham, candidate for
Governor of Vermont, was
only a few years
since, the Democratic candidate for that

ces.

stairs,

made her way home, and
informing her husband of the facts, both left their homes
shortly
after two o’clock in the
in search of

tom

to

flight

one

and into a room, on the floor

Mrs. Bates, according to Her own statement,
which is corroborated by facts, was detained in
the room untn nearly two o’clock Monday
morning, when she was turned into the street
with threats of further personal violence in
ease she made any noise.
In the meanwhile her husband had been in
search of her, and had made Inquiries of
patrolmen, whom he met, if they had seen his wife.
As speedily as the poor woman
could, she

Eufala, 8. C., undertook to hum out a hornet’s nest he found in a
cotton warehouse.
He succeeded not only in
burning the nest but the building also.
IF* A laborer in a paper mill found in the
rags thirty thousand dollars in notes of the

recently given $100,00p

four men, who hustled her up

of

outraged her person.
One of the mattresses in the room, it appears, was occupied by a sick soldier, named

in

Hagerstown Bank, and on returning
that institution, he was rewarded
hundred and fifty dollars.

or

turn

$30,000.

man

three

of which were four mattresses.
While the
others held and gagged her, four men, each in

&2^“Tht- Wizard ot the North" was iu Australia some years ago, and
while there bought
a lot of land in a
wild, unsettled region, and
paid for it at the rate of a pound per acre.
Since then Gipp s
Land,” where it was situated, has proved to be one of the richest mining
districts, and Mr. Anderson is told by his
agent in Melbourne that his land is now worth
CGF“ A colored

|

Brunswick.
5J?“ The Bangor Times is decidedly pug-

the eminent steamship builder, is the president
for this year. The first meeting was held at
Birmingham, where the great George Stephenson founded the society upon the model of the
London Institution of Civil Engineers.
—The Prussian naval station has now heen
hilly transferred from Dantzic to Kiel, and
great preparations are being made to realize
the idoa of the Prussian fleet. The higher naval authorities have taken up their abode in the
town, and a naval academy is announced as in

Goldsborough, what may properly be
called an “anti-fugitive apparatus.” It has a

matter has awakened little or no enthusiasm.
hundred thousand, and she would have six Thb
comparative indifference has dout bless
members in the House, or one more than Me.,
been owing, hi part, to the fact that the proalthough the number of voters would not be ject has really had little of an international
increased by a single unit I In other words, character. It was almost
exclusively llriti; h
58,268 voters in South Carolina would have in origin, in management, and in construction;
twenty per cent, more power and iq/fuence hi the two ends of the line were on British soil;
national affairs, than 125,656 voters in and the management of the affair promised to
Maine / Or one South Carolinian would be be of a kind which would render it more a
means of putting large profits into the pockequal to about two and a half Maine men!
Can any thing or consideration more clearly ets of a few capitalists than of
furthering esdemonstrate the unfairness, inequality and insentially the cause of universal progress and
justice of the present system ? Can anything brotherhood. But however that might have
more plainly exhibit the propriety of such a
been makes little difference now, as there
resolution a; that at the head of this article,
or the justice and importance of the demand

employed in the NaTy
Yard so lazy as to
employ Jackson & Co w ,x.
press Ins opinions 1—[Chronicle

In one
tions will probably be completed. It is supin America and
posed that the overland wires
Asia wiU be finished the coming winter, and
cables will be laid
that the short submarine
in the Pacific, below Behring’s Straits, next
It has been demonstrated that high
summer.
latitudes are peculiarly favorable to telegraph-

seems

J2T“ Mr. Daniel Bttthin, on Thursday last,
fell from a staging oa Fletcher’* toew building
in Waterville, and was seriously Injured. The
Mail says his right *Bu was broken, and two
fingers of the same hagd were -^located, and
he had also a severe cut over hi* tight eye. Mr.
Blithin was master carpenter, and belongs in

rWtt.ma,

near

THE ATLANTIC CABLE.

Representatives—adopting

the

save us

makes its most fearful ravages; and even with
is the coming of cool weather may not
present thejsowing of seeds from which a terrible

will show.

in thti House of

all these
year from this time,

—

ORIGINAL AND SELECTED.

by the Russian
already so far
advanced as to make it probable that it will be
completed as early as the portion undertaken
by the American engineers. The Philadelphia
Press, from which we gather some of the
above facts, says:
the work is

plague prevailed. We have, probably, over
four hundred thousand persons who bear conthe names of 700 of the most celebrated mestantly about with them the peculiar vital depression which is incident to an atmosphere of chanicians in the world. Mr. Robert Napier,

templated in the above resolution, than by
from the intecomparing and contrasting two States—Maine tressing reports were received
rior. Owing to a favorable change of wind
and South Carolina. Prior to the apportionthe mortality was, at last accounts, somewhat
ment based on the census of 1S0O, these two
and it was hoped that the annual rise
States had the same power in Congress, and in abating,
of the Nile, now abont commencing, would by
Electoral
their
Colleges. Under the present
the marshes, diminish the poisonous
apportionment, which continues in force till -Hooding
malaria. In Egypt, Mr. Hale trusts that the
South
Carolina
loses
two
187o,
representatives worst is
over; but in the meantime we learn
while Maine loses only one.
that the disease was raging in various parts of
The population of this State is 628,279, givItaly, that it has appeared in Paris, though the
ing five members in the House of Representa- fact is
denied by the authorities, and that in
The population of South
tives.
Carolina> England it had broken out at Manchester and
her
entire
free
anu
reckoning
population
On all former occasions, whenthree-fifths of her slaves, according to the last Birmingham.
ever cholera has appeared in the East and has
census, if 522,740, giving four representatives
traversed Northern Europe, it has always
in the House.
crossed the Atlantic; and we can see no reasIt is common with us to reckon the voting
at

to be built

Charlotte.

says:

times have been seen to

EQUALITY OP SUPPBAGE

physicians

work

County
r,
)f.
Committee.

has had certain eminent

point) the line Is
Government, and

Achom, New York.
Chi 11th. brigs James

■“

*

a

((nA

W. FESSENDEN, Clerk.
Petition and order of Coart there-

true copy of the

33w3w

Attest:—1).

W.

FESSENDEN, Clerk

sale of government cars,
Laiuje
gines, and railroad iron.

United States
Office

of

Railroads,

Military
Assist ant

Quarterrastir

WastingtOH, V. R, Jugtut 11,
Win be sold st CITY POINT, VA., on WEDNK9
*t U oc ick A. M.: About
DAV, October II,tons
1 "r
Railroad Iran.
thousand (LOIW

rSr

At PORTSMOUTH, VA., on FRIDAY,
13, at 13 M: class
Locomotive Engines
Fire (5i ilrst
About (ooj Freight Oars and one (1, Passe oner
At NORFOLK. VA., October 13, at 8 P
One new Looimative Engine, 8 footsraune'

T

^ALEXANDRIA? vTT’on S&fiKfcy,
Eng**,,

Fa!’

River; Maria Whltnov, suow
^

MBUa-*-•

va'

,
Island; schs
71 Snow'smTth floSSm! AiJ2n**
?JrZZ’.
tTB; Sarah, Iirlsko. Lin-

en-

Ml^l^flm-oRa.

EiBbteen (IS)

new

Locomotive

Plnlf,,,™

*"

■

October

4

Ioot

--...

Hhntoe NS.

IIoust

m
M n-

!'■

Hlut

Falmouth, Ja;

M"* MaO Bentley, CWk, Galveston;
Caroline,
£5™»
GrayJMmson Havana; B F Key W«d; brigs
Nash, Laniv, Cow Bay CB:
\ Arthemlus, Mitchell, Philadelphia; Ligqra,
1
York; Sami
Crowell, Bouton.
Ar lath, barques MarvGilman,
E Libby, Libby, Cardenas;
Fanny Ealev, l'erklns, Havana; «h» Trident, Robtn»an, Cow Bftv CB; J B Utchtleki, Crockett, from do:
Ganges, Pa‘on, St John NB; Russel), fio* Mack ns;
Martha Maria, Main, Calais: Presto, Johnson, do;
Irene, Eaton, do; Lizzie. Eaton, Harrington; John
Bovnton. Bead, Gardiner; Abaeo, Jordan, Ranger)
Connecticut, Carle, ftn do tor Haokensaok; Panama,
Higgins, Ellsworth; Otis, Carle, and Sarah, Holden,
Rockland; I L SnoVr, Acborn. from do; Jenny Lind,
Graves, Boston.
Ar 14th, barque Geo I Hunt, Woodburv, ftn Grand

TuvkTI,

Fourteen

An2SL,ff>
M

(14)FhUg
1

(3,000)

tans

Railroad

Iran

»t
fa Aoommoncc
to continue from Alexandria ^:

M^and

day

,o

to

da,
Terms: Cask, In Government
ftind •

U. L. ROBIN' Av'

August 15—dto

oct

Ilrev. C„l, an | A. <•. >'
**'
Mllitayy Lullr-,.: j.

IQ

a

Tuesday Morning, August

CITY AFFAIRS.

16, 1865.

was

VOliTLAM)

riCINITY.

AND

ALDERMEN.
The Mayor and the President of
the Board
being absent, Alderman Foster of Ward 7 was

Bvidgtwi^Academy—Fall,Term

appointed Chairmain.
m. H. Hutcherson

fan, jsngme
& Co.
Inman.

Proposals—Henry

The iron clads Dictator and Agamenticus,
sailed from Portsmouth harbor for this port at
9 o’clock yesterday morning—the former having on board Admiral Farragutt, Commodore
Bailey, Hon. G. F. Fox, Assistant Secretary of
the Navy, and a party of ten ladies. Some interest was excited here as it was understood
there would be a trial of 3peed between the
two vessels.
When the vessels were first discovered
at the

a

vic-

Observatory, they

were

pass-

Seventeenth will also be present to add to the
musical banquet.
The selection of pieces is
excellent, and the public may expect to hear

Cape Elizabeth light, the Agamenticus being one and a fourth mile3 ahead. At 2.45
bauic.1 hard out rorn Trundy’s Reef for a short
sail, the A. being up to Portland light, one
mile and ahalfalieed.
The Dictator has been 21 months in the
water, and her bottom is very foul.
It is the opinion of Capt, Willard that if the
Dictator had not been obliged to stop to cool
the crank pin she would have made the distance from the time the pilot left at Portsmouth, to Trunday’s buoy inside of6 hours, and
would have beaten the Agamenticus. On the
ed

music of a

A

from

the

Observatory.

—

Lyceum to-morrow evening, at half
past 7 o’clock, in the Congregational meeting-

perance

house ; and that after the address a paper, under the conduct of the ladies of the village,,
will be read by Miss Hattie Raymond.

With her full

Hoop Skibts and Fancy Goods.—MessrsFitzgerald & Hodsdon are receiving from Boston and New York a large addition to their
stock of Hoop Skirts and Fancy Goods.
The"

of hold.

I

carries but two 15-inch guns, which throw sol- ! trade supplied on the most liberal terms.
id shot of 480 lbs each. The walls of the pilot ! Hoop Skirts made to order and warranted to
house at the top of the turret are 11 inches in ! give satisfaction.
thickness. The quarters of the officers and
Serenade.—Gen. Griffin, who has been asmen below are well lighted through heavy
signed to the command of the 6th (Maine)
glasses set into the deck, and thoroughly ven- District of the Eastern
Division, was serenadtilated from two or three steam blowers which
ed last evening by the Band of the 17th U. S.

j

kept constantly

in

motion, raising

a

breeze

Infantry,

at his residence at the United States

The Generals Head

Hotel.

Quarters

city.

in this

Db. Bicknell’s Syrup.—There is

I

will be

that name to

thousands,

joy

in

whom it has relieved

from great distress and danger, and given

j

them immediate relief.

Yesterday, Dysentery
well, is

and Diarrhea had us; to-day we are
the report of all that try it.

j

We learn that the Commissioner of Inter-

nal Revenue seized, yesterday, a large -juanti
Her
fuii
ty of segai-s at some of the principal hotels and
I
operation
druggist stores, and other places, for violation
compliment of crew is about 210 men.
of Internal Revenue Law, in selling them
The officers of the Dictator are as follows:
she burns about 150 tons.

without the stamps.

Commodore—John Rogers.

Lieut. Commander—F. M. Dunce.

Paymaster—Win G. Marcy.
Surgeon—George Peck.
Chief Engineer—E. E. Robie.
Acting Volunteer Lieutenants—Jacob Kim
ball, C. C. Kingsbury, George A. Smith.
Acting Ensign and Navigator—N. Ludlow.
Acting Ensigns—Willis Howes, R. R. Barclay.

First Assistant Engineers—C.
A. Rearick, R. H. Thurston.

Lindsley,

P.

Second Assistant Engineers—Phillip Miller, I?. B, Allen, Hugh Cline, J. C. Brosnaliam.

Third Assistant Engineers—W. Fennimore,

Harringhortt, B. W. Worsley.
Acting Master and Pilot—Levi Jump.
Paymaster's clerk—J. Henry Priest.
Captain’s clerk—J. B. Luckey.
Undoubtedly an opportunity will be given,
during her stay, for all who desire to visit her,
and examine this huge vessel.

Seventeenth Maine.—The anniversary
regiment will be celebrated on the 18th
by an excursion to the Islands. All officers

of this

of the regiment, who may be in the city, are
requested to meet this evening at 8 o’clock, at
room No. 6, City Building.

Hon. Thomas T. Davis, of
Personal.
N. Y. (Union member of Congress
from the 23d District of the State of New
York), is spending a few days in our city. He
is the guest of Hon. L. D. M. Sweat.
—

Syracuse,

C.

Admiral Farragut, Commodore Bailey, Commodore Rogers, and Hon. Mr. Fox, Assistant
Secretary of the Navy, arrived yesterday afternoon in the iron-clad Dictator.
Upon the
arrival of the vessel in our harbor, Mayor McLellL’n with some members of the City Council went on board and welcomed the distinguished .stranger* to our city and invited them
with their ladies to become the guests of the
city. The invitation having been accepted
Die paity came on shore in the steamer Tyro
and took carriages which had been provided
for the purpose anti proceeded to the Preble
House, where lodgings had been securred for
them.

given to our guests at
the Preble House, previous to which the party
took a ride round the city, accompanied by the
Mayor and some members of the City Counprivate

dinner was

cil.
We learn that the party will leave this city
jit 11 o’clock this morning in the Agamenticus
for Portsmouth.
here a few days.
The cutter

The Dictator will remain

Mahoning fired the Admiral’s

Casco National Bank.—At a

meeting of

the stockholders of this

institution, held yesterday afternoon, it was voted to increase its
capital stock $200,000,—making the whole capital $S00,000.
Forest City Driving Pabk.—1The work

this Park is now under contract to be done
by the 15th of September, in season for the
fall campaign,
on

XH&'X’XIIGUXSHED QUESTS.

A

sa-

lute of lilteen guns on his arrival.
Last eveniug our guests were serenaded at
their lodgings at the Preble House by the

Band of the 17th U. S. Infantry. Admiral
Farragut came out, at the call of the crowd,

and expressed his thanks for the kind reception he had met in Portland.
To-day from half past 9 o’clock to half past
10 the Admiral will receive our citizens at the

Mayor’s Rooms.

FBANCE.

Gray.—Delegates to County Convention:
—John Mayall, Robert A. Allen, Daniel
Berry.

8CHBEI8WIG-HOBSTEIN.
Alarming rumors had been current of the
total failure of the negotiations between Austria and Prussia, relative to the
Duchies, and
the Vienna bourse was so affected that all

ftinds

were falling.
The latest dispatches say
negotiations have not been broken off,
but they have merely entered upon a new
o
phase.

that

■

Convention.—The Maine
State Convention for
Democracy hold their
nomination of a candidate for Governor,
Democratic

mails are received with additional details of the great naval victory of the Brazilians
over the Paraguayan squadron. Both sides exhibited great heroism, and the slaughter is described as terrific. The battle occurred three
leagues below the city of Coirteutes, and lasted from 9.30 in the morning to 6 o’clock in the
evening. The Paraguayan fleet, consisting of
eight steamers and six gunboats, mounting 80

3The

pounders, and

also a battery of 40 rifled cannon, was almost annihilated.
The Brazilian
force consisted of nine gunboats, and their loss
was 300 men and 19 officers.
ihe mam army of the
Rrazilians, 17,000
strong, was encamped on the banks of the
Uruguay in Eutesios, and on the confines of
the Brazilian Territory, another
wing of 14,000 men was stationed. The condition of the
Brazilian army was unsatisfactory. Fever ami
dysentery were making sad ravages.
A body of 2000 Paraguayans desolated the
Province of Corricutes.
They afterwards
burst into Rio Grande, swept the banks of the
and
were marching through that
Parana,
Province.
Liverpool, Aug. 6th.—Nothing has transpired concerning the Atlantic cable, which remains in the same state. It is stated that tlie
earth currents are returning and stronger,
showing that they had been in contact with
the earth 1200 miles from Valentin.
Sixtyseven per cent had been ofl'ered but no insurance had been effected.

Liverpool, Aug. 6th, P. If.—A Valentia
telegram dated at noon to-day, says no change
has occurred since yesterday on the Atlantic
cable.

The original shares in the cable closed at
800 and 3o0, and the preference shares at 11-2
and 11-4 discount.
Aricona remains the farthest point the cholera had reached in its northwestern route.
The number of deaths in that place on the 4th
reached 84.
—

Terrific

Hurricane ai the Society
One Island Washed Completely

decline, we predict that either Gorham L.
Boynton of Bangor, or N. S. Littlefield oi
Bridgeton, will be selected for the signal honor
of being run down. 'The Press will contain a

proceedings.

City Taxes.—The labors of the Assessors
in the assessment of the City taxes for the
present year are nearly completed. The bills

September 1st By the provisions
ordinance passed by the City Council

will be out
of an

tax bill* tor each individual will be distributed
to the parties assessed as soon as
they are

placed

in the Treasurer’s

hands,

and five per
cent discount allowed to those who pay with-

in sixty days.

Islands—

Away.

Washington, Aug.

14.
The government has received official information, dated May 22d, narrating the devastating effects of the terrific hurricane which visited the Society, Harvey and Palmerston
Islands, and most probably others. One of die
Palmerston Islands, the rear one on the northeast, has been entirely washed away, render-

ing navigation extremely dangerous. Nothing
remain, which in case
sea are entirely invisable to the eye.
In perfectly calm weather they are observable.

but the coral breakers

of a heavy

The islands are well known to whalers in the
South Sea. Owing to this damage by the
hurricane several vessels have been wrecked,
but so far as known none were American.—
Tapita also suffered considerably from the same
cause.

The trial of Capt. Heertz, the rebel commander of the Andersonville prison, will commence to-morrow before a military commission, of which Gen. Underwood is President,
Chairman and Judge Advocate.

BY

TELEGRAPH
-TO THE-

PAPERS.

EVENING-

Monroe, Aug. 18.
frigate Congress was raised this
Fortress

The old
morning, and was started for Norfolk.

Varioutt Item*.

New York, Aug. 14.
Advices from Chihuahua, Mexico, 22a June,
state that everything is progressing well with
Increased confithe government of Juarez.
dence was felt in the early triumph of the patriots over their invaders.
President Juarez is expected to soon consummate important arrangements with the

United States.
Howell, brother-in-law of Jeff. Davis, who
was whipped by a federal officer for insulting
language, has been sentenced to pay a fine of
two hundred and fifty dollars, six months imprisonment, and subsequently to be sent out
of the district. Another rebel who participated in the row has been imprisoned.
Howell Cobb, who was in Augusta recently, expressed an earnest desire to see Georgia
resume her former position in the Union.—
Slavery, he said, could never be reinstated,
and he thought it best for all to submit promptly and willingly to the United States authorities.

and was found on the stocks in Charleston
after the evacuation.
She was evidently intended for a torpedo boat.

The Jenny Lind, with a cargo of new molases and tropical fruits, arrived here from the
West Indies to-day, she being the first com
mercial arrival from that quarter since the

arriving dally

Various

Items,

New York, Aug. 14.
amounts of forged gold cheeks arc
said to have been discovered to-day on Wall

Large

MerA New Orleans correspondent
ritt’s Cavalry expedition through Texas writes
that Texas is a wilderness. Very little cotton

Street.
Rumors of another bank defalcation

are

a

Apples are

not abundant.

Law
OF

Soliool

HARVARD

day

this

whole
IjTROM

until further

There

(150 deaths in this city last week,
450 being those of children.

Virginia.
New Yobk, Aug. 14.
Petersburg Express of Saturday says
the first through train on the
Petersburg railroad since the 6th of
August, 1864, came into
on
Petersburg
Friday evening. The railroad
between Petersburg,
Kaieigh, Wilmington and
points further south, Is now completed.
The planters are
sending large quantities of
cotton for a market. Sales were
being made
at 89 cents, though a prime article would bring

were

Base

and every kind ol Goods usually
Establishment of this kind, at

New York, Aug. 14.
The base hall match, for the championship,
between the Atlantics of Brooklyn and Mutuals of New York, to-day, resulted in favor of
the Atlantics,—a score of 40 against 2S.

FEUCHTWANGEP, &
81 Middle

St.,

Great

Markets,

New York, Aug. 14.
Second Board—Stocks dull.
American Gold.142?
United States 5-29 coupons.105'
United States coupon Slxies, 1881,.1061
United States 10-40 coupons. 97I
Treasury Notes, 2d Series,. 9Sj
Missouri Sixe3..
New York Central.
62|
86*
Erie.

cents.

Orleans.

1

.1065
Reading.
Michigan Southern ...,... 66
Chicago and Rock Island.109
closed at Gallagher’s Evening Exchange a£

^Gold

CO.,

County Rights,

now

TO PLEASURE PARTIES.

thi Million.

French Cook and Confectioner,
fully prepared to furnish Pio-Nics, Excursions,
Island Chowder-Parties, Collations, Dinner's, Suppers, Weddings, &c., with a better quality of
Ice Cream, Loaf and Fancy Cake,

and ornamental) and refreshments of all kinds,
(plain
than can bo found elsewhere in the city.
Also, HOT and COLD MEATS, of a superior qual-

WEDDING CAKE that cannot be beat, will be
packed safe and sent to any part of the country.
fcSP’Persons wishing to engage Lancaster Hall, for
Concerts, Lectures, Dances, &c., will apply to

August

B—dim*

TOXJEISTS

Clapp’s Block,

Market

Square,

PORTLAND, MAINE.
Artificial Teeth inserted on Gold, Silver and Vulcanite base. AU operations warranted to give satis“tlon.
augll’65eodls&w!y

Coat,

Pant, and Vest Makers

Wanted Immediately,

•

MORNING, Jane

.Grand Trunk

I

CHBip

MESSEh'i
EjtohaHt/e se.

A

*OftlXA»D

Copartnership

Notice!

undersigned
in the
THE
of

a

have

LEWIS,

ROLLINS

&

BOND’S,

141 and 143 Middle Street*

Aug. 9, 1865.—dtf

steam: yacht

To Let

Maroena Johnson
refitted,

j

or

for

Sale.

Steam-Mill and Machinery on Commercial
Street, recently occupied as a Potatoc Manufactory, well supplied with soft water. Building 70 x fid
feet, three story.
For terms inquire of JOSEPH WALKED, or
JOHN C. PROCTER,
Lime Steet.
August 7-d3w

THE

Pure

Water,

Water,

WOODSIDE &

Water!

QUINNEB,

TTAVE purchased the rigid to manulhcture
XI Ingersoll’s Patent WATER DRAWER, so much
liked by every one. The crank takes no backward
motion in allowing the bucket to lower: also at the
same time
filling and emptying with perfect ease.—
They can he seen at the Inventors' Exchange, corner
Federal and Lime St.

Aug. 10,

1866.

NIAGARA

~

copartnership

li

*]

Milliken & Go.,
fOWG OF

TOR JRR

V

l>ry Goods & Vlofhing.

We have taken the Store and purchased the Stock
of Messrs. G. L. STOltKlt & CO.

WM. DEEIUN6,

S. M. MILLIKEN,
H.
LOCKE,
w. it
J. E. BLABON,
O. B. GIBBS.

: /

Milliken,

and Returning

ltr.

</

!

WEBBER,

C.

PHISICIAN

AND
free

20

J-ttreot,

i (Coa. OF.Cprr^R.)
1

jolySMfcl

Excursion Tickets from Portland at very low raves.
For Through Tickets and any information,
apply to
all Grand Trunk Agents in Maine and New-Brunswick, or to connecting Steamboat Offices, and at
E. P.

BEACH,

July

OO
24—d4w

REMOVAL.

i

THIS!

AT

Of all

For Tickets to all poin's West & South West,
APPLY TO THE

Oeneral Western Ticket Office,
90 Exchange Street.
BP* Karen from «4 to »T tower via. the (fraud
Trunk Kailway, than any other route to the West.
K P, BEACH, Gen. Aft. I VfM. FLOWERS.
l7(i Broadway, EewYork. | Eastern Aft..Bangor.

JAS.

E.

PRINDLE, Agent,

60 Exchange
August 10—dCm

Street,

PORTLAND.

TATILLOW BASKETS of overy description, made
(T

to

order,

and warranted.

WILLIAM
No.

Aug.

7—d2w#

MoEVOY,

444

Fore

Street,
POBTLAND.

N7DEM1NG,
Electrician,

hie office from Clapp’* Block to
171 MIDDLE STREET,
Wear It Opposite the United Stale* Motel,
HERE lio would respectfully announce to the
Wf
TT citizen* of Portland ami vicinity, that he ha*
permanently located in thl* city. liurlug the two
year* we have been In this citv, we have cured son e
of the worst form* of disease In persons who bat e
tried ether rorurs of treatment in vain, and curii s
patients In so short a time that the question i* often
asked, do they stay cured? To answer this question
we will say that all that do not
stay cured, we will
doctor the second time.
Dr. D. ha* been a practical Electrician for
twentyone years, and Is alto a regular graduated i.hvticlan
Electricity is perfectly adapted to chronic illnesses in
the form of nervous or sick headache; neuralgia in
the head, neck, or extremities; consumption when
in the aonto stages or where the lungs are not fully
Involved; acute or chronic rheumatism, scrofula, hip
diseases, white swellings, spinal diseases, curvature
of the spine, contracted muscles, distorted limbs,
palsy or paralysis, 9t. Vitae’ Dance, ileafhess. stammering or hesitancy of speech, dyspepsia, indigestion, constipation and liver complaint, piles—we cure
every ease that can he presented; asthma, bronchitis, strictures of the chest, and all forms of teuale
complaints.

By Electricity

The Rheumatic the
gouty, the lame and the lazy
ami move with the agility and electricleap with
ity of youth; the heated grald is cooled; the frostbitten limbe restored, the uncouth deformities removed; faintness converted to vigor, weakness to
strength: the blind made to sec, the deal to hear and
the palsied form to move upright; the blemishes oi
youth are obliterated; the accidents of mature life
prexented; the calamities of old age obviated and an
active circulation maintained

LADIES
Who have cold hands and feet; wcfdc stomachs, lame
and weak hacks; nervous and sick headache; dizziness and .swimming in the head, with indigestion and
constipation of the bowels; pain in the side and back:
leucorrhosa, (or whites); fallijig of the womb with internal cancers; tumors,
and all that long
train of diseases will find m Electricity a sure means
of cure.
For painful menstruation, too profuse
menstruation, and all of those loug line of troubles
with young ladles, Electricity is a certain specific,
ami will, in a short time, restore the sufferer to the

TEETH X

TEETH! TEETH S

Dr. D. still continues to Extract Teeth

by ElecPersons having decayed
removed Ibr resetting he would give a polite invitation*!© call,
Superior Electro Magnetic Machines tor sale
to have

use, with thorough Instructions.
Dr. D. can accommodate a few patients with board
and treatment at his house.
Ofltoe boars from 8 o'clock A. M. to 12 M.; from l
to 6 P. M., and 7 to 9 in the evening.
Consultation free.
novltt

&DR. W. R. JOHNSON.
DENTRT,

WM.BB0WN, No. 91 Federal Street.
Clothing of all kinds Cleansed and Repaired in
good style, and at short notice. Second-hand Clothing bought and sold.
au£3dtf

someth'H*G

NEW!!

Patent

Isolated

Piano / !

Perfect

views with many of the
most successful and
skillful Dentists of that city, upon the most scion tiffle manner of tilling teeth, would announce to his
friends and patrons that he has rctumod, and is
again ready to wait upon those who may wish to have
teeth Ailed, their aching ones extractheir

oldest,

decayed
artiticlal

ones inserted.
the many persons of Portland for whom Dr.
J. has recently tilled teeth or inserted ar title id ones,
he choose to select the following, to whom reference
may be made:—Rev. Geo. L. Walker, Rev. Dr Chickerlng, Dr. I. T. Dana, Dr. Win. C. Robinson, Chas.
A. Lord, Editor of the Christian Mirror.
Dr. J/s office is 229£ Congress Street, 2d doors west
from the New City Hall ana Court House.
or

From

PIANO-FORTES !
A

Having recently spent a few w<tek* in New York,
he improved the opportunity of exchanging

where

ted,

PAHMSiIeE’S'

June7eodti

purity, sweetness and durability ol
Tone, they are unequalled by any Plano known.

Fit
The

ot
simplicity
of Its

impossibility
important merits

construction, together with the
giving out, ore among its most

Several of these beautlfbl Instruments will be on
exhibition and for sale (forafew days only) at the
Photograph Rooms of A. AC. McKENNEY, opposite
Preble House.
Persons desirous ol

obtaining a superior Piano, at
a reasonable price, should improve this rare opportunity. Every Instrument fully warranted.
Iff. If. OSBORN, Gen’l Agent.
Ang. 8th, 1865.—d&wtf

jGxeui'wions.
The good Steamer CASCO can be
chartered to carry' excawioti parties
to the islands or to Harpswell, on
f.
4-Tuesdays, Thursdays ami FrtW1*"g
Sabbath
days, ot each week.
Schools or Societies intending to make excursion*
the coming season will do well to apply.

inquire

For terms

80

of

BURGESS. FOBES & CO..
Commercial St., Thomas Block.

For (he

Island* !

The N E W and Fine Steam

'will commence her

THIS

Dissolution.

power,

and

11

Cushing’s Islands,

DAY, June 15th, running

*

follow*,

until

further notice.
Leaven Burnham’. Wharl for Peak’s and Cushing’s Islands, at 9 and 10.30 A. M., and 2 and 3.30 P,
M.

Returning, leaves* 'ushlng’s Island for Portland, a
9.43 A. M. and 9.4* P. M.
Leave Cushing’s Island, touching at Peaks, s'. 1.18
A. M., and 5.13 P. M.
Tickets Down and Back 26 ets; Chihlren 15 cts.
June 15—**

Special Steamboat

Notice.

The public are hereby notified
that the Boats of the
I

X

Steam Packet Cc.,

make SIX TRIPS PER WEEK, as will aprear
by their advertisement for Summer Arrangement,
leaving Portland and Boston on Saturday Evening,
at 7 o’clock.
L. BILLLVGSt Agent.
will

AugustC—d2m

_

TheArcliimedian Ventilator,
warbanted
A Sure Cure for

POBTLABD, August 2, 1865,
Copartnership heretofore existing between

THEGEO.

E. ROBS and WM. ROSS, JB., under the
finu name of
ItOHH imOTJIKHH,
is this day dissolved by mutual consent.
GEO. E. ROSS,
WM. ROSS, Jb.
The undersigned will continue the business under
the same firm name ol Ross Brothers.
WM. BOSS, Jb.
augTdtt

New E upland Screw

AT NEW

GLOUCESTER,

LOWER CORNER.
and good indnoeany person wishing to
gage in a business well established, with no competition. For particulars apply to
H. F. WAlwn.

New Gloucester, Aug. 8, 1885,

aag^dti

Traders*Bank.
ase
hereby

/“’lOBRESPONDENTS and Depositors

\J notified that at the close of business on MON
DAY, JULY 31st, 1865, the assets and balances ol
this Rank will be transferred to THE NATURAL
'FRADEBS BANK, of Portland, under which Uhrne
and title the business of tho Rank will theneolurward
ami communicabe conducted. All orders,
tions should be addressed accoraingly.
to
band
in their certlflStockholders are requested
cat*?* to be exchange4*-

cheeky

EDWARD GOULD, Cashier.

Portland, July 29,1865.
■'

JulySld.'iw

Valuable Farm for Sale.

•’

”

!

Tho HOME FARM of tho late
JOSHUA E. HALL, of
Gorham,
Me., near Great Falls Village, containing about ninety acr.,, well illvided into wood, pasturage and tilv._
ing land:Inproduce# forty-five tons of hay. Land and
excellent condition.
bunding*
A desirable property and for sale on reasonable
tanm»
Inquire of the subscriber, or of Mrs L. A. HALL
on the premises.
P. R. HALL,
County Treasurer’s Office, Portland, Me.
—

August 8—d&wtl

Boys' High

School.

/CANDIDATES for admission to the Boy-’ High
\.J School will be examined on SATURDAY, Sept.

2nd, at

9 A. M.

Peh Obdrs Com.

Aug. 11—dlw

Dissolution

a.

location Is very pleasant,
rpHE
1 menta are ofiered to

Co.

purposes:—
First—To sec whether they will Increase the Capital Stock.
Second—To see whether they will make any alterations In the By-Laws.
Thirdly—To attend to any other business that may
legally come before them.
Per Order.
HENBY FOX, Clerk.
July 28, 1888.—dtd

Smoky Ckimneys.

nr. woveh * HON,
33 Exchange Street,
AGENTS FOB. THIS STATE.
Aug H-d»»

Steamship

A SPECIAL MEETING of the stockholders ol the
XVNew England Screw Steamship Company will be
held on TUESDAY, the fifteenth day of August
next, at the office of tho Company, on Brown’s Wharl
in Portland, at three o’clock P. M., for the following

Manufacturers and

triy;

BASKETS I Small stock of Millinery Golds
For sale:

WILLOW

W.

Medical

descriptions, by

Portland

Grand Trunk Railway.

DR.

Second-Hand Clothing,

k.

rjiiNDLia,
l<}jerhanye. Street. Portland

^ ani*

-FOB-

WM. FLOWERS,
Eastern Agent, Bangor.

of

H. L. ROBINSON.

Brevet Coli/.

tricity without pain.
toeth or stumps they wish

GREAT PRICES GIVEN

Geu’l Ag’t, 27U Broadway, N. Y.
Or

to

ibrfimrtYy

LOOK

Peak’s

LAKE ONTARIO, THE THOUSAND ISLANDS,
RAPIDS OF THE ST. LAWRENCE, SARATOGA, WHITE MOUNTAINS.

gauge, five foot drivers,

vigor of health.

SURGEON,

Ang/4—1

FALLS,

through

(hot

polypus,

Cortland, July 13,1»*5.—dtl

Railway

the Royal Mail Line ol Steamers,

via.

Orders may be left with
S. C. BUNDLET.

augl2dlw*

^Vpe Engiaee are live

joy,

formed

name

Milwaukee,

ChioaKO,,

RAILROADS.

above stock Is all new, and et the very best

lla* removed

28fli.

M;is ten «nd Miaees of all ages and attainments, received at any time in the Term. Terras for Summer
Term of live weeks, $5.oil.
School Boom at Union
Hail, head of Green.Street; entrance on F*ee Street.
C. O. FILES, Principal, 38 Hanover St.
Poet Office addre». Box BOS
june28tt

SEASON OF 1865.

EXCURSION

'iAs.

BRICK STEAM MILL !

The

j

3

June 21)—d2m

-AT-

may30eod3m

hour ofleaving HarpsweH each dav wiU be at 4 o’clock
P. M.
Pare to HarpsweH or Chebeague Fitly cents each
way. To Diamond or Pleasant Cove, Fifty cents tor
the round trip,
Mr, J. B, Johnson wiU command the boot this season, He win see to It that the comfort and safety of
his passengers are attended to.
jnlylBdlin

J, M+ MAR SOU,

GAZELLE,

OSGOOD,

O. H.

also first class Sewing Machines for famiand manufacturing purposes.
Agency for Maine 1371 Middle Street, Port-

Parties will also be tended at Diamond or Pleasant
Cove, and at Chebeague Islands.
On Sunday one trip will bs made direct to Horps-

wUlbs

And Pleasure Seekers.

July 28—mw&fCw

quested.

M.

E. STANTON.
Prop Winthrop House, WINTHROP, ME.

A. FAltTlSG I’OX.

Mo

landings, leaving at 10 A.

1

ity furnished at the shortest notice.

the Best Work Done by Hand.

no

PERCH.
Arrangement* have lieen made with the
MAINE CENTRAL R. R. CO., to convey parties ot
Twenty, or more, to and from any point between
Portland and Bangor to Winthrop, for HALF FARE,
on the regular trains.
A few summer boarders can be accommodated at
the Winthrop House, with pleasant rooms. There u
also connected with the House a Good Livery Stable.
Parties leaving Boston in the morning arrive in
Wiutbrop the same evening.
Winthrop Village is pleasantly located on tho
Maine Central Railroad, between Portland and BanIt has a
gor; it contains about 2000 inhabitant*.
Telegraph Officfe, and all the conveniences ot some
large places.
The Boats, and House on the Island, are under the
management of CAPT. W. H. HODGDON.
For further particulars apply by letter or telegraph

for sale at the

he is

It is the only practical Button-Hole Sewing Machine known to exist. An examination of it at our
Room will convince you of its value.
Q3T* Samples of work sent by mail whenever re-

aking

Parties and Excursion* at shot notice. He has erects
ed on Wood’* Island a house for the accommodation
of Pic-Nice, Chowder Parties, &c.
The Pond abounds in PICKEREL and WHITE

TTNDER LANCASTER HALL, would inform
iJ his friends an<l the public, that having had 18
years of practical experience as a

operaarrangement, and perfectly successful
tion, doing the most difficult branch of sowing work
with an incredible rapidity, and in a manner which,
for both beauty and durability,

well,

fTlHE Proprietor of the Winthrop House, WINX THliOP. Maine, would give notice that he ho*
put in BOATS for sailing and rowing in Wintrop
South Pond, and i* ready to accommodate Pleasure

JOSEPH PARTINGTON

Machine!

At 9 o’clock, A. M.

IVotiee

□Spetdal

9—dlw

No. 8

HARPS W ELL,

f

commenced

MONDAY

CITY OF BOSTON.

information, and from those who will require
large space, may be adtlresaed to the subscriber.
JOSEPH L. BATES, Secretary.
J uly 10—2aw 4w

INVEXTOU’S FXCH.LXGE, 80 Federal St.
F. T. CUSHING.

Aug

R

ular

Beater l

on

M,

*r|e

I

a

AT

Quincy Hails,

_______

Will supersede all others, and offers a splendid opportunity to make money rapidly by cuntrolilig State
or

Academy

successor

OF THE

83F~ Contribution* from all part* of the country of
whatever i* new, useful and beautiful in Mechanism
and Art, aro solicited. Steam Motive Power will be
supplied fbr Machinery. Honorary Award* ot Gold,
Silver and Bronze Medal*, and Diplomas, will be given ibr articles deserving especial notice.
Communication* from those who wish move pai tic-

augl2dtf

Beater for

sold at

..»■> 16x24 inches. They can be changed
.““S “E™’narrowgauge

•

Novelty* Cheapness,
anything ever'before

cbowning invention in the Sewing
chine line, substantial in construction, simple fa
THE
iu its

r

IN T

ami utility, surpasses
offered in this country. It is the

Igg

i

vacation of two weeks announced l/y Mr. H*
THE
short Summer Term ot five
having ended,
/

weftks

Wednesday, September 20th,

DENTIST.

further notice, leavo

C. <?» RILES,

No.

Pates'ted August i«t, i$$6.

UNION

until

WILL CO*I HENCE

meet their old euutom-

Egg

angtatd

laoh in Oow».

IPortland

ASSOCIATION,

Faneuil and

TILDEN’S

For

DtftEOTION

THE

CHANIC

Chance for Business!

Champion

Bank

Pobtlaud, Angttet 5,1865.—d2w

MASSACHUSETTS CHARITABLE ME-

J. M. KNIGHT & SON,
No. 63 Commercial Street,

Examine

splendidly

UNDER

Office,
PORTLAND, IjtE.

ers.

Pearl Head Dresses- a few
beautUulOU Paintings, consisting of
Lamlsea’pes, <6c.
Every artide will be sold, without reserveVto the
highest bidder. The Ladles are Invited to attend

m.i

New Inventions & Works of Art,

HAVE

pleased to

aug7dtd

AMERICA*! MANUFACTURES.

ZUNDER,

U. T. S. RICE X

will bo

o'clock P. M. each day

EXHIBITION

removed their Commission Office to, and
taken the Store recently occupied by

they

National

TENTH"

THE

R E MO Y AL!

But the most curious
is, that both the

Having
will

First

Post

near

Aug 12-dim*

notes in referecnce to

been

-BY-

a

TICKETS TWENTY-FIVE CENTS,

our

first-class

are

AUCTION SALE OP ROLLING STOCK.
Will he sold at PUBLIC AUCTION, to .he highest
bidder, the ibllowing rolling stock:
Cn TUESDAY, September 19. at the Portland Co.’s
Shop in Portland, Maine, Sbt(6) Locomotive Engines.
•On THURSDAY, September 21, at Hinklev &
Wiliiams’ Shop in Boston, Mass., Four (4) Locomotive Engines.
On MONDAY, September 28, at Ecnnett Square,
near Philadelphia, Penn.,
fifty (so) Box Freight
Cars, tbur feet eight-and-a-l.nlf-incb gauge.
On WKDNESDAY, September 277 at Wilmington, Del., Eighty-four (84) Box Freight Cars, five foot

SALE

ALONJDAY, August 21st,

PRICES TO SUIT EVERYBODY.

Where

FRANKLIN WHARF, for
Stock

a

works of
nature, ami no artist that
lived oouldimltate them
In »hapo or color.
Also, a lot of Chinese Silk Handkerchiefs; two rich
and beautital V endian

Quartermaster, i
Washington, D. t\, July 28, 1888. f

AT OLD RATES!

HALL,

And continue from 2 to 10
during the week.

Prices!

kept iu

These

tunt.

MILITARY

COMMENCING ON

Dress Goods, Linen and Cotton
House Furnishing- Goods,
Cloths for Gents’ Wear,

Illi-

.1

French and English owe mainly to the Americans the models upon ichich they are now
perfecting their ships.”

Ball.

CITY

Dry (»oods,

Reduced

Greatly

circumstance in the matter

land.

catholics of Portland win hold
01 ST. DOMINICS SCHOOL, at

We take the liberty, of inviting purchasers to give
us a call.
They will find all varieties of desirable

any time be
t me when the art of navalconstruction

ly

Grove,

FAIR ill aid
The

—AT—

defence, must at
very interesting; and it is especial"

use

sell

The

of

FOR

FAIR!

{!3T* Six Ticket* #1,00.

ol*

Stock

their means of offence and

Surpassus

South Pond

OATHOLIO

notice, we wiD

importation.

recent

Estate, on
Street,
Portland, being numbered 24- The lot Is about 42
tffit Ixent by 113 feet deep, with a large wooden
House thereon, arranged for four families. Title perfect. Terms, one-third cash, balance In one and wo
years. For Amber particulars apply te EDW’D
POX, C. B. MERRILL, or the Auctioneer
E. M. PATTEN.
Aug. 9, 1888.
augltleodtd

GRAND

Dry Goods!

»

ever

■-

—

COLLEGE !

Great Sale of

It says, “To see two
nations who may yet. in spite of all efforts to
the contrary, be arrayed once more against

Par

JulylldJm

“f

STATES
SIZES JJNITED
Office
Assistant

ALL

House Wharf; RUFUS D. BEAN, Portland Co. Offlee; S. H. BELL, 20 Temple St, Committee.
Aug 9—dtd.

j uly292awtd

TO THE PUBLIC !

The writer pass-

Sewing

preparing Physi-

..—«■

Annual

Grove at 5.30 P. M.
We have secured a sufficient number of
Passenger
Cars to accommodate all who wish to join us.
Tickets for the Excursion $1,00, for sale by tlw
Committee of Arrangements, at the Cars, at Paine's
Music Store, at E. C. Andrew’s Exchange St., and at
J. B. RacklcfFs Bonnet Bleachery Congress SL
If the weather is unpleasant the excursion will be
postponed until the next fair (lay.
W. H. PHILLIPS, 338 Commercial St: F. LORLNG, 81 Federal St; JOSEPH TRUE, 4 Custom

IN

two or

Plymouth.

Button-Hole

paid

■

A choice collceM- “<• 3 P. M.
Consisting of several hundred vari-

this magulflcent assort{•JtJ?* 4)|v^tu»«mlne
fr’’“ the dominions of Old Nep-

10,15

(CHANGE OF VACATIONS.)

J FRENCH AND BRITISH WAR-SHIPS.
The Liverpool Daily Post of July 20, has a
long article entitled “English and French ships
on Yankee models, ’’which has been suggested
by the assemblage of two fleets, English and

THE

■

7-30 NOTES!

Car* will leave foot of State Street at
7,45 A. M.,
and Grand Trunk Station foot of India
Street, at 8
A. M., precisely and arrive at Winthrop Grove

the Academical Year 1865-’66, there are two
terms of Nineteen Weeks each, commencing
September 18th, 1865, and March 5tli, 1866.
For Catalogue and Circular address
JOEL PARKER, Royal Professor.
27w3w
Cambridge, Mass., July 1, 1865.

by the profuse perspiration brought on by
struggling with those who were trying to put
an end to his sufferings by smothering him between two feather-beds.
In seeming corroboration of the theory of such a cure we
find it stated that Dr. Busson of Paris, cured
himself of hydrophobia by the use of a Russian vapor bath, heated to 80 deg. centigrade.
As soon as one is bitten, he soould be made to
take seven of the baths from 57 deg. to 63 deg
cent, hot, one every day, as a preventive. In
case of the malady having distinctly shown
itself, the vapor should be heated rapidly to 37
deg. cent., then slowly to 83 degrees. The
remedy is published with all the srsurance of

and

The Excursion of the Season.

occasion they will be happy to meet all who
would enjoy flailing, boating, dancing, swing*, football, &c., as it can only be enjoyed there.
The Pond abounds in Pickerel and White Perch.—
In the center of the Pond is an Island, on which is
erected a large public house, where all the fixtures
necessary for serving Chowder in good style are kept.
have been made with the proprietor
Arrangements
to furnish to all who wish, passage to and from the
Island, Chowdor on an the Island, accommodations
for
dinner at the Hotel
boating and flshiug, or a goodAlso
in the Village, at cheap rates.
Refreshments
will be for sale on the grounds* Plenty of Ice Water.
A new platform tor dancing lias been lieen placed
in the grove.
Music by Raymond’* Quadrille Band.

ME.

Brunswick, July 28,1865.

bia

Gill

■

■

Auction.

TUESDAY. Augrust 15,

THE

A story is going the rounds of the papers of
a man in Prance who was cured of hydropho-

other, comparing

1 1

to

Ou which

Fall Term will begin Aug. 23d, under the direction of Mr. George M. Gage, Principal, with
Misses Smith, Assistants,
EDWARD BALLARD,
Superintendent of Common Schools.

the

hydrophobia.

each

Sponger.

*»d

m

188*.

Winthrop

ME.

FARMINGTON,

TLi«.nBA.Y

thin

on

EXCURSION

State ISTormal Soliool,

las were badly mildewed. Although in some
localities crops have proved failures, yet take
the whole country together, we think the people will have no reason to complain. We
shall have an abundance for man and beast,
and some to spare to other countries.

at

Venice

Liquors for Medicinal Use.

■■

-g

Returning leave Winthrop

ed through a great extent of country, and he
thinks there will not be a quarter crop. The
most thrifty orchards are in Michigan.—
Peaches in this region are scarce. The cold
winter was unfavorable. It Southern Illinois
the trees are loaded, but they rot very fast.
The grapes are rotting by the ton, but in the
vineyards on the Ohio Lake Shore, lie did not
see a single diseased Catawba.
Many Isabel-

French,

Pure Wines &

augljMtd

Will make their

THE
Soard

making of sugar
One thing is cer-

...v.

All of the Celebrated Mineral Waters, KISSINGEN,
ViCHEY, CONGRESS, SARATOGA and
EMPIRE SPRING.
Turkey and

and other
Auction on
WEDNESDAY, August loth and

Shells, Engravings,

public auction,
the premises,
WILL
Saturday, the 28th day of August, A. D.
at 19
the Haskell
Cedar

its

Trustees.

Sec’y Board of
1865—eod&w4w

Sea

and AMERICAN PERFUMERY and FANCY GOODS, TRUSSES, SUPPORTERS, BRACES, Sc.

Fine

1»—trt

M. Patten, AUCTIONEER, 12 Exchange St.

Fnncg Articles at

Portland Division, No. 95, 8. of T.,

FALL TERM will commence Aagiai
23th.
A Normal Close
formed in the Soring and Fafll.
can be had with the Teucscra in “Russet!
L” Enquire of E. S. HOYT, A. M., or
JAS. BATES', Bee’y.
August 12—eod&w3w

They

great desideratum in

WATERMAN,

YARMOUTH,

We have

rife.

has been

New Obleans. Aug. 12
Cotton very dull; sales 200 bales at 40 a 41c.
Freights active but unchanged.
It is said that there will not be 25,000 bales
of cotton raised in Mississippi this year.
The election in Mississippi for a convention
shows large conservative majorities.

This is

DRUGS,

j

-AT-

tain : molasses has been made from com; one
bushel of corn making three gallons of mo-

lasses.
nois.

Aug

E-

ENGLISH, FRENCH

commence

Wednesday,

be

no7~yarmouth academy,

Cairo are the great Sorgo Works at St. Johns.
The hopes of getting sugar from sorgo lias not
yet been realized, and scientific men are turn-

An immense amount of cotton and other

products from all parts of the State are daily
arriving in Newbern.
Three lines of steamers, now plying between this port and the North, are unable to
furnish sufficient transportation to keep the
wharves clear, and they are likewise unable to
supply the demand of the mercantile trade in
this (lty on their return trips.

with

From Few

Gorham, Aug. 4,

and corn sugar is much thought or.
The sorgo looks well. Eighty miles north of

corn.

Poet Ounce.

PURE

House

at Auctiou.
August 16(h, at 3 o’clock l' M
,toty Brick Houw No. 18
m
110,1 ■»=. tolshcd
throughout;
has 12 rooms, and flue closets. A
capital cellar; exand
cellent water,
plenty of ft, both hard and soft;
Thfc
a goo.“table.
property is pleasantly and centrally situated, and In a good neighborhood. Mhe lot
contains about 7000 leet ofland. If you w ant a house
near to business secure this.
Title clear, sale nosittve.
HENRY BAILEY & 00., Auctioneers.

GENUINE MEDICINES,

at 8 o’clock. Tickets 50 cents
to be had at Paine’s Music Store, and at Cros-

on

J. A.

Sorgo

from the starch of

CHEMICALS

CHEAPEST AND BEST!

With most of his associates of the
past year as
Teachers.
The Female Department will still continue under
the immediate care ot Miss F. E. L< >KD, of Portland.
The public are assured that the advantages of this
school, in all branches of instruction, will be equal to
those ottered by any school in the State.
Apply for information to the principal, or

are

their attention to the

by Fahrbacli.

W Particular attention
ciaus Prescription*.

Beard-

commence

the

o{

aStaS^ufifl1

DEALERS IX

u.

& Co’s.

near

inquire

8—“A1LEV, & Co., Auctioneer*.

Aug
N

Under the management of

excellent, ana some tarmers in
Michigan and Ohio estimate their crops from
70 to 80 bushels an acre. No rust has struck
them. The hay crop is abundant. In southern Illinois the potato onion is largely raised.

ing

each,
man

co.,

a

PORTLAND, ME.,

Finale—(Band.)
Concert to

W. G. Lord, A. M., Principal,

this root made from $200 to $800 an acre.
This year everybody is going to get rich; even

oats

7

Wednesday August 30th, 1865,

badly damaged by rust and stout. The
variety is white wheat, from which the St.
Louis flour is made. Spring wheat has not
been much damaged. This is the variety that
makes the stock so large at Chicago.
Potatoes occupy a large share. Never before has so large a breadth been planted. For
several years the potato crop has been uncertain. In Wisconsin, Michigan and some other
States are exceptions; there they have always
yielded well. Wherever cotton is raised,
sweet potatoes are largely planted. Last year

weighing

TEEM,

Fox

7S Middle

Duetto—Trovotore “Home to our Mountains”
(Mr. Kesler and Miss Maria

Waltz—(Band)

TN'^t <lVSLTut Mfcet“ Co“*re“street-

DRUGGISTS,
Block,
St.,

Overture—“La Dame Blanche," (String Band)
by Boleldieu
2 Song—La Monola (Miss Maria P.)
Rini
3 Harp Variation (Mad.
Poppenberg.)
4 Song—“Thou art so near and yet so flu-.”
(Mr. Kesler.)
by Reichardt.
5 Concerto for Clarionetto, (Mr.
Boerner) by Berr.
6 Duetto—Comic, (Mad. and Miss Maria
Poppenberg)
by Auber.

aug8d&wtoaug24 ;

“old time” Academy and Collegiate
THIS
ing Sehool lor Young Ladies, will

FALL

was

some

1865.

by Verdi.

—

part

GORHftMSEIYIlHttRY.

Corn is abundant
and this year
will crown all other years for this cereal. In
Michigan, Ohio and Western New York it
never was better.
In the extreme southern
counties wheat is good, and where well stacked it is in fine order.. There is a large region
in the West, south of 40 degrees, where wheat

large,

by Abt.
(MariaPoppenberg)
Potpourri—Faust, (Band)
by Gounod.
Harp Sol' Introd uction and Triumph M&roli,
by Madame Poppenborg.

6

at

Lewiston, August 7th,

picking.
everywhere,

grow here very
three pounds.

3
4

!SS«Iiei^l>ork00d

CROSMAN & CO.,

Song—“When the Swallows homeward tty,”

corner

ir«£r.!\C<i,!lra^y

For particular.

Hamilton

Poppenberg)^

©

CHOPS.

their one and two acres.

Overture—Nebucodonosor, (Band)

5

Spring Term, January 11th, 1866.
Summer Term, April 26th, 1866.
For Circulars containing further particulars, address the President, O. B.
CHENEY, D. D., Lewiston, Maine.
JOHN A. ZOWEZZ,

time to commence

boys have

1
2

I !

cor. congress and
pkeble sts.
Aug. 3—<12w

PROGRAMME.

the rate of $24,00 per year*. The
year is divided into three terms of thirteen weeks
each. These terms will
begin as follows:
Fall Term, August 24th, 1865.

A correspondent of the New York Tribune,
travelling In Illinois, gives some interesting
accounts of the crops in that region. The
first speaks of cotton. In fourteen of the
southern counties of Illinois and a few counties of Indiana, cotton is everywhere seen.
There are more acres of cotton than acres ol
corn in several Northern States.
Tens of
thousands of refugees find constant employment. Capitalists from the North have large
fields. He says the amount is enormous, and
the plant is very thrifty. It is now near-

the

charged

Sec. of Board of Trustees,
12

f.

TART 1.

war.

New Yobk, Aug. 14.

forty

will bo

b.

THE—-

on

of Con teres*
There are 2 two story w.mden
houses and a Barn on the lot.
One house on Congress and the other house and barn on Wilmot St.
lue houses are
entirely distinct. They are In good
a,,d Pleasantly located, in an exceland desirable tor invent men t or

pOR A SHORT TIME!

Baud of the Seventeenth Infantry.

TUITION

33 00.

Is in a transition state.

Newbern, N. C.

Newbern, Aug. 12.

From Texas.
are

Markets.
New York. Aug. 14.
Cotton—sales 360 bales Middling Upland at 44c.
Flour—sales 12,000 bbls. State and Western dull
for common and firmer for
good. State 5 90 © 6 65.
Round Hoop Ohio 8 00 © 9 76. Western 5 90 @ 7 00.
Southern steady; sales 360 bbls at 7 85 © 12 50. Canada dull j sales 400 bbls at 6 60 © 9 50.
Wheat— 1© 2c higher; sales 112,000 bushels. Chicago Spring 142 © 1 43. Milwaukee Club 1 43 ® 1 45.
Amber Milwaukee 148 © 1 47. Western 1 88 © 1 96.
Corn—steady; sales 90,000 bushels. Mixed Western 90 © 91c.
Oats—very firm.
Beef—Extra mess 10 00 © 14 50.
Pork—dull; sales 1460 bbls. New Mess 37 00 @

OFFERED at BARGAINS

Mr. Jacob

Poppenberg,
Kesler, Mr. F. Boerner,

the LATIN SCHOOL

Buildings thereon,
and Wifinot Street.

Will be

And will be assisted by

Miss Maria

have for its especial and sole object, the preparation of students for
College—any College they may
choose. Three Instructors in addition to the President have been attached to this
school, and it will be
their effort to prepare their «indents for College in the
strictest and most
thorough manner. Prizes will he
given for excellence in scholarship in Greek and
Latin.
Students in the Seminary and Latin School, will
have free access to the College
Library, Gymnasium,
Lectures, &c.

Yew York

w

we

QUE STOCK.

IN

Wednesday Evening, August 10th,

will

Mole

Valuable Real Estate
AT AUCTION.
GOODS !
THURSDAY, August 17th, at 3 o’clock l\
valuable Lot of Land with the
ON shall sell thesituated
the

SUMMER

MADAME POPPENBERG,

Preceptress.

_

GRAND

-AND

Mortgagee’s

PIECE

Will be given by

be on the original plan of t* e Maine State Seminary, embracing a Ladies course, and a miscellaneous department
of both scves, including instruction
in Ornamental
branches, Music, Penmanship, Phonography, Book Keeping, <V’C. The Seminary will be
under the government of a
separate Principal and

Liverpool, Aug. 5.—evening—Cotton—The sales
to-days were 6000 bales, including 1,000 to specultors
and exporters.
The market is fiat and quotations
remain unchanged.
LONDON MONEY MARKET, Aug 6.—Consols
closed at 89$ ® ao for money.
AMERICAN SECURITIES—U. S. 8-20s 68 @ 68$.
Illinois Central Shares 79. Erie Shares 66 @ 66$.

EVERY

Concert !

will

Latest via Telegraph to Queenstown.

THE

School.

THE SEMINARY

Rosin active but irregular.
Spirits Turpentine quiet
at 46s © 47s. Petroleum quiet and steady, at 2s 7d
© 2s 6d for refined.

Lard—dull; sales 700 bbls at 19$ @ 24$c.
Whiskey—steady; sales 160 bbls at 2 19.
Rice—steady; sales 100 bags Rangoon at 7$c.
Sugars—steady; sales 800 hlxls Muscovado at
13. Havana, 66 boxes, 12 © 12$.
.Freights to Liverpool—quiet.

A

_Auction~SalesT

Miscellaneous.

]HALL!

CITY

At the recent
meeting of the President and Trustees of Bates
College, resolutions were passed recognizing the necessity of the separation of the Seminary from the College, and h was voted to organize
immediately a Department to he denominated Bates
Seminary and Latin School.

ly so at a

_

Large quantities of cotton
at Houston, Texas.

While

off Sewall’s Point she got aground; and, additional steam power being applied, she was
got off with the flood tide, and proceeded up
Elizabeth River.
At 11 o’clock she was at
Baker’s Landing, Norfolk.
The U. S. steamer Eunice arrived this morning from Port Royal with the cigar-shaped
propeller Preston in tow. The Preston is 180
or 150 feet in length, draws 7 feet of water,

From

Entertainments.

SEMINARY

Latin

fact.

From Fortress Monroe

planted in the section visited by
Merritt's Cavalry.
Corn is so plentiful as to
Judge I be
in the City Hall in this city, to-day.
a
is demoralized.
drug.
Society
unless
Howard will no doubt be renominated,
he peremptorily declines. Ini case he should
Matter§ in
the

BKA35XI..

A

BATES

Commercial.
Per steamship China at Halilhx.
LIVERPOOL COTTON MARKET, Aug. 5.-The
weekly market was received by the Moravian at Farther Point.
LIVERPOOL HREADSTUFFS MARKET. Aug.
I. Richardson, Spence & Co. aud Waketield, Nash
& Co. report Flour quiet and steady. Wheat dull
and Tuesday’s improvemont lost. Corn quiet at 30s
6d © 31b 6d for mixed ou the spot, and 29s © 29s 6d
to arrive.
LIVERPOOL PROVISIONS MARKET, Aug. 6.—
Messrs. Biglaud, Athya & Co. report that Beef has
an upward tendency,
uroBtly for fine qualities. Pork
firmer. Butter irregular. Tallow active at 40s (a
Bacon buoyant and advancod
42s.
l@2s. Lard
firm and advanced 3 © 5s on the week and Is quoted
at 78 @ 80s.
LIVERPOOL PRODUCE MARKET, Aug. 5.Tho Broker’s Circular says the market for Ashes is
easier for pots and firmer lor
pearls. Sugars quiet
and steady. Coffee steady. Rice
quiet and steady.
Linseed has an upward
tendency. Linseed Cakes
firm at £9 7s 6d @£9 10s lid.
Sperm til inactive.

ly

plague continued violent, and energetic measures were progressing to check

Caibo, 111., Aug 13.

full and accurate report of the

the cable.

it.

Sacoabappa Lyceum.—We understand
that Rev. Edwin C. Bolles of this city, will deliver an address before the Sacearappa Tem-

compliment of coal on board (1000 tons) she
will, of course, be a foot or two deeper. She
is 320 feet long, has 50 feet beam and 22 depth

which sometimes compels the officers to look
after then- caps. She can be got under weigl.
without a man showing himself on deck, her
engines rousing up one hundred and twenty
fathoms of chain in almost as little time as it
takes to mention it. In case of a leak in lit.
huh, thirty-five hundred tons of water can be
thrown out in one hour!
She has fifty-six
ftirnaces. One hundred and fifty firemen are
necessary to attend to them all, but the lower
tier, the ones mostly used, consumes about 80
tons of coal per day. With ail her furnaces in

buoy

and

The cattle

trial.

minimum amount of 500 tons of coal on board.
This leaves her deck some four feet above wa-

are

commenced. These storms cause currents to
flow through the telegraph wires and seriously affect the working of both land and sea
lines.”
It is also stated that although the storm has
much abated, currents may still be passing of'
sufficient strength to confuse the signals passing from the ship through the delicate instruments used at Valentia. This magnetic storm
is the greatest that has occurred for many
years. These explanations are somewhat reassuring, although the Atlantic Telegraph
Company in tlieir official statements make no
allusion to electrical disturbances.
Another theory is, that the ship may encounter bad weather, and been obliged to cut

Yesterday afternoon, from the Observatory,
It is stated that the yield of the French com
seen nearly 300 sail of vessels fishing
crops will certainly be smaller than for the
for mackerel off Seguin. One has no idea of last two years, which were above the
average.
SPAIN.
what beautilUi scenes may be viewed, both
The
asserts
that
orders
Epoca
have been
with the naked eye and through the telescope,
sent to Gen. Guidrato declare war against San
from the top of the Observatory, until it has
Domingo. This statement is considered as
been tested. Wc advise every one to give it a very doubtful.

Agamenticus claims a fair heal.
For our part we can only say that both have
done well and they had better try it over
again.
The Dictator was built im New York, aud
measures upwards of 3000 tons; and draws 10
feet of water forward and 22 feet aft, with the

Her turret i3 24 feet in diameter on
the inside, and 14 inches In thickness. She

Sight

graph Company“At noon Wednesday, when
the signalls became unintelligible, the magical
instruments at Greenwich Observatory showed that what is termed a magnetic storm had

could be

other hand the

ter forward and three feet aft.

high degree of excellence. Let all
give them a bumper on this oc-

turn out, and
casion.

BRITAIN.

Communication with the Great Eastern remained suspended. Nothing had been heard
from her since the noon of the 2d inst.
Much anxiety and excitement existed concerning the Atlantic cable, which had continued entirely without signals since the noon
of the 2d inst. The general
feeling was one of
depression and hopelessness, although there
were many who retained faith in a renewal of
the communication.
The Times is despondent, although not entirely without hope.
The daily News clings to the hope that the
accident is not irreparable. The weather has
not been unfavorable.
The Star hopes that on oard the Great
Eastern they are employed slowly but surely
in hauling back the cable to the effected part.
The shares of five pounds experience*} rapid
fluctuations. On Friday they were down at
discount, rallied to 1 discount, closed heavily
at 11-2 and 1 discount.
Last taken at Valentia for conductivity
shows the accident to the cable to be a total
loss of insulation, or “dead earth,” to have occurred nearly 2150 miles from Valentia. This
would be almost in the deepest water along
the whole route.
The Shipping Gazette says that small insurances were done at Lloyd’s on Friday at 50
guineas, but most of the underwriters declined
risks at any price.
The Pall Mall Gazette says:—It is understood that the Astronomer Royal communicated the following facts to the Atlantic Tele-

died of

Miscellaneous.

Denver, Aug. 14.

The Constitutional Convention, now in session here, has voted almost unanimously that
it is expedient to form a State Government.

—

The steamship
5th inst., via Queenstown 6th inst, arrived
here at about 3.30 this afternoon.
GREAT

ConsttuHonal Convention.

ATO

Halifax, Aug. 14.
China, from Liverpool on the

Cape lights—the Aga-

Consumption, 10; Cancer, 1; Dropsy, 8;
menticus being about three miles ahead of the
Diarrhea, 2; Small Pox, 1 Paralysis, 2; CholDictator. The former came
era
Infantum, 6; Scarlet Fever, 2; Drowned,
directly into our
harbor, arriving here at 3.05 P. M., while the 1; Dropsy on Brain, 4; Whooping Cough, 1;
Neuralgia, 1; Disease of Heart, 1; Old Age,
Dictator ran down behind
Cushing’s Island, 3; Typhoid Fever, 8; Dysentery, 1; Casualty,
nearly to the lower end of it, then returned and 1; Infantile, 2; Long Fever, 2; Hemorrhage,
steamed into the
1; Tumor, 1; Debility, 1; Convulharbor, arriving here at 4.55. 1; Croup,Disease
of
sions, 2;
Nervous Fever,
I'rom Capt. Willard, who
piloted the Dicta- 1; Inflammation of Brain, 2;
Bowels, 2; Unknown, 3;
tor from
Dictathe
we
that
learn
Portsmouth,
Stillborn, 8. Total, 63.
tor started her screw a 9 o’clock A.
M., and
Ages—under five years, 26; between 5 and
at 9.95 turned
ship and passed Portsmouth 10, 0; between 10 and 20, 1; between 20 and
light. At 9.39 stopped for pilot to leave.— 30, 6; between 30 and 40, 7; between 40 and
Steamed slow for Agamenticus to come up.— 60, 3; between 60 and 60, 2; between 60 and
70, 3; between 70 and 80, 6; between 80 and
She came up at great speed, passing the Dic90, 5; Unknown, 1; Stillborn, 3. Total, 68.
tator at 0.53. At 10 A. M. both vessels were
Sexes—Males 28; females, 82; unknown, 8.
Louis Bunce,
side by side; the water was without a ripple:
Total, 63.
Superintendent of Burials.
the Dictator sailing smoothly, the Agamenticus evidently steering badly.
Both vessels did
Kennebec Nominations.—The County
their best—sometimes the Dictator would gain Convention for Kennebec was held at
Augusand then the Agamenticus.
At 11 o’clock
ta on Saturday. Hon. W. A. P. Dillingham of
passed Boon Island light, the A. being quar- Waterville, presided.
ter of a mile ahead. The Dictator soon afterCrosby Hinds of Benton, Geo. W. Perkins
wards stopped her engine for 17
minutes, to of Hallowell, Alexander B. Head of Wayne,
cool the crank pin, which had become too hot.
were
nominated for the Senate; Asbury
At 11 M. the A, was three miles
ahead; the Young of Pittston, for County Commissioner;
Dictator was then going at the rate of 9 1-2 Daniel Pike for
County Treasurer, and Wm,
knots, and gaining slowly on the Agamenticus. M. Stratton for Clerk of the Courts.
At 1.20 the D. was gaining fust, her screw
Grand Concert.—To-morrow evening, at
making 86 revolutions per minute. At 1.35
passed Wood Island light, the A. being about City Hall, Madame Poppenburg, assisted by
other artists, will give a concert, which promone and three-fourths miles
ahead, the D.’s
ises to be a splendid affair. The Band of the
screw making 39 revolutions.
At 2.30

■»«''"-—

Arrival of the China at Halifax.

Mortality of Portland.—The whole
number of deaths in Portland during the
mouth of July was sixty-thiee; of these there

be-

« m »■

LATER FROM EUROPE.

passed to be ordained.
An ordinance in relation to meetings of the
City Council (passed to be engrossed in the
other Board) came up, and was laid upon the
table. Adjourned.

by

tween Portland and the

as

petition of Henry Kimball, for license
as a
victualler, was laid on the table,
An order was passed allowing Messrs. W. &
A. Curtis to use the well on Munjoy,
they
agreeing to take proper care of said well.
Ordinance respecting collection of taxes

ARHTVAL OF THE IBON-CLADS.

Moody,

licensed

—

TWO DAYS

T he

Key Found.

Mr.

was

--

tualler.

Roceepts—-Hutcliinson

TELEGRAPH,

TO THE DAILY PRESS.

BOARD OF

Advertisement. T«-D»T«
Business—F. T. Cashing.

vtovwuuiom

BY

adjourned meeting of the City Council
held last evening.

An

!

®
partnership ofbyLEACH
matuA
dissolved
this

rlE 'lay

r-M‘d^.Md«io ft
kct
from tin. firm.
A. q. ijjacH,
HENRY ROBINSON.

augl4d3w

Portland, Aog. 12, 18*#-

Symond’s

Patent

Bui nov,

And Petroleum Fluid,

sale

by

rR 12—<UW
Aug

A. A, NOYES & SON,
35

Exchange

St.
a

Lewiston Falls

BABY AJNTSTE.
BY GEO. 8.

THIS

BUBLEIGH.

been

the moon,—

great moon, so round and still,
Peeping o’er the window-«il],
And sue thinks she’ll have it soon.
See her eager lingers work!
How tue.r dimples come and go,
As her plump hands Butter so,
Grasping at the silver cirque.
Tne

t*

ment.

famish young

to

men

0

Othces, Telegraphing,
Bhnjtlii*,
Book-keeping &«., have been engage.!
i»e New Town Block.

aMe
to

competent and experienced teachers have been engaged; and more will be added as the exigencies of
this department shall require. It is intended to furnish instruction equal to that obtained in the best
Commercial Colleges. One can easily perceive the advantages which may be derived from the connection
of this department with the Academy, where a thor
ough knowledge of the Modern languages can be obtained—a knowledge indispensable to on si ness men
in many parts oi our Union.
Branches Taught
Are Book-keeping in all its forms; Commercial Law:
Commercial Arithmetic; Business Correspondence;
Telegraphing; Penmanship; Phonography, &c.

Baby Annie wins her
round muon slips away,
Though
Ail it. ligm ami bamtjr *f*y>
u?m-

The

by On, mb bmb>
thing.bmr}
Stretcuiug to tlioswell
with vigor.
iiiiilo ujbouio
jLittie lit-art. within grow bigger,
than
muon
ana .tor.
more
Winning
lion

The Scientific and Industrial Department.
The studies of this course will occupy two years,
and Include Instruction by lessons in those branches
of the Abstract Mathematics not taken up in the

Academic

< bourse;
Land Surveying; Geometrical
Drawing; Mechanical Drawing; Architectural Drawing; Shades, Shadows and Linear perspective; Astronomy: Navigation; Leveling; Mechanics; Locations of Roads; Calculating Excavation and Embankment; Construction of Roads; Strength of Materials;
Bridge Construction; Mechanics of Machinery and
Engineering; Mechanical Principles of Architecture;
Masonry; Stone Cutting; Geology: Miner&logy; the
French and German Languages, and History.
Instruction will also be given by Lectures in Physical
and
Political
Geography; Logic
economy.
As much time will be given to iield-work with the
''-ompass, Surveyor’s Transit and Engineer’s Level,
09 the arrangement of studies will permit.
THE STUDIES OF THE FALL TERM

STYLE.

One of our exchanges furnishes the following as a mirror for Thomas Carlyle to see his
own “Style” in.
Come now, O my Thomas t thou doubtful
doubter of doubts, thou houndereron the flat,
miry aud bilgy of tideless Toryism. I have
somewhat to show thee. Look!—what seest
with those staring eyes of thine.1 those eyes,
so big and bullet uke, globed in such sphenetk
speculation t It shall be told thee what thou
seest: A car, four-wheeled and many-sized

(first of the course) are
AnalyticalI Geometry, Surveying, Geotnetrical Drawing, and French.

and springless. No two of the wheels are of,
the same size—in order prescript and irrevocable. It goeth forth backwardiy, hindqnarteriy, and sternly loremostly, and joinethj in
many directions at once, and therefore hath no
locomotion. Time and hatf a times it is hail
topsy-turvy, and otherwIdles the sconceless
traveler
tnereiu ensconced knoweth hot,
whether he is sitting on his head, kneeiink on
his hosts, or standing on his elbows.
L«udrumbieth aud rough-tumbleth this mystic land
portentous car; aud yet*it stayeth whefle it
listeth, and where that is no man knoweth; not
even its inventor.
And what sort of ir is
that ? Ho I ho! Peter and Paul 1 Ha 1. ba 1
Mrs. Grundy and Dame Partington I fVhy,
man, it is Thyself—it is Car-iyie I Hut is it
“himself,” or is it his lingual “Goblin d—<d ?”

correspondent

is the voucher

I

ment,

$40.00
3.00

6.50
Languages, per term,
Scientific and Industrial Course, per term,
6.50
Music with use of instrument, per term,
15.00
2.00 to 10.00
Painting and Drawing, from
Board In fiunilies, per week, in< tuding room,
from
3.00 to 4.00

Post Office Address cf the Principal, W. T. Webster, Auburn, Maine.
Calendar.

Fall Term commences Monday, August 28th, 1866.
Winter Term commences Monday, Not. 20th, 1866.
Spring Term commences February 12th, 1866.
Simmer Term commences May 7th, 1866.
NAHUM MOllEILL,
Sec’yoi Board of Trustees. •'
Arfburn, July 18th, 1866.
July2»S4wd

“On Sunday morning last, whilst walking
with a friend in a garden near Falkirk, we observed two bees issuing from one of the hives,
bearing betwixt them the body of a defunct
comrade, with which they flew the distance of
ten yards. We followed them closely, and rioted the care with which they selected a con-

No. 91 Exchange St.,
to tarnish Parties, Plo-Nics, &c.,
IStheprepared
choicest CAKES
•

Wedding
that cannot be

with

Cake

excelled, furnished at the shortest

notice.
iy All Order* promptly attended to.
July 17—eodtf
~

INTERNATIONAL
INSURANCE COMP’Y

Fbom Mbs. Gbundy. Foremost ’mono the
How of War. The West Pointer.
Mrs. Orandu: Yure Papperis not Funny a
Bit. I dont find nu thing to laff at in it. I
shant by it no more.
Jonir
SetJed dt Last. It lias just been decided
of
our
one
learned
bodies
that the honpr of
by
being the Primitive Race of Mankind undoubtedly belongs to the A-B-Cynians!
Wha' did Lot do when his wife was turned into a Pidar of Salt?”
“Took a fresh one of course.”
As the Empire of the Sea cau no
longer he
claimed by Great Britain, we trust that her
old boast “Britannia Rules the waves,”, will
60on be given up, and we shall hear from her
own lips the confession, “Britannia Waives the
Rule.”

B_f-.

Of the City

Office

No.

113

Capital,

Gash

$1,000,000 00
204 188 40

Surplus, Jan. 1, ’65,

$1,204,188 40

Liabilities, $18,500.

Total

“What Is the best attitude for self-defence?”
asked a pupil of a well-known pugilist,
a civil tongue in your
head,” was the reply.

“keep

or

single Box,

HUMPHREY'S SPECIFIC
HOMCEOPAJ'HlC MEDICINE COMPANY.
Offioo and Depot, No. 562
Broadway, New York.
]>I1 Homphreys 18 consulted daii;
at his'office,
personally or by letter, us above, ffir all Wriua of

HAY, Agent, Portland.

}uly26’tl5eod

y

pCAUTI0N, CAUTION, CAUTION

1

KINGSFORD’S

HINE, Secretary.
Drake, Asi't Secretary.
J. H. Platt, Manager Marine Department (late
the Atlantic Mutual Ins. Co.)

In each popular use for food, has been counterfeited
by some unprincipled parties, and a spurious article
put up in imitation of their style of packages and
trade-markto deceive the public.
Dealers and
customers, to avoid deception, will see
that every package 1,
marked plainly,

Kina>fird's 0swerO (Jorn gtirch.

Aug. 7—t!3m

At a Court of Probate held at Poru.„A
a
for the County of
day ot July in the year of our ^ortt
««bteen bundred and

Cumberland^,d’ .f?4?1?,“d
’ilord'eijw”* ^ues‘
sixty-fivef

MARY

H.

BLA1SDELL,

AdmlnistratrU

o^vils.01

016
estate of Jeremiah Blalsdoll late
in said County, deceased, having
presented
account of a immiatration of said estate
It was Ordered, That the said
give notice to all persons interested, by causing
to bo published throe weeks successively, in t'State Press, printed at F
pear at a Probate Court
on the third Tuesday c
the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause if any
they have, why the same should not be allowed.
JOHN A. WATERMAN, Judge.l
*
A true copy, Attest,
ft J w2vv*
EUGENE HUMPHREY, Register.

ter01.!411;

ihr *n>Sr8t

AdidX&atrti

...

_

_t

_

-—----——^
Notice.
Stockholder* of the
fpiiE
A ing
are
nual

Westbrook Manufactur-

>■
hereby notified that their Ank.coiing tor the choice of otlicor* and the tran8th8r hnsines which may oome beforo
be holder, at the office ot the
»abacrlber, In

Gompan

fn™on 8,L*.?7

nsTvnlj
day
Oi?
AUGUST,

the twenty-second
1866, at 3 o’clock P. M.
Clerk.
Portland
An.n.JJK^ELDAEBCRAM,
Portland, Augu*t 7th, 1366.
ang«dtd

at

iN'MTl.AJrD, SACO & PORTSMOUTH
RAILROAD.
PSFSSSgSE On and alter April 3,1866, Passenger
'""'mP'mI Trains leave as follows;
Louvo Portland for Boston, at 8.40 A.M. and 2.50
P.M.
Leave Boston tor Portland at 7.30 A. M. and 3
P. M.
Freight trains leave Portland and Boston dally.
Francis chase, supt.
Portland, A pril 8, 1865.
edtf

June

7, 1865—eodly

KENNEDY’S

SALT

OINTMENT!

RHEUM^
Ointment for the

only
and cutaneous affections.
THE

ther notice:
Leave tiaco River for Portland, as 5.45 and 0.20
A. M., and 3.46 P. M.
Leave Portland for Saco River, at 7.45 A. M. and
1.60 and 6.20 P. M.
The 160 P.M. train out and the 6.45 A. M. train
into Portland, will be freight trains with passenger
oars attached.
Stages oouneot at Gorham for West Gorham,

Stanaisb, Steep Falls, Baldwin, Denmark, Sebogo,
Bridgtoc, Lovell, Hiram, Brownlicld, Fryeburg,
Corway, Bartlett, Jackson, Limington, Cornish,
Porter, Freedom, Madison, and Eaton, N. H.
At Buxton Center, for West Buxton, Bonney EaLimington, Limeriok, Newgle, South Limington.
flelft, Parsonsdeld, and Osslpee
A c bacoarappn for Bouth Windham, Windham
HiU and Nortn Windham daily.
DAN. CARPENTER, 8upt.
Portland, April 6. 1866.
dtf

next trains will leave Portland oailv tor Batli Augusta, Waterville, Kenda i’s
Milts, and SkjWhegan, at p. u, and on Satuidays
The rain
only for Bath ami Augusta at 8 16 P. m
from Per Hard at 1 p. w, connects at Ken «a I's Mi Is
with the train for Bangor and o-lier stations east,
sam
n*g't. Passengers from Port’aud desiring to
tatethis roueoun purchase tickets to Ken. Mills
and inform the conductor in til*1 oars that
they go
through to Bangor, and he will so arrange their
r*res through as that it shall ccst them no mere
by
tb«Mre tb b b/ any other.
Train* ar^due in Po tlsnd to connect with trains
for Boston on Mondays ai 8 20 a. m, and every dav
at *23-1 r. *.
Freight Train loaves now depot Portland at 6.46 A.
M. dally.

EDWIN NOYES,
Superintendent.

Important

Travelers!

to

VEGETABLE

of all eruptions

wholly a
COMPOUND.
It Is

ra

REGIONS of
PENNSYLVANIA, OHIO, aid
P»ns of the WkBT. vifttheKni* kailway, tor *alt
at the lowest rates, at the Ukion Ticket
Opeioe,
31 EXCHANGE STREET.
marl3dtwietf
D. LITTLE, Agent.

PORTLAND AND BOSTON LINE I

Contains

Ringworms,

RHEUM

It

is

Saturday,

Pimples,

VEGETABLE.
One trial is sufficient to oonvinoe the most
skepti*
cal that iU efficacy in allaying inflamation and reducing swellings is wonderful.

Family

Ointment

Ointment,

Should be In every household. No other Oin’ment
can compete with it os a ready and
speedy means of
relief. For Bobus and Scalds It is the most
perfect
cure ever known.
As

an

Is

New

England Screw SteamshipCo

uruisgiets.

LINE.

-f—jfefc CHESAPfSAKE,
.,££• splendid and

fast Steamships
leapt W. W. ShirFKANCONIA, Capt. H.
»otioe,

ttn<i

r!r?SZfa“W001>-

wstra ^fveS
andwk“KVI)iYNO»M'o'lokOVpryMWEDNE8DAr
t;ons<forVpMsin|e?s!t^ki?gTws the* mSSt'spMdJ’

N?,aYorr.ndrMX"0,,,^i;™;en8*5tebS:
Meal's txfra'
*8.00.

Cabin paraaso *6 00.
lorwarded by this line to and from Mon-

8* Job?0b*C’B*D*°r' Batb’ Augusta,
Shippers

are

OINTMENT

d^&a‘

FOREST AVENUE HOIS*
FOBMBBLY KNOWN AB

dtf

International Steamship Co,
Eastport,

Calais ami

.0n

BOTTLE
H H“.V> W. F. Phillips, and all other
novi6’M wly

hereby gives public notice to all
h“ been
appointed and
,aat

Cumberland,
widow, deceased, by giving bond as the law directs
he therefore request* all persons
Indebted
to sold deceased’s estate to make imnuxlUte nkvmenr
and those who have anydemand,
the same for settlement to
HENRY D. SHED ,Tr
Portland, July 5,1*65.
31w3^I

St. John.

TWO TRIPS A WEEK.

CENTS.

The larger
CENTS FEE

b^*

Portland.
CO., No. 86 West Street,

A

e>

ery Mowday

Monday, Maroh 87, the
YosB.Capt U W ChisRailroad Wharf, loot of State St,
ai
o'clock

p. w ;

8t*3ohnTO8DAT

Retnroiog wil! leave
Thursdays at 8 a. m,

Rt.
for

and the

Steamer

Winchester, will leave
for Eaetportand

John every Monday and

U08 on.

Ea-tport,

Portland and

"Queen” will conneot
J\isKW th?, 8tcam<“r and
Calais, with the New
Ro?,D*'nn
Ca',ada
for Woods lock and
o

8,„a 'a,r‘"',.i

b

Raiiwsy
also
ape/caches
,nd
fo termed ia

connect at

to places.
AaSt^lST M.,chir
wtoa£
w,11 connect, for
Wi„T»
a*fa“*: Kmperoc
tod with steamers for
JrlSivn
’.U/.hy
t.d
,Hall,axthereof Exhibit ?i^S .f1i ta 8t iohn ?lrer- Throngh tiokete
,he ulerk
bomrd- N°
e

m.,

K“-rfeor
received
freight

cn

p

subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
concerned, that she has been duly appointed and
taken upon herself the trust of Administratrix of the
u'.
estate of
JOHN MONROE,
nte ol Portland, in tlie County of Cumberland, debased, by giving bond as the law directs; she thereall parsons who are indebted to the said
JW
estate to make Immediate payment; and
utoee
wiu,liave
^
Amanda thereon, to exlilbit the
,<UI‘e ,or
«eviement to
ABBY MONROE.
Portk.,,1
tlaiul, .lutj 18 1BC6_
w3w30

THE

0n

days of sailing until 4 o’clock
C. C. EA-TOI?, Agent.

oa
Merni, 20.
Porttapd, March
1866.

mch‘21tf

Portland and Penobscot Eiver
Summer Arrangement.

Prt'^li^A On and after Moatav April J4th,the
going Stean. r -BEGn 1 T
.TT??*new ,*."d11fastM'wcp,
wil* leave BailJoin unK'r1 “pt °W S,at0
8tpcet

MoKoTi1* w,u?,t,il and KaiDAYTrrtland, every
eveuing, at 10
imk connecting wnh he*
train from Boso^o
w

AT

r

notice,
StockholdT^enMd the Intcra£S^?I*®tIn* StiltsCompany
at
SteatSship
theirOmoe‘To^,SS®,S
onSATDRbAY. AugSrti5tt’,“d Union Streets,
•>’<*** Aif the
M., to
see

Capital Stock, and to act un<m <.not* ^ ’ncease the
that may lcgaUv come
beforetUcm/tn*'’" buslne88
Per

Order of the

Director”

Portland, Auguet 3_dtd

H' J'

”8'

Sec’y.

«

^ urning, will leave Bangor everv Monday
Wednesday and Fuihay m >rning at 6 o’clock*
touching at Rock'aed, Camifen, Belfast Sea-snort'

B'icksport Winte-por.
Hsmren“oth wav^^
Passengers ticketed through on the Boston. Maine
snd Eastern hatlroad at the Depots in Boston SaAt Oflloe

Portland, April SI, 1885,-tf

on

the Whart

IT.

Kl LAROOKAH'S
SARSAPARILLA

Compound!

young should

TBS

CURB

^

OF

Are

Hair.

It prevents or
stops the Hair
from falling; Cleanses*
Beautifies,
Preserves, and renders it Soft, and
Glossy, and the Head free from
Dandruff.
It is the best Hair
Dressing and
Preservative in the world.

Manufacturing Comp’y,

&

YORK.

CUMBERLAND R. R.

uMHafafrad- Notice is hereby given to holders of

and Coupons for
ytyrgWgBondH
interest,
the York & Cumberland Railroad

by

issued

Company, bearing date Jan. 1, 1857, commonly called “consolidated bonds,” secured by deed of mortgage to James
Hayward and otbers, Trustees, that at a meeting ol

great

a

holders, held on the twenty-fourth day June
1865, by adjournment from the twentieth day of June!
1866, it was voted “That it is expedient that the
holders of the bonds issued by the York & Cumberland Railroad
Company, June 1, 1857, commonly
called “the consolidated bonds,*’ pay and redeem the
made
mortgage
by said company to John G. Myers,
bearing date Feb. 8,1851,” and that the Trustees under said deed of January 1, 1857, to Hayward anJ
otbers,” immediately proceed to take all due measures as provided by law to carry said vote into effect,

and to
upon and collect of said bond-holders, a
sum sufficient to
pay the amount due on said Myers’
mortgage, and all other claims having a priority over
the rights and claims of said consolidated bond-holders.
And they further give notice that the sum tc
be paid ior the redemption of said mortgage to John
G.
over the rights and claims
having
of said consolidated
is, as conveniently as may be at the rate ot twelve per cent, on each
hundred dollars of bonds and coupeus secured by said
deed and mortgage of Jan. 1, 1857.
The undersigned, Trustees as
aforesaid, do therefore hereby call upon all holders of said bonds and
coupons for interest or other claims, secured by said
deed of Jan. 1, 1857. to
pay their several proportions
of the sum to be paid for the redemption of said mortgage to Myers, being at the rate of twelve per cent, on
every hundred dollars so held by them respectively,
and they appoint the same to be paid to either of
the Trustees, at the office of Evans & Putnam No
74 Middle Street, Portland, on or before the first dav
J
of September, 1865.
J. C. CHURCHELL, )
Trustees
N. L. WOODBURY,
Y. & C. R. R.
GEO. EVANS,
Co.

priority
bond-holders,

Dry Cough instantly.
use

them.

clear and

the yoice.

PREPARED

HENRY

A.

AND

FQR

CHOATE, Druggist,

Under Revere House. Boston; and by druggists gen-

erally.

Wholesale Agents J. W. Perkins A Co, 86 Commercial St; Wholesale and Retail E. L. Stan wood, oor.
Fore and India Sts; II. II. Hay, junction Free and
Middle Sts; M. S. Whittier, cor. Free and Congress
Sts; Wm. W. Whipple. No 21 Market Square; and
all druggists in Portland and vicinity.
June i3—dAw3m

returned, If desired.

Address:
Db. J. B. HUGHES,
No. 5 Temple Street [corner of Middle

t3T* Send

1865

remedy well adapted to cure Scrofula and
incipient Consumption. It purifies the Blood, di-

For sale by W. F Fhillfps h Co., and U H. Hay
Wholesale Agents, and retailed by ail dealers
mclk21’65eod4rMOW6ra

Olfiee of Collector of Internal Revenue
First OollectioniDistrict of State of Maine.
CONFORMABLY
Act* of Congress

“to

provide Internal Revenue
interest on
^

the public debt,” I hereby give noticePV
that 1 have received from the Assessors of said District the annual
list for 1865; that the several duties, taxes and licenses assessed and enumerated in said list
have become due and payable, and that I
will, in person or
Deputy, attend to coUecting and receiving the
aforesaid duties, taxes and licenses assessed and
pavable within the County of Cumberland, in said District, at my office, No. 22 Exchange Street, Portland
from the 15th day qf August to the 31 at day of August
A. D., 1865, both days incluaive; and at
tjie TONTINE HOTEL, in Brunswick,
Friday, August 25th
from 3 to6 o’clock P. M., and
Saturday,
from 9 o’clock A. M. to 12 M.
And I farther give notice that I will in like manner
attend to
and receiving duties, taxes and
licenses as aforesaid, assessed and payable within the
County of York, in said District, at the following
designated times and places, via: In
•SJCO, at the Hotel kept by Rufus M. Lord, August
IBth, 1665,from 10 o'clock A. If., to 5
P. M.;
BIDDEFORD, at the Bi/ldeford House, Saturday
August 1ilth, 1SS5, from 10 o'clock A..M., to 6
Jr, M.f

by

AugustiGth’

coUecting

o'ctoci

LIMERICK, at the Hotel kept by Amos Fetch, Monday, August 21st, 1865, from 8 to 11 o’clock A. M.;
SANFORD, at Hotel kajt by Timothy Shaw Monday, August 21st, 1665, from 3 to 6 o'clock P. M.:
SOUTH BERWICK, at Newichanwanick House Tues22d, ISM,from 10 o’clock A. M.\ to 4

day^August

KITTER T, at office of Francis Bacon,
Esq., Wednes10 o'clock

A.M,t^2

dajj^Augustiad.im^rom

at Hotel kept bu

Woodbury
9

A

Hall
A-

v-\

All persons who shall neglect to
pay tho duties
taxes and Ucences assessed upon them as
aforesaid
to me or my Deputy-, on or before Auiruat 11
&i;r,'
“wUl be Uable, (under the provisions
2g’ of an
Act of Congress, approved June 30th, 1864
1 to nav
additional upon the amount thereof,
£S>Per£“52!
with a fee of twenty cents for the
and serving
issuing
^
of notice, which will in all coses be exacted
No other money than United States
Treasury
Notes, or Notes of National Banks, or Gold or1 »uver
Silver
Coin wiU be received for taxes.
Pereons in York County, desirous of so
doing can
pay their taxes at my office, No. 22 Exchange Street
Portland, at any time prior to September 1 IPanTrcept during the time herein speciaUy designated
for
^signaled 101
their coUection elsewhere.
NATHANIEL
SUTLER

ol^fec.

dim

Collector.

Inducements

PARTIES WISHING TO BUILD.
subscribers offer for sale a large
Quantity m
desirable building lots in the West
Knd ./thcity, lying on Vaughan, Pine, Neal, Carlton Thom»
West, Emery, Cushmau, Lewis, Bramhaii Monu
ment, Daniorth, Orange and Salem Streets
They will sell on a credit of from one to ten years
if desired by the purchasers, and to parties wlm
wil
build houses of satis&ctory character, then will ml
ranee, if denred, one fourth of the cost
on
the house. From parties who
completion qf
build immediately, SO CASH PAYMENTS HEQUIBED
Apply every day except Sunday, from nine to ton
A. M at the office of the subscribers, where
may be seen, and full particulars obtained.
J. B. BROWN & SONS
Portland, May 8, lg65.
FOB

THE

qfbSllding,

nUm"

mayitf

Picked

Up.

LAP Streak, green bottomed boat, containing
two sails and a jib. The owner can obtain her
by calling on the subscriber at the Police Station
proving property and

A

paying charges. BURNHAM.

N. B.— Ladies desiring may consult one of their
A lady of experience in constant attend-

Is

a

a

liquid

destroy, and also as a preventative for Bed-Bugs, &c.

ty

!

auu

everyihiug

the

be convinced ol
else of the kir d

their tupeiioriever

tfTred to

pubiie for Bronehitis, Coughs, Colds, HoarseSore Throat. Ca arrh and uiluecza

ness

Numer-

ous test ire oaias irom toe Clergv, and others, acFor Hale by the prino pal
companying ach box.
Druggists throughout the oity.
may27eoatf

U. S. NA^ Y YAKD, Aittery, Maine, )
May 6,1865. )

Moths, Mosquitoes,
Fleas, Bed-Bugs, Insects on
Plants, Fowls, Animals, tfc.
tor

Ship Knees Wanted

I

will be received and paid lor at the
te tlerv, Maiue, in qnyntities oi
ftora 12 to 20 and upwards, at the
schedule
following
*

KNKES
prioes,

via:

WHITE OAK KNEES.
I Arm not lees | Body net leas
than
|
than
6 inches.
5 feet,
3J feet.
«•

Siding

sue

4)

8
9
10

4|

6

"

6 •*
6*“

••

7S.<

«•

6j
6j

U

8

..

8j

"

LEAD, Dry and

Oil,

HACMAIACK KNEES.
less than
1
Body not less than
<e«t.
6 feet.

Arm not

24
3
4,

At*

4

“

4}

"

y

u
.<

PRICE PER INCH FOR
White Oak Knees. ; Hackmatack Knees,
Siding f square and in-square, square and in-squarc
6 inch
106 cents,
60 cents.
7
146
60
8
176
TO "
9 "
J96 ■«
80 •<
10
205
86
11 •*
210
96 "
The bodies of tbe knees to bo sided to th. diameter of the arm, taken at the m ddle of the length ol
«
the arm
The 3 ol the .liame er ot the arm at I o
its lengtli clea of the body of the knee is to be considered the net ndiog o. the kneo
The length of
the arm will be measured firom .he centre of the
body, and the moulding a ze ol the end of the body
must be equal to tbe net siding of be knee.
The kueea are to be lreo trom all defects, and
subject to ihe usnal Inspection ot the Kurd.
The
price ol out-equaio knees r.ill fe 20 percent less than
the prices named ior rquare and in-square knees
•‘By order Commodore T BaILEY, Commandant."
M. ». WENTWORTH,
Naval Store Keeper.
May 8 1866.
maylOtf
■

generally,

BUTTON-HOLE MACHINE.
mHE Best of Machine Oil. The well-known Howe
X Sevring Machine. Needles ior all kinds of Ma-

chines.

Weed, Weed, Weed ! The New Sewing Machine.
New Machines exchanged for old. Florence Sewing
Machine makes four different stitches, and has the
Reversible ieed. Machines to Let, and Repaired.
Shaw & Clark’s $16.00 and $20.00 Sewing Machines.
Button-Holes made to order. Stitching done In the
best manner. Twist to match the goods. Oil Cans
Screw-Drivers. Rolling's Shuttle Hemming Gages’
The best Cotton Twist and all kinds of Machine
Trimmings. Manufocturing and all other first class
machines sold at low prioes.

Office

No. 1371-2

Middle Street,

Up One Flight Stairs.

Aug 1—eodlm

i

w. SYKES.

PURCHASERFOR EASTERN ACCOUNT,
OF

P. O. B'X 471.

Chicago,

Illinois.

Iltferciictt— Messrs. 8. G.Bswdlear k Co; Maynk W. Chlckerirg; c. H. Cummings
ard & Sons; H
k Co; Chaa. H. Stone; Uallett, Davie k Co; Boston.
J. N. Bacon, E-o, President Newten NaHonal Bank,
Newton,Mara; C. B Coffin.Esq. N.Y.City febMdiv

~j7
Dealer

I’ICKETT,
in

Photographic Goods,
Engravings

Mirrors anil
M

in

if»3turer of Hi Tor * Pioturo Framoo,
No. as market square,

JmneUtf

Portland, Mn.

STEAMER FOR FREEPORT.
The steamer CASCO will leave
Freeport for Portland every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and SA.TURDAY Morning* at 7 o’clock.
Returning, will leave Custom
House Whabf on the aame afternonna at 4 o’clock.
Fare each way, 60 cents.
Freight taken at low
ratesJuly? 2m

provisions of said act required to be
before

G!ass-m

Red

trs’

&

-, Boiled

Currency.

by

Pearl

St.,

KIND WHATEVER

Sheathing,

which >• odere-1 lor Sale at the L west
Market Price-*, and to whioh the attention ol those
wishing to* pnreha e Is invited.
O. M. MARKETT.
Portland, May 22,1866.—ditto

TO THE

CLAIM-

whose account the claim is made, date
death, the proper blanks will be filled
out as tar as possible and forwarded to the person
applying. These can then be executed and returned to
this ofllce, where the claim will be presented toa final
issue In the shortest possible time,
j uly7ood2un& wOm.
or

Conuni ssi an.

1

I

T) LEAS ANT to the palate, cause no pat
promptly, never require Increase ol dose, do not
exhaust, and for elderly persons, females and children, are Just the tMng. Two taken at night movA

the bowels onoe tlio next morning.
Warranted
in all cases of riles and
Foiling of
We
promise a cure lor all symptoms of the Dybpeesia.
such mi Oppression after
Sour Stomach
eating,
ting of
Palpitations also.

tK

rootf,

RectS.

Headache,

Solti

Valuable Real Estate in Scarboro’,
For Sale.
of Salt Marsh, In lots to suit pur-

inn

HON.

200
AC^IS
Also the

Homestead Farm, containing about 120
superior up-land, being the property reowned
oentiy
by the late Hon. Horatio Southgate.
Enquire of Seth Scammon on the premises, or
EZRA CARTER, Jr., Portland.
May 3—eod6t&wtf
very

Garden and Cemetery Embellishments.
ol Chase & Co’s in™
York) ORNAMENTED IRON and TEUACOT A
for the sale

such as VASES, FOUNTAINS Itnq
TK! SEATS &e.’ at WINSLOW’S Machtae
Works,
No. 1 Manufacturers Block, Union Street

ARTICLES,

rSteamer

Portland

W1NSL0^’

for Yarmouth.

*0

ccZr?‘lvest pocket. Price 60
<*»<*• For sale by J.
®CO-.
Proprietor., No 1 Tremout
Ten.nk>
W111 he mailed to any address on I
eS£r«l!d'
enclosing 80 cents.
Julvddly

the afternoon at4 o'olock.
*are each way 30 cents.
Freight taken at low

rates.

Excursion parties aecororooilateil on application to
J. W. LAWRENCE. Yarmouth.
Or. LYMAN, SON & TOBEY, Portland.
July 13th. l&ii.
julylStf

For Sale.
Cumberland oi 40 acres, eight miles
Farm
from Portland and within tltteen minutes walk
of the Grand Trunk Station. For further particulars
inquire on the premises oi
MBS. A. L PETTENGILL.
J“ly 28
31wJw*

A

to

Copaiba*

Certain, a^d Speedy C are for al) dwoa**
lllwlder Kinneys and Urinarv Or guns,
odh* r in the mi In or femilo. treqi.eutly performing
a per fctcuruiu the *h it apace of three or
our
dav* a;id caiv'f in If*, time than any other preparation. In the use ol
a Sure,
ft* of tLe

Id

Compound

Tarrant's

Extract

Copa ibs

qf

Cubebs and.

ikon-id uo need of o^nttuemeut o' change of diet
In it* approved lorm of a paate, it
eutireh taetelea*, auo cau-w* uo unpleaa ait benaa'ion to the na-

tion*. aud uo txpvaure
it i* now acknowledged bj
tno mo. t learned in the pro lea-don that iu the above
e!a-d ofdieeam*, Cubeb* end Copaiba ure the only
two rem-die* known that can bo relied u; on with
any eortalaty or saoces*.

and

CO..

A

REMEDY,

VMQLTf RLE

CAS CRH.

AS D

SYRUP,

the worst

dissipated speedily. Old Ulcers are cred’
leaving had effects after closing them.
The most terrible Scurvy
complaints it banishes,
from young or old.
Distressing Neuralgic
Affections soon yield to its power. It clears the
Complexion from Blotches and Pimples,
renders it brilliant. It cures Jaundice and’
Dyspepsia, and all Eruptive Diseases. In all cases
of temale Weakness and
Irregularities produc
ing General Debility, Piles, ete., its eftects artswithout

miraculous.

tW“On® trial

all that is neoded to prove the peSyrup Its ropu aliun is i.<>w
need not be sal**
its
immense sale is its best recommendation.
Price *1 a per bottle.
is

ouuar virtues of the
so well established that more

Ag’ta, Portland.

may3KUw.

—-T

-------—i

ATLANTIC

Mutual Insurance
II

Wail St,

cor.

Company

William, NEW rORK.

Jaxuabt, 1866.

Insures Against Marine and Inlamd NavP
s
gatiou Risks.
The whole proIU of the Company revnr*t«
Aiwoitno. and are divided AKKuuLr
premiums terminated
daring the year
***

OF

PITTSFIELD,

MASS,

O^tvhloh
C“h'

Endowment Policies for $1,000 to $10,000,
subject to (or.'elture.

Payable Twenty

Year* from

LtfSUJtANCE

other-eouritiea.

8.140.580*

Rruted State* Hold Cola,
ash in Bank,

M>,890
*88,«o

*11.138.600
John 1) Jones,
C?h”.rlM Denata,

Henry C“li.
Wm € Pickers*!!!,
Lewie Curtis.
Charles H K«**eR,
Lowell Uflbrook,

!

s£«“ »WfflK5Sa|s?3X,

tTOgr-'
fttffirHeiry,

A

COk, No.

JOHN E. DOW A SON, Cor.

eH UFUs'sMALL
BiddioJd,DKM
Building,

<&

SON, City

Blddeford, Me., THOMAS QCTMBY, Em.,
Exeter, N H., WOODBRIDOK ODLIN, Esq.,
Norway, Me., FREELAND HOWE, Eaq.
WILLIAM HILL, Treasurer.
J nly 28th, I860.
augldtl

|

i

Miller,

>eorge(j Hobson,
-/avid Lane,
mes Bryoe,

“*y ^ m*d® thron*h the fclll,w1n,f

B°876nfetote*Str
D^VU> FAIRBANKS
Portland, Me., Meaers.

TBO-TKJta;
Win

W il H 4oore,

INCREASE
CAPITAL

Million

U“'ftfd,

Date,

Panel 8
Joshua J

Ag“n^f^u

t,**"*"
13,663,730

Mleven

over

Secretary.

$100,000_

«

/nd Btftte of Naw-York
* C
»nd otbar Stocks,
f4.974.70O
Uy! Bank
Roan* veciirad
by Stock* and otherwise,
3,187,960
Iremium Notra and Bide Receivable,
Keel relate. Bond and Mortgage*, and

EDWARD SHAW, Jgegt,
101 Middle 81. Portland, Me.
mayl8eod$w3m

”*

h« b«n redeemed

were

_

on

Bbkj. Chickbriho,

here

not

prior decease, with lull partcipu'iou in
profits, Premiums pava'jJe in One. Fiv Ten t r
Annual Payments, and Poll lies noiM'o.-fioitabie for
the proportion of pre-niuin paid. For rates, fo, ifc,
scud for a Circular
TH08. F- t'LUNKEiT, PresiJant.

OR

an’dw Lt

*®,r* 1868 4 and I
f°r ** Ye*r“ amount to the

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY!

th»>

lT, fS!

■

deemed!'*"
'*
por oout'eaolR<,S

the BGBUfHIIU!

The steamer CLIPPER will leave

Yarmouth for Portland every morntag until further notice, (Sundays
at 8 o’clock.
‘excepted,)
J
Returning will leave Portland

rier m

extract of

Cubebs and

yelowness of the

Skin
Eves, Sick Headache, Coated Tongue, Billous°* APPettte, Debility,
Monthly Pains, and all Irregularliles, Neuralgia,
and

Sfe,C"“plttl,
jt*d tMe Lowog^Juit
Sfifeg’Jf
j- Refers
aT? compact and implorotu
tw'

L

coRPOvmn

ntaz’bnws,

the V H. anifciry Commission, I
K23 f.roauwny. N Y.. lice, 20 ISf4
I
ISRaEL WASUfiCRN, Jr., of Portia! d.
Maine, ha. consented to accept the dut o« o
General Agent of the Com mi sion f
Maine aud
is hereby appointed such agent by authority ol the
Comtnia ion.
Ue will be readv to famish advice to the frlc-ndi
of the Commission’s work throughout the 8*nt«.
All mouoy contributed in Maine for the nee of the
Commission should bo paid to Mr. Washburn or to
persons designated by him.
Hon. Mr. Washburn is the solo agent recognized
by tho Commission for Maine.
J. FOSTER JENKINS,
oo.a
deo2fidAwif
General .Secretary.

JUly22,1865-d*w4wJ-

TARRA 1ST T’S

nectary,

on

AGENCY’

Fail.”

as

where an external atte uton may
this Salve, prepared
expressly for the. purpose, will
be round invaluable
It wil alwaj he useful io the
Household, and a box of it may s» fi} much sut’erinr
and expense
Price 25 cents per hox.
JAME 0 BOYLE ft 00., ^.Successors to Reddin'
A Co.,) 8 tate Street, Boston Proprietors.
W F. PHILLIES A CO

On application sent to this Agency, stating the
name and post ofllce address br the
claimant, the
name, rank, company, regiment, service, and Stale of

Sanitary
OJRctnf

such Word

HOWARD'S DEALING PALVE. In J1 cases ot
Cancer, Ulcers, Burns, Scalds, Skin Europtions, etc

prosecution

ANTS.

of discharge

uo

are

this Agency, to colclaims,
lect pensions, arrears ol pay, bounty and other claims
against the Government, withovt charge or exANY

is

cares
of
up as incurable by
doctors. It banishes Salt Rheum
entirely and
permanently. In Erysipelas its effects are surprising. All cases, however virulent, of Scrofula or King's Evil, W hite
Swelling, or Tur.ors.

S. SANITARY COMMISSION desiring to
relieve Soldiers, Sailors, and their families from
THEU
the

OX

” There

The CANCER and CANKER SYRUP Infalli-

NEW YORK.

Composition Spikes Hails, fc.

IF. H. Fessenden, Local Agent.
Ofllce, No. 65 Exchange Street.

EEBSE

W V Phillip* k Co, and U. 11. Hay, Wholowafe
Agent* Portlanu, and eold by Drugging and ileal
«
evu* neraily.
moh2f>eod4’eow6f»

bly eradicates and cure,
Canker, even when given

rotaP
Ho Is also Agent for the Revere
Copper Company,
and will keep on hand a loll an-i turn .do aesori met-t
of Copper and Yellow Metal Holts and

NO CHARGE FOR SERVICES.

ol such

KNIGHTS, Proprietor*

remery.whch

Dealers

rilHE undnrsignel h vtegUkcn t* a Store *0. i2'J
X Commercial S'reet, « rui-r of ‘.outial Wharf
wlil keap oonstsiPly
or file Hemp and Manilla
Cordage, of nil sizes, by 1 ho Clang or U .tail. A so
Anchors, Chains, Cables, Duck, Oakum. Windlass
Perch 'ses. and Hrr‘U .‘•tores together wiih a complete as irtment of Ship Cha id'eru, at w* olesale 01

U. S. Sanitary Commission
ARMY & NAVY CLAIM AGENCY.

the

K.

As the greatacd ce lain cur* fer a l
those fearfM
aud dcrructive ma'mdiea wbicb arise frera loin
pars
state oi tho biO! d
Tbo wonderful suooe « which
hat .n a chs, a, wber. it has been
lalrly tried, followed is use, loaves no room to deubt tho
b’erset*
fact that Cancers may be curtd.
Sufferer* from the scourge may therefor* t0
longr-r dread rhe feaildl alteruaiivts o‘
the Hur/ooa’a
ki.it or the grave. The? have a
speedy a id certain
n moves the malidv, root
and branch.
*hicu in thousand of oaae« tho
oper ling knife doee
not., ranc r must be cured by remed rs
which thoroughly renovate the coustitrtioB. andthatoan only
be dour by notifying the e* t re mass of the circulath* Aw'd Tlk’« i*» flrc'.ed by t; e Syrup, uj thousands,
havo test* tied.

Ship Ghandleil'y.

FREEMAN CLARKE,

usually paid for
have established

E.

CASK HR

com-

1451.july20 2m

heavy expenses

>1 PER EOTTI-E
Prepared by 8. Seavery,.

UUtYARUS

ED LEAD,

by Druggists

and

287

Clarke,

ol the

DR

50 CTS. AND

THE GREAT HUMOR

General Agents,

None, therefore,
Comptroller ol
the Currency, do hereby certify that “The National
Traders* Bank ofPortland,” in the City of
Portland,
in the County ol Cumberland, and State of
Maine, is
authorized to commence the business of Banking under the Act aforesaid.
In testimony whereof witness my hand and seal of
office this seventeenth day of July, 1865.

Comptroller

PRICE,

,

ROBERT COLGATE & Co.,

commencing the business of Ban keed
j under said Act:
I Freeman

acres

FLOUR, GRAIN, 8EED8, PROVISIONS, LARD, BUTTER and WESTERN PRODUCE generally
Particular attention given to shipping by quickest
Xo. 1X8 South Water St.,
and cheapest routes.

For sale

OF PORTLAND,”
in the City ol Portland, in the
County o Cumberland, and State of Maine, has been duly orgauized
under and according to the requirements oi the Act
ofCongKes entitled “An Act to provide a National
Currency, secured by a pledge of United States bonds,
and to provide for the circulation and redemption
thereof.’* approved June 3, 1861, and has complied
ail the

[L. 8.]

Some of the ubore named C’ergyraen may hav«
changtheir Pan total charge eince the public* tion of the

97S Green wich Sr., New York.
Sold by Druggist* ail ovor the World.
may 6 8G dig

etc.

“National Traders Bank

No.

ed

above.

-WHITE

r.

Also, LINSEED OIL, Ra>

of the

that the

the soldier

xjrsrxoisr

Lead,

and Refined.

with

in

I'HARGE,

Currency,
Washington, July 17,1865. }
H ERE A S, by satisfactory evidence presented
\\f
H to the undersigned, it has been made to appear

with

|

KINUER OK PROVIDENC*. from tbe
X Teachings of h xpereneo seem to point to

Pf

Treasury Department,
Comptroller

W McDonnal Provident

It 1.
G S Simmons
Quakei
N Y.
Springs
Rev It Newhall NGraham Nil 44 H Harris
Hoot
NY.
44
44
A Kidder Unity
C K Little Cliuionville44
44
N M Hailey lienniker 44 1 4 B H
'WkmviMe *•
Covey
44
44
N L Chase Csndia
i‘ Wm Cluettfe Son Troy44
44
D W Barber Gilman ton !
C B Ford New York
<4
W Robertson Newark N J
!
44
B K Bowles Manchester "HO Usuries
Anapoli* Md
j
N H
‘I TGoodnow T.ipeka Has
44
C M Barres Colebrook 44 A Webst r U 9 Army
N Ii.
Robt White Georgetown D C
44
L B Knight W Durham R Brown
Washington 44
Me.
••
A Bassett 44
Geo
44
R II Stinchfield Saco Me Dr 8 lngjlls U 8
Surgeon
J M Woodbury Newtield
Ms.

milK

Manufacturers of

LI

July 13—d3m

of

4‘

TAB BA NT T

of New Y

Retailers everywhere.
•3T*11! Beware!!! ol all worthless imitations.
IQf^See that “Costar’s” name is on each Box,
Bottle and Flask, before you buy.
HENRY It. COSTAR.
Principal Depot, 482 Broadway, N. Y.
Bold by all Druggists and Dealers In Portland, Me.

Office

town Mm.
J Stephens Newbury port Mh
14
Geo Childs Lydeu
Dr B K Abbott Melrose 44

Compound Extract of Cubebs
Copaiba JVEVEH FAILS.

iite Lead

and Linsee* \ Oil Co

u0o8tar’s” Electric Powder for Insects,
Is

rsr

TarranVt

Lead.

Atlantic \

wash, used to

or

44

Manufactured orly by

“Oostar’s” Bed-Bue: Exterminator,
Is

jant.l8G6d&wly

Whit

paste—used for Rats,

Mice, Roaches, Black and
Red Ants, tfc., tfc., tfc.

13?**Sold by all Druggists and

RY i ukm
o»r«r

Infirmary,

own sex.
ance.

‘Oostar's” Rat, Roach, &c., Exterminators,

Melrose, Mass.
medicni".

Stamp for Circular.

THE LADIES.
DR. HUGHES particularly invites all Ladies, who
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. 5
Temple Street, which they will find arranged for their

“18 years established in N. Y. City.”
“Only infallible remedies known.”
“Free from Poisons.”
“Not dangerous to the Human Family.”
“Eats come out of their holes to die.”

$1.00 PER BOTTLE.
Prepared by S. Seavery.
U.
KNIGHTS, Proprietor

tat to recommend it to the atteution of the Puhiio
the best Medicine they ever used.
0 Munxer Augusta We
Knr.J C Ingalls,Melrose,!!*
•*
Win il Strout \\ ilton 44
NPSeelee Melrose
44
41
44
A F Herrick Lynn
Swantou Hanks Portland
44
“
Me.
J M F Barue* Ma den
J W B illey L omln t'r" 44 A Tamer W llarpewi ll
Tauutou"
Me.
NP i’bilbr’k
"
J Hice
Dan’i Atkin* Mil b’ry*‘
Lisbon
44
•«
A Hatch Solon
WHSbUon Nant’okt"
44
“tin tubb* Lawrence
D B I taxi'lull Lewiston 44
44
**
I Marcy Dedham
T iiili V\
aiei will*? 44
41
Ueo W Winchester Kail 44 W C Steven* Dixtteld4"
River M*.
Hr* A 1* Larrabeu Bath 44
44
A D Merrill Cambridge-. rohn Locke K Poland Ms.
>V vY Willard Brown villc 4
port Ms.
44
8 A Cushing Shrews- I tevS D K>kiu« Cambridge V t
Ms
0 A 9 ev*iu» Lincoln 44
bury
44
W F Karringtou New- 44 'A Adam..
We ton 44
•4
Bedford Ms.
II Clark Nnrthtteld 44
44
D K Banister Ludlow Ms 44 M Bullard
•«
Derby
"
C U Harding K Salisbury 44 8 Quimby Newbury 44
44
Ms
X Goodrich So CovingN D Georg Southbridge
ton Ct.
44
Ms.
J Lovejoy Rockville Ct.
44 A 9
Hailey Newton Up- 44 8 8 CnmmiQgft W Thorn p
Kails Ms.
son l't
Lojmis So Yarm'tb 44 J B Weeks
Ond'h Ct.
44
Ms.
L K Dunham Tolland ••
44
FT Kinney K Bridgewa- *• H Parlous Rockwell
44
ter Ms.
F H Brown Burnside
44
B K Bos worth W Sand- 44 U W Corf Us
Stafford
wich Ms,
Spring Ct.
44
John 8 Hay Lyun Ms. 44 J Beecher
Hirmimcrhain
44
J L Uanilord WaterCt

Melrose, Mass.
Me.

especial accommodation.
Dr. H.’s Electic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled In efficacy and superior virtue in regulal mg all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific ami
certain of droducing relief in a short time.
LADIES will find it invaluable in all cases of obstructions after all other remedies have been tried In
It is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
vain.
the least injurious to the health, and may be taken
with perfect
safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country, with foil directions,
Dk. HUGHES,
by addressing
No. 5 Temple Street (oorner of Middle). Portland.

a

E.

Street], Portland,

Medical

that

aid

TO

21 st, 1864.
in the habit of prescribing Ltuookali’s arsaparilla Compound for two
years with the most satisfactory results. It will be

OR.

a

Electic

Melrose, Nov.

PRICE

one

I can warrant a perfect cure in such cases, and a
full ami healthy restoration of the urinary organs.
Persons, who cannot personally consult the Dr.,
can do so »»y writing, iu a plain manner, a
description
of their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will
be forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential, and will be

LALE BT

1865

war-

by

STAGE OP SEMINAL WEAKNESS.

SECOND

SYRIU',

verts humors front the
and at the same tame
aot8 8 a sure and
Tonic.
It will giro good satisfaction wheuevcr an Alternative and Purifying M edicine is required.
BKNJ. F. ABBOTT.

perfect cure

consulted

ant of the cause, which is the

Dr. Larookah*.—1 have been

Particular attention Is called to the following provision ot the Act of the Legislature of March
15,1864.
“And if any person so interested shall fell to
pav
his proportion by the time fixed in said
notice, then
any such deficiency arising from sucli failure may be
paid by any other person or persons holding bonds or
claims secured as aforesaid; and the person so
paying any deficiency as aforesaid, Bhail succeed to all
the rights which the person failing to
pay as aforesaid
would have had if seasonable, payment had been
made by him, subject however to tho further
right of
redemption as heveinatter provided.”
Portland, July 26,1865.—dtf

Aug. U—lw.

a

More in

levy

Great

remedy for Catarrh,

Melrose, Mass., Dec. 1st. 1864.

found

a

are

MIDDLE-AGED MEN.

with Larookah’s S. rup, the best article in use for
what it
to do. The
in the opinion
friends, saved my life
And Mrs Selec, has
been us greatly benefited by tlie use of the Bahsaparilla Corpouxd.
REV, N. P 8 EL EE.

purports

we

There are many men at the age of thirty who are
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the Madder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burning semuftion, and weakening the system in a manner
tlie patient cannot account for. On examining the
urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often he round,
and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen
will appear, or the color will be of a thin milkish hue,
again changing to a dark and turbid appearance.
There are many men who die of this difficulty, ignor-

Sarsaparilla Componud, has been
blessing in our family that we class it

said

1

anil Colds.

Dr. Larookali’s
so

day passes but

more young man with the above disease, some oi
whom are as weak and emaciated as though they bad
the consumption, and by their friends supposed to
have it.
All such cases yield to the proper and only
correct course of treatment, and in a short time are
made to rejoice in perfect health.

All public

It will cure Nervous Affections, Palsy arising from
the abuse of Mercury or Lead. It is a Tonic as well
as Alternative, restoring the tone of the
system,
thus oaring Dropsy and (tenoral Debillity, tending
to Consumption. It is a great protection from atacks that originate in change of climate, season and
of life.

a

and

charge made.

or no

Hardly

always
strengthen
speakers should use them.
for
the
quantity
money.
The large boxes are the cheapest.

Salt

lungs
permanent

Notice to Bond-Holders*

Aug.

ranted

PROPRIETORS.

»P17d6mNEW

Myers,

HOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS BY UNHAPPY EXPERIENCE!
Young men troubled with emissions in sleep,—a
complaint generally the result of a bad habit in

youth,—treated scientifically,

well

•*

ot

excess

Do not wait for the consummation that is sure to follow: do not w ait for Unsightly Ulcers, tor
Disabled Limbs, tor Loss of Beauty
and Complexion.

Hoarseness,

Vocalists should

Will

———

ol'my

Sterling’s Ambrosia

ill relieve
All

BLOOD.

an

so

peculiar character,

The class of disease* for which the Syrun provides
is precisely that which has so olien battled the
highest order of medical skill. The ffcct* are tangible, the witnesses accessible,and the safety and eflicacy of the Syrup incontrovertible
The undersigned, having experienced the beneffoia effects of the
Larookali’s Syrup.” douoihc.-t-

K caseslnak-

in

and of Mich

a cure

SEEK FOR AN ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.
The Pains aiid Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition, are
the Barometer to the whole system.

Bronchitis.

effectual

an

proAered

any kind
whether it be the solitary vice of
youth, or the stinging rebuke of misplaced confidence in maiurer years,

for cold in the head.

cure

lwuys cure

Rheum,

^

good

authenticated,

HAVE CONFIDENCE.
AUwho have committed

They will cure Sore Throat.
Always cure Tickling in the Throat.
Sure to prevent Sleepless Nights from Coughs.
Will prevent the Asthma if taken early.
Often

Ulcers and Seres, Rheumatism, Pain in
the Stomach, Side and Bowels, Debility and all complaints arising from impurities of the

treatment,

to

sufferers cannot reasonably hesitate to receive the

Mercury.

or

Scrofula.

mors,

Druggist,

And why everybody should use, and every
Druggist should sell them.

Complaint, Dyspepsia,
Dropsy, Neuralgia, Epilepsy,
Erysipelas, Boils, Tu-

Liver

use

Y,

FOR

FOR

system

CHOATE’S

Are

ing

whot”

gerous weapon, the

Six Bottles for $5:

They will cure Coughs

liable and
all other complaint* tend-

CONSUMPTION.
The prooffe of its efficacy are so numerous,

fog an Indlaeriintnateuae of that antiquated and dan-

MAGIC LOZENGES!

Smolnnder’s Extract Bucku.

house,

and

lem l.ynn and l-a* rencti.
For fri-igb or passage apply to
A. SOMERRY, agent.

SI Per Bottle.

june30 eodfrw2«

STERLING’S
B R °

YORK

BOTTLE.

Speakers andsing-

lic

wlm^onu ,“U“ulJ

Under Revere House, Boston-, aud by wholesale and
retail druggists generally throughout the country.
To be surfe of the genuite notice the Clrcular
Trade-Mark enclosing a Buchu Leaf on each battle.

For sa’e by W. F PHILLIPS A UO. 148 Mldd e
St, and Orosman St to., 75 Middle Street, Portland
BU KLElull A KOUKttd, Wli ilesale
Drugggists,
86 Hanover st. Boston Hass, Uenoral Agents lor the
United States.

open for

UNK,

and >n»r

6

TRY

MORRILL’S CORNER,
apoailes from Portland, has been re-furnished and

SOLE

PEE

HENBY A. OHOATE,

complaints:

mfcraabkitrf8frSbS
e\i«iu^.ea„£0^tutlo,n8

Swellings,and all disease# o
in

Men, Women and
Children.
Sold for $1 per bottle*, six bottles for $f»} by all drug
•
gists and apothecaries everywhere.
Is Better in quality, more in quantity, less in price
than any other similar preparation.
Sold at wholesale and retail by the proprietor,

RESTORED!

Obatinate t'uaea 01 Indigestion, DyapepViTlln umatUm, Dropsy and Di8easen of the Urn yry Organs, which will be Ukadily Curkd.

PBICE, $1

Cures Gravel, Dropsical

Urinary Organs,

MEDICINE

ENERGIES

The public are respectfully informo
that this Spacious, convenieni and welknown House, situated at

UTo’ZSUl pu,jm2MI'’

ytafe^SSCsteamerNKW
holm, will leave

“■
eV.W.^D*SW,0K-C;«P‘E
11,6 "’olook

IMPAIRED

WINSLOW A THAYER, Proprietors

The

ERUPTIONS

■

for the following

Colds, Coughs, Whoopirg Cough Croup, Asthma,
Catarrh Brorchitis, Spittirg Blood,Pair
ir the side, Night Sweat*. Humors,
tiKMBHAL Debility and the variThroat Affection* and
ous
Hoarseness to which Pub-

simlS*"?’

BUCHU,

OF

Pnlmonic
JL

n!?ifrpaS!P*ht'U<*les

FULLER’S

EXTRACT

Vegetable

preparation ever made

best

Tf-t

CAUTION TO THE PUBLIC.
Every intelligent and thinking person must know
handed out for general use should have
HJ2
theirremedies
efficacy established by well tested experience in
tue nanus of a
regularly educated physician, whose
fit* h”n ^or 411
uuties he mutt
tulflll, yet the country is flooded with poor nostruui.N
to be the best in the world,
b,,t a)wa>'s injurieuH.
The unIbriunate sa“u“
> mwioou* In Detecting hi.-,
physician, as it is a lamsntable yst lnoonlruvertI'aticnts are made
b? maltreatmen.
h
l'hy»tel»ns in guneral practice:
I. „!?1rr“oe‘1
a point
ior it is
conceded by tbe Vest svnliilgenerally
osrapbera, that tile study and maiuiement^irf!tt «e
engross the
time of those
wlio would be competent and
successAilbi their treatment and cure.
'live inexperienced
general praciitiouei, having neither
nor time to make
himself acquainted withupiiortuuity
their pathology, commonly
pursues oue
of

or infusion;.
one
tiling needful for all complaints
insidental to females. (For particulars send for circular.)

FLUID

Indian

cr* are

BUCHU,

pure Fluid Extract, not a weak TIA

dr.

Those whose syt-fcr-ms aro reduced by the too irpursuit oi business or pleasure, rendering a

THB

the reception of Company and Pleasure
Partios. Every attention will be ^iveu to the comfort of guests.
flTThe Cars from Portland every ball hour.
WINSLOW A THAYEH.
Westbrook, Oct. 10— dtf

a

or

and.brcoght back toahoa'thy and norma! tone by

o'clock

_Mav M.jsflS.

unsurpassed.

WhMTesto"nt^? tr“t °f ElecuU>r of the

Eastportand

requested to send their freight to the
S P V 0B 'be

2™$
boCB°MWELI.

The Roughest Skim is made smooth.
Chapped Hands are instantly healed.
Cracked and Dried Lips are healed and softened.
To keep the hands and face comfortable during the
cold weather, put a little of the ointment on when
going to bed.
up in two sited bottles. The smaller

FIFTY

usual

passenger for every *300 additional value
L. BILLINU8 Agent.
Aug 5, 1863.
feb.18,1863 —dtf

KENNEDY’S

RHEUul

Fri-

*2 on

“ortTanTly<“

Ebolliknt,

8ALT

.Thursday,

person-

OINTMEHT

Salt Rheum

as

SEMI WEEKLY

mercury or other mineral substances.
wholly and purely

Great

Montreal,

'The Company are not responsible for
hagga<re to
any amount exceeding *30 in yalue and that
al, unless notice is given and paid for at the rate of

no

The

and

ME.

■

^

use

very neooasary.wiil find iholr

This spacious and finely furnished boos
has justneen open to the public,and ii will It
tel
It
kept in all r^pects as a first class
_jia located «ithin a tew rods ol tl- .lcpot, it
oue of the pleasantest and most t »• vine villages o;
the State.
It *8 within tivo miles of the ceJelrtUd Polite
Mineral
Spring, the water ol which is kept constantly on hand at tne house. The laoiiities for trout
liohiog and oth*r sports are excellent.
March 27, )86fi —dtf

Old and

to the eoutiuu A

SPRING

Proprietor*

Is

Dropsy,

dei t

HOTEL,

MECHANIC FALLS,

McClellan

yield

n«l

DR. LAROOKAH'S

cess.

Is the

INVALUABLE.

)

STEAMERS

every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday
a 7 o’clock P. M,
day and
Fare in Cabin

KENNEDY’S

j

Arrangement!

City, Lewiston

UKO W. MUECH.

A. T. PIERCE*

I

Incident to Infanoyand Cbildboi dit has been "buuil

(

Will, until further notice, run as
follows
Leave Atlantic Wharf, Portland,
every Monday Tuesday Wednes
——: day, Thursday, Friday and Saturday, at 7 o oiock P M and India Wharf, Boston

Burns, Chapped Hands,
Scalds.

SALT

OIL

STEAMBOATS.

Forest

Suppers served

EAGLE

v

ALL

House.

L.ITTLK

Agent for all the r, rent Leading Routes to Chi
oago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Detroit, Milwaukee,
flalena. Oshkosh, St. Paul, LaCrossp, Oreen Bay,
Quincy, St, L' ui*, 1-ouisviile, Indianapolis, Cairu,
ftc. and is prepared to furniBh Through Tickets
from Portland te al. the principal Cities and Towns
in the loyal States and the Canaaas, at. the
LOWEST RATES OF FARE,
And all needful inlormation cheerfully furnished.
Travellers will find it greatly to their advantage
to procure Through Ticket* at the
Portland Railway Ticket OUi'ie. 31 Ex*
change Street, up stalls.)

THE

IN

T' e public arc
respectfully iniormod tha'
It is tlio intention of the
Proprietor that
this House shall be kept a Hret-class read
t he choicest
-tf

Faculty

HOUSE, Smolander's Extract Bucku!

one

It will Cuke Balt Rheum. Erysipelas, Scald Head,
Piles Felons, Ulcers, Sore Eyes, Chilblains,
Shingles, Boils, Cuts, Wounds. Blisters,

».

which will

1S6B—<)3ia

GAPISIC POND

Monday

April 27, 1866—apr20tf

Dyspepsia

tiasienml-oailahdinas
JAMES MclNTOSH, Prep ietor.
B. 1st

FULLER’S
EXTRACT OF
DR.

FLUID

—FOB—

'C

>une,

fluid EXTRACT OK HUi.HU'

BUOOhSB,

Leing cepeeiully
Recommended by the Medical

FULLER’S*

DR.

Consumptive Keaietly

aridI!g Lon.

Carts Pain or Weakness in the
flack, Strictures, 4c.
Cures Weak Nerves, floss
orMemory, TrembVing,
Dimness of Vision.

•

la> gest iu tl e lowclass iu all its deconvenient to the United

St.John N.

PORTLAND AND KENNEBEC R. R.

iW~ Freight taken

cure

BRUNSWICK.

The above Hotel is I he
Province*, and is first

aparimeiit-': n
Sstutcsaod Nova

are

and have been long used

WITH

Temple Street,

can

hours daily,
A. -M. to # K *
l)r. H. addresses those who are suffering under the
affliction ol private diseases, whether
impure connection or the terrible vice of selSabuse
Devoting Ms entire time to that particular branch oi
the medical protesslou. be leels warranted in DuabKAKTEE1N0 A Cube M, ALL CASES, whether of long
standing or recently contracted, entirely removing
the dregs of disease from the system, and making S
perfect and i'EKMANKNT CUKE.
He would call the attention ot the afflicted to the
met or his long
standing and well-earned reputation
furnishing suitldent assurance of his sMli and suc-

diseases of the Kidneys and Bladder

Debility,

WELL KNOWN IN MEDICINE

e,

WILIIAM 8T.,

let*

General

artioloi which o >u»p we thu preparation

He-oponod with Wow Furniture ft Fixture*,

—

r-

PRINCE

All

*ffeotio»*B of the 8tom*ob,

the various

CURES

Urinary Organs, Rheumatism,
Dropsies and Cutaneous Diseases.

TUB
<•«■»*

be consulted
and with
the utmost cohhdeuce bv privately,
WHEEE
the afflicted at all
and trotn a

BUCKUI
The

HOTEL

ST. JOUN. NX W

ITirfrlTltt'dTii On and after Mondav, 10th inst, 1865,
•^BP^SWitrains will leave as follows, until fur-

er

he

TURKU MILES FROM PORTLAND.

The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 iu value, and that personal unless notice is given, and
paid for at the rate
Of one passenger for every $500 additional value.
C. J. BRYDGKS, Managing Director.
H. BAILEY, Superintendent
Portland. Juue 22nd, 1865 —dtf

ol

No. 166 Fore Street, Portland.

12,'>l^0-dfmRKr’

No. 5

—OF—

Vic T O K Y

fa§

PRIVATE MEDICAL ROOMS,

pemacent

Pw*tot*-

Oppcaite the Custom Hou

8.17 A M.
2.06 P. M.

do

Summer

J. W. Munger & Co., Agents,

TWENTY-FIVE

Oswego Corn Starch!

Quebec, Ac,

For the

C. C.

and, Jane

K« turn ilekets, at Reduced Prices, will be issued
during the summer season irom Portia d to Bethel,
Go* ham. Island Po d, Montreal and Quebec.

Oliver A.

Kennedy’s

sent to any part of ho
country, by Mali or Express, free of charge on receipt of the price. Address,

disease.
H. H.

From Mooireal,
From
do.

dr. j. b. hughes

Fluid Extract

Compound

(or

Sabbath to transient visitors

the

on

8TUBB9’

AS FOLLOWS:

«ORK

CHARLES TAYLOR, President.
HAMILTON BRUCE, Viee-Pres’t.

JS
?-

$10 00
lluO

ARRIVE

TRAINS WILL

ample experi-

simple—PrmnptX-Effi-

arc

7 00 A M.
M ill train lor Waterville. Bangor, Gorham, Island
Pond. Montreal ana Quebec, at 26P M.
bothot these trains conn ct at Monti cal wi li ex
pp w liaius for lori uto, Dotioit, Coicago, and all
other plaoes woet.

Through Tickets.

INSURANCE.

SPECIFICS,

Mahogany Case lu Vials
Hingle Vialg. with directions,
wW*These Remedies by the Case

Port

Montreal, and Quebec, -at

Panama Railroad may be scoured
by early application at this office.
March HO, 1806.
marSOdAwtf

FIRE

w 0Dt,n

Medical.

Medical.
CAN BE FOUND AT HIS

—

Mail Steamer* and

AXD

HUMPHREYS’

VETERINARY SPECIFICS.

B. Closed

N

MjaeSHH^rains will run as lotto ws
Morniug xpr< ss train for South Paris. Lewiston,

W. D. LITTLE, Agent.
Passage Tickets <br California, bv the O'd Line

OCEAN,
MARINE,
INLAND,

The best time for making cuttings of currant bushes is said to be early in the autumn,
as they will form callous and
frequently some
roots before winter.

\\

regularly.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
rhfsajSijggg On and after Monday, June 26tb,18€6.

Gorham, 1 aland Pond

Miscellaneous.

SMOLANDER’S

,

Porsers in att ncatce on arrival of Tiaina in
Portland, to Ovnvej pa»«ugeih and bagga.e to Burnham 8 wharf, where a creamer .eayea for the Island

146

West, South, North-West and the Oanadas,

Broadway.

hall ui lea f cm th city, ia n*
Jlm°da * U °f tra"ai 'ut und

a

boarders!

TRUNK RAILWAY,
Of Ontindb.

W.

I

ire success;
Reliable.
They are the only Medicines
perfectly adap ed to popular use—so simple that
mistakes canuot be made ju using them; so havmless
as to be free from danger, and so efficient as to l>e always reliable. They have raised the highest commendation from all, and will always render satisfaction.
Cts.
No. 1 Cures Fevers, Congestion, Infl&mationg,
25
2
Worms, Worm-Fever Worm-Colic,
25
3
Cryiny-Coho or Tee hing of infanta. 25
>
4
Diarraca of children or adults
25
5
Dysentery, Griping Biiiious Colic,
25
6
Cholera-Morbus, Nausea, Vomitiul
26
“
7
Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis,
25
‘•8
Neuralgia Toothache, Kaceache,
25
9
Headaches, Siek-iienUaohe, Vertigo. 26
4t
10
Dyspesia, Biiiious Stomach,
.25
“11
Suppressed or painful Periods,
2ft
12
i
Whites, too profuse Periods.
2G
13
Croup, Cough, difficult Breathing.
25
“14
Salt Rheum Erysipelas, Eruptions,
25
“15
Rheumatism, Rheumatic Pains
25
“16
Fever and Ague, Chill Fever, Aims,
ftp
J7
Piles, blind or bleeding.
50
“18
Ophthalmy, aud sore or weak eyef,
00
“19
Catarrh acute or chronic, Influenza, 50
“20
Whooping-Cough, violent Coughs.
50
“21
Asthma, oppressed Breathing,
50
22
Ear
Discharges,
V,
impaired Hearing, 50
Scrofula^ ©“larged Ulands, Swellings, 50
Gcn«rof Debility Physical
4
Weakness, 60
2o
JJropsy. anil scanty Secretions
50
*•
26
Sea-Sickness, sickness from rldinsr
kji
27
Kidney Disease. Gravel,
“28
Nervous Debility Seminal
Emissions,
1
involuntary Discharges,
l oo
*•29
Sere Mouth, Canker,
♦
50
“
Urinard Incontinence, wetting bed
*'30
GO
31
Painful Periods, even with Spasms
60
*
32
Suff erings at Change of Life,
100
“33
Epilepsy, Spasms, St. Vitus’ Danoe, l 00
“34
Diphtheria ulcerated Sore Throat.
50
FAMILY CASES.
35 Vials, Morocco Case, aud Book,
$10 00
20 large Vials, in Morocco, aud Book,
6 00
$) largo Via!?, plain case, and Book,
5 00
15 Boxes (Nos. 1 to 5) and Book.
3 00

re

C. M MOB8E, Supfc.
juae28tt

Waterville, June 22,1865.

of New York.

ins of others.

ence. au eu

and

o

TO THE

Obi horses should be driven by old people.—
Till you have had the rheumatism yourself
you cannot properly sympathize with the spav-

HAVE
oitiut, and

line*

On and af

and PASTRY, at tali prices.
Bring in your Baskets and get them filled with just
what you want tor a Lunch at the IaMnds.
Also constantly on hand the best of Ioe Cream, Soda Water, and Confectionery.

j

most

A.M.,

train leaves Portland at 8
at 1 P M.

1

CHARLES W. LUCY,

venient hole at the side of the gravel walk,
the tenderness with which they committed
the body, head downwards, to the earth, !and
the solicitude with which they afterwards
pushed against it two little stones, doubtless
“in memoriam.” Their task being ended, they
paused for about a minute, perhaps to drop
over the grave of their friend a
sympathising
tear, and then they flew away.”

IIOMCE OPA TUI €
PROVED, from the

^h'reicht

turning is due in Portland
Stages connect with trains at principal stations,
towns North and East ol this
daily "or most of the

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

ACADEMIC COURSE.

of

ji.

flOU HE
Harbor, -Me.

sunjjner retort, situated
CUSH1JSGB 1SLAB1D,

^

YORK A Cl WHEAL AND RAIL. ROAD.

Penmanship, twenty lessons,

j

_____

TTJITIOISr.

FULL COMMERCIAL COURSE.
Payable in advance and entitling the student
to the privilege of completing all the studies
of the department at anytime after the pay-

tie

foij

-,—

ie»ve, Portland, Grauu iruuu
(or u,wfc,toi! and Auburn, at
md 1.26 P. M.
at 1.J6 P. «1.
Fur Bangor and intermediate
Rettbmno -Leave Lewiston at t> A> A. M aaa
Loovo
Bangor at
arrive in Portland at 8.30 A. M
P. M.
7.30 A. M and arrive in Portland at 2.15
with
trains for
Portland
Both these train? oonneot at
I.OJ A

Medical.

Ihii celebrated

1865

□SaafgJC) Tr*in»

Unusual Facilities
Are offered to ladies desiring to pursue Penmanship
and Book-keeping. There will be a Course of Lectures on Commercial Law by gentlemen eminent in
the legal profession. Booms open day and evening.

Baby Annie, there are many
r oily grown, who in the bine
Sue*, as eagerly as yon,
Things beyoiia the reach of any;
It as purely seeidng, surely,
They shall nud, or late or soon,
All the whiteness of the moon
Through their white souls shine demurely.

Glasgow Herald
following:

Course

to engage
Buch£st«'uctloi‘ HW1 enable them
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Buttering eagerness,
•Seeming only just to miss
By the fraction of an inch.
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Ah, but Baby Annie knows
bne can get it if she tries,
With her hungry month or eyes,
Or her lingers, or-her toes!
For ttiey ail lay hold and clinch
With

SUMMER AURAlfORMRliT
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ttJGSSXX&gagtgS:

Oh, she thinks ii she could reach
u ust a little more—that's all,—
Sue would pick that shining ball
As he** mamma pic &b a peach.
There, she has it! How she crows!
N j, it lipped her! but there
lingers
Liquid moonlight on her nngers,
Li*o aew shaken from a rose.
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